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SENIORS
Ketty Cornemann, Maria Boever, Alison Anderson

JUNIORS
Kristin Rotert, Macie Michelson, Jennifer
Schuttloffel

SOPHOMORES
Vanessa Johnson, Jennie Sunnarborg, Jill
Young

FRESHMEN
Leah Dietel, Ashley Eide, Stephanie Paluch, Tara
Heiser, Katie Lingle, Cala Westergard.

COACHES
Chad Oletzke, Katie Falco, Aaron Johnston,
Deb Remmerde, Emilee Gusso.
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2009-10 PREVIEW
SOUTH DAKOTA
STATE UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION
Location: ;884270< $
Enrollment:
/*55
Colors: ).558@ *7- 5>.
Nickname: *,4;*++2=<
Affiliation:
2?2<287
Conference: %1. $>662= .*0>.
Arena: ;8<= ;.7*
,*9*,2=B
ADMINISTRATION
President: ; *?2- 12,827.
Alma Mater: $8>=1 *48=* $=*=.
Athletic Director: ><=27 $.55
Alma Mater: 8@5270 ;..7 !128
Office Phone:
Associate AD-Compliance/Senior
Woman Administrator: *=1B .B5.7<
Office Phone:
Associate AD-Development: 24. >;0.;<
Office Phone:
Associate AD-Internal: #8+ ".=.;<87
Office Phone:
NCAA Faculty Rep.: B58 .552,4<87
TEAM
INFORMATION
2008-09 Overall Record:
Summit League Record:
Home Record:
Away Record:
Neutral-Court Record:
Letterwinners Returning/Lost:
Starters Returning:
All-Time Record:
NCAA Division I Tournament
Appearances: !7.
Women’s NIT Appearances: %@8
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<.*<87 @2=1
1201 .A9.,=*=287< *< 2= *==.69=< =8 ;.9.*= *<
,1*69287< 8/ %1. $>662= .*0>.
%1. *,4;*++2=< ;.=>;7 /8>; <=*;=.;< /;86 =1.
<:>*- =1*= @87 +8=1 =1. ;.0>5*; <.*<87
*7- 98<=<.*<87 5.*0>. =2=5.< .7 ;8>=. =8 *
8?.;*55 ;.,8;- *7- * +.;=1 27 =1.
%8>;7*
6.7= /8; =1. /2;<= =26. *= =1. 2?2<287 5.?.5
$ $& *5<8 *==*27.- 2=< /2;<= 7*=287*5 ;*74270 *< *
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%1. 9*<= <>,,.<< 5.- =1. *,4;*++2=< =8 +. *
7.*; >7*7268>< 92,4 =8 ;.9.*= *< $>662=
.*0>. ,1*69287< *< <.5.,=.- +B =1. *77>*5
9;.<.*<87 9855 8/ 5.*0>. ,8*,1.< <98;=< 27/8;
6*=287 -2;.,=8;< *7- 6.-2* @12,1 @*< ;.5.*<.27 !,=8+.; %1. *,4;*++2=< ;.,.2?.- 8/ =1.
/2;<= 95*,. ?8=.<
5=18>01 $8>=1 *48=* $=*=. -8.< 78= 1*?. *
95*B.; 87 =1. 9;.<.*<87 *55 $>662= .*0>. 2;<=
%.*6 /8>; *,4;*++2= 95*B.;< ;.,.2?.- 9;.<.*
<87 *,,85*-.< +B +.270 7*6.- =8 =1. <.,87=.*6 <.728; /8;@*;-< *;2* 8.?.; *7- .==B
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00,)%$ '1)#4,341%
%.%1!, 40%15)2)/.
%.%1!, %#(./,/'7
.$4231)!, !,%2
.$4231)!, 40%15)2)/.
1% 1/&%22)/.!, 1/'1!-2
1% ()1/01!#3)#
1% %.3!,
1% !6
1% %$)#).%
1% ).)23%1)!,
1% /134!17 #)%.#%
1% 03/-%317
1% (72)#!, (%1!07
1% (72)#)!.;2 22)23!.3
1% %3%1).!17 %$)#).%

COLLEGE OF
GENERAL STUDIES AND
OUTREACH PROGRAMS

/,,/6).' )2 ! ,)23).' /& 3(% -/1% 3(!.
-!*/12 -)./12 !.$ /03)/.2 !5!),!",% ). 3(%
#,!221//- !3 /43( !+/3! 3!3% .)5%12)37

ACADEMIC OVERVIEW

##/4.3).' )./1
%1/20!#% 34$)%2 )./1
-%1)#!. .$)!. 34$)%2 )./1
13
)./1
9 13 $4#!3)/.
9 ).% 132
9 !).3).' 1).3-!+).'
9 %1!-)#2 #4,0341%
3(,%3)# 1!).).'
)/,/'7
)./1
9 #/,/'7
9 /,%#4,!1 %,,4,!1
9 1'!.)2-!,
9 1% 1/&%22)/.!,
42).%22 )./1
(%-)2317
(
)./1
,).)#!, !" %#(./,/'7
/--4.)#!3)/. 34$)%2 !.$ (%!31%
)./1
9 !$)/
!.$ ),9 0%%#( /--4.)#!3)/.2
9 0%%#( $4#!3)/.
9 (%!31%

COLLEGE OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

9 00,)%$ .5)1/.-%.3!,
9 .&%#3)/42 )2%!2%
9 /,%#4,!1 )/,/'7
!1+ !.!'%-%.3
%23 !.!'%-%.3 )./1
,!.3 !3(/,/'7
1% %3%1).!17 %$)#).%
!.'% #)%.#%
)./1
9 !.'% )5%23/#+ 1/$4#3)/.
9 !.'%,!.$ #/,/'7
!")3!3
!.!'%-%.3
9 !.'%,!.$ %2/41#% /.2%15!3)/.
41!, /#)/,/'7
)./1
//,/'7 )./1
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' !1+%3).' )./1
' 723%-2 %#(./,/'7
)./1
9 42).%22
9 .5)1/.-%.3!, 723%-2
9 1/#%22).'
9 1/$4#3)/.
'1/./-7
(
)./1
9 42).%22
9 1/$4#3)/.
9 #)%.#%
.)-!, #)%.#%2
(
)./1
9 42).%22 !.$ 1/$4#3)/.
9 #)%.#%
3-/20(%1)# .5)1/.-%.3!, !.$ !3%1
%2/41#%2 (
)/,/'7
)./1
9 #/,/'7
9 /,%#4,!1 %,,4,!1
9 1'!.)2-!,
9 1% 1/&%22)/.!,
)/,/')#!, #)%.#%2
(
/3!.7 )./1
42).%22 1%! 34$)%2
!)17 !.4&!#341).'
!)17 1/$4#3)/.
9 42).%22
9 #)%.#%
!)17 #)%.#%
.3/-/,/'7
.5)1/.-%.3!, !.!'%-%.3
%.%1!, '1)#4,341%
/13)#4,341%
9 42).%22
9 1/$4#3)/.
9 #)%.#%
.3%1.!3)/.!, '1)#4,341!, 0%#)!,)8!3)/.
!.$2#!0% 1#()3%#341%
)#1/")/,/'7
)./1

ACADEMIC OFFERINGS
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/--4.)#!3)/. 34$)%2 !.$
/41.!,)21)-).!, 423)#% )./1
#/./-)#2
)./1
9 42).%22 #/./-)#2
.',)2(
)./1
41/0%!. 34$)%2 1/'1!1%.#(
)./1
%/'1!0()# .&/1-!3)/. 723%-2
)./1
%/'1!0(7
)./1
9 .5)1/.-%.3!, ,!..).'
!.!'%-%.3
9 %#(.)#!, %/'1!0(7 #)%.#%
%1-!.
)./1
,/"!, 34$)%2
1!0()# %2)'.
%!,3( $4#!3)/. )./1
%!,3( (72)#!, $4#!3)/. !.$ %#1%!3)/.
)./1
%!,3( 1/-/3)/.
)23/17
)./1
/41.!,)2)./1
9 $5%13)2).'
9 1/!$#!23 /41.!,)29 %62 $)3/1)!,
!3). -%1)#! 1%! 34$)%2
!3(%-!3)#2
)./1
)#1/")/,/'7
)./1
),)3!17 #)%.#% )./1
/$%1. !.'4!'% 42).%22 #/./-)#2
0%#)!,)8!3)/.
42)#
)./1
9 (/1!, 42)#
9 .2314-%.3!, 42)#
42)# $4#!3)/.
42)# %1#(!.$)2).'
(),/2/0(7 )./1
/,)3)#!, #)%.#%
)./1
1% ##40!3)/.!, (%1!07

(cont.)

%4))4 %1( ")',1-'%/ (7'%6-21 !
; 8-%6-21
2715)/-1+ %1( 70%1 )5274')
)8)/230)16
!
744-'7/70 %1( 15647'6-21
(
(7'%6-21%/ (0-1-564%6-21
(
%4))4 %1( ")',1-'%/ (7'%6-21 !
!)'21(%4: (7'%6-21 )46-*-'%6-21
+4-'7/674)
46
-2/2+:
%4))4 %1( ")',1-'%/ (7'%6-21
,)0-564:
20376)4 !'-)1')
'2120-'5
1+/-5,
%0-/: %1( 21570)4 !'-)1')5
4)1',
)2+4%3,:
)40%1

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
AND COUNSELING

4) ,:5-'%/ ",)4%3:
5:',2/2+:
-124
; 33/-)( 36-21
; 4) 42*)55-21%/
; 5:',2/2+-'%/ !)48-')5
; ")%',-1+
7&/-' )'4)%6-21 !
-124
)/-+-21 -124
!2'-2/2+:
! ,
-124
; 70%1 !)48-')5
; 70%1 )5274')5
; !2'-%/ $24.
!3%1-5,
-124
$20)1<5 !67(-)5 -124

COLLEGE OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

2//)+) 2* 745-1+
745-1+ !
!
; '')/)4%6)( 42+4%0
;
#39%4( 2&-/-6:
)%/6, !'-)1') -124
)42162/2+: -124

COLLEGE OF NURSING

2//)+) 2* %0-/: %1( 21570)4 !'-)1')5
33%4)/ )4',%1(-5-1+ !
-124
21570)4 **%-45 !
-124
%4/: ,-/(,22( (7'%6-21 !
; -46, 62 %+)
; 223)4%6-8) 342+4%05 -1 )/)0)16%4:
)(7'%6-21
%0-/: %1( 21570)4 !'-)1')5
!
)42162/2+: -124
26)/ %1( 22( !)48-') %1%+)0)16 !
; 22( !)48-') %1%+)0)16
; 26)/ %1( 253-6%/-6: %1%+)0)16
70%1 )8)/230)16 %1( %0-/:
!67(-)5 !
70%1 )8)/230)16 ,-/( %1(
%0-/: !67(-)5 -124
16)4-24 )5-+1 !
-124
764-6-21 22( !'-)1') !
-124
; -)6)6-'5
; 22( !'-)1')
; 764-6-21

COLLEGE OF FAMILY AND
CONSUMER SCIENCES

)',%1-'%/ 1+-1))4-1+ !
,:5-'5 !
-124
; 42*)55-21%/ ,:5-'5
; !'-)1') (7'%6-21
!%*)6: %1%+)0)16 !
!2*69%4) 1+-1))4-1+ !
,%40

999 2 %'.5 '20
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ATHLETICS WEB SITE

999 5(56%6) )(7

UNIVERSITY WEB SITE

! !# (0-55-215 5(56%6) )(7

ADMISSIONS E-MAIL

24 024) -1*240%6-21 %&276 !276, %.26%
!6%6) #1-8)45-6: %'%()0-' 342+4%05 '%// 6,)
(0-55-215 **-') %6
24

,%40%':

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

ACADEMIC OFFERINGS
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+4-'7/674%/ %1( -25:56)05
1+-1))4-1+ !
; 22( %1( -2 %6)4-%/5
; 29)4 %1( %',-1)4:
; !647'674)5 %1( 18-4210)16
; $%6)4 %1( %674%/ )5274')5
-8-/ %1( 18-4210)16%/ 1+-1))4-1+ !
20376)4 !'-)1') !
-124
215647'6-21 %1%+)0)16 !
/)'64-'%/ 1+-1))4-1+ !
; -20)(-'%/ 1+-1))4-1+
; 20071-'%6-215 %1( (8%1')(
/)'6421-'5
; 20376)45 -+-6%/ %4(9%4)
; 0%+) 42')55-1+
; 29)4 !:56)05
/)'6421-'5 1+-1))4-1+ ")',12/2+: !
1+-1))4-1+
!
1+-1))4-1+ ,:5-'5 !
; /)'64-'%/ 1+-1))4-1+
; )',%1-'%/ 1+-1))4-1+
1(7564-%/ %1%+)0)16
!
%17*%'674-1+ 1+-1))4-1+ ")',12/2+: !

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING
2//)+) 2* 1+-1))4-1+

)%/6, ,:5-'%/ (7'%6-21 %1(
)'4)%6-21
-5624:
2741%/-50
%6,)0%6-'5
75-'
,:5-'5
2/-6-'%/ !'-)1')
5:',2/2+:
!2'-2/2+:
!3%1-5,
!3))', !3))', )&%6) 4%0%
",)%64)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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!+0 ' )''#!& * * . $$ * !&
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#'+
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+ $ +! * ()' ) % & !+* *+, &+
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&
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) *( +!- $0 !* * *'& + + % $*' .!$$ '$
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COMMUNITY-MINDED
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$ %

% (!
*$

%) #!( $ &#
%$
&
(!
*$
#
% %!"
!
$

ATT.

OPPONENT
054* #,04#
054* #,04#
054* #,04#
054* #,04#
5)534#/#
054* #,04#
/&+#/#
--+/0+3 4#4'
#,-#/&
054* #,04#
054* #,04#
024* #,04# 4#4'
2'+)*40/ '$
024* #,04# 4#4'

#/
#/
'$
'$
#/
#/
#2
#2
#/
#/
'$
#/
#2
'$

DATE

OPPONENT
024* #,04#
054* #,04#
024* #,04#
024* #,04#
5)534#/#
054* #,04#
024*'2/ 4#4'
054* #,04#
5)534#/#
024* #,04#
024* #,04#
5)534#/#
!

4#4'
4#4'

4#4'
4#4'

4#4'

'$
#/
#/
'$
'$
#2
'%
'$
#/
#/
'$
'$
'$

DATE
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ATT.

CROWDS OF 4,000 OR MORE
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*$ $ %
%
" )
!# %(! "
!
"!$% $! #&
$
%
&
%
%%
! %$ #$% %(! $ $! $ %
&
%!
) &#
%
$ $! ( % # !# ' #

#

! %0.1-'4'& +43 25/ #4 4*'
+6+3+0/ -'6'- &52+/) 4*'
3'#30/ $9 -'#&+/) 4*' &+6+3+0/ 7+4* #/ #6'2#)' *0.' #44'/&#/%'
0(
(#/3 *#4 %#11'& # 342+/) 0( /+/' 342#+)*4 3'#30/3 2#/,'& +/ 4*'
401 (+6' (02 *0.' #44'/&#/%' +/ +6+3+0/

#452&#9 &05$-'*'#&'23 2'452/ &52+/) 5..+4 '#)5' 1-#9
! 7+-*034 (+6' 47+/$+--3 #4 2034 2'/# 4*+3 3'#30/ 7+4* 70.'/;3 )#.'3 $')+/
/+/) #4 1 . (0--07'& $9 .'/;3 %0/4'343 #4
1 . #34 3'#30/ 4*2''
0( 4*' &05$-'*'#&'23 &2'7
1-53 (#/3 +/%-5&+/) # 3'#30/ *+)*
#)#+/34 #,-#/& +/ # )#.' 4*#4 &'%+&'& 4*' -'#)5' 2')5-#2 3'#30/ 4+4-'

0.' #44'/&#/%' 352)'& 40 # 4*'/ 2'%02&
(#/3 &52+/) 4*'
3'#30/ +/ -#2)' 1#24 &5' 40 4*' #%,2#$$+43 *034+/) # 1#+2 0( )#.'3 +/ 4*'
10343'#30/ "0.'/;3
04* 4*03' .#4%*513 7'2' 1-#9'& $'(02'
%#1#%+49 %207&3 :
6'2353 --+/0+3 4#4' #/&
#)#+/34 /&+#/#

! *#3 -'& *' 5..+4 '#)5' +/ 70.'/;3 $#3,'4$#-- #44'/&#/%' $9
# 7+&' .#2)+/ '#%* 0( +43 (+234 470 3'#30/3 +/ 4*' -'#)5' 52+/) 4*'
3'#30/ 4*' #%,2#$$+43 &2'7 /'#2-9
.02' (#/3 1'2 /+)*4 4*#/ 4*'
/'#2'34 -'#)5' 3%*000- *#4 .#2)+/ )2'7 40 .02' 4*#/
(#/3 #3 4*'
#%,2#$$+43 %0.1+-'& #
06'2#-- 2'%02& '/ 2054' 40 4*' -'#)5' 4+4-'

52+/) +43 .'.02#$-'
3'#30/ +/ 7*+%* +4 #44#+/'& # /#4+0/#2#/,+/) #4 4*' +6+3+0/ -'6'- (02 4*' (+234 4+.'
! 2#/,'& 4* #.0/)
3%*00-3 +/ *0.' #44'/&#/%' 7+4* # 3%*00- 2'%02& #6'2#)' *0.' %207&
0(
(#/3 4 .#2,'& 4*' 4*+2& %0/3'%54+6' 3'#30/ #/& 3+84* 4+.' +/ 4*'
-#34 '+)*4 9'#23 4*#4 4*' #%,2#$$+43 #6'2#)'& .02' 4*#/
(#/3 1'2
*0.' )#.' #4 2034 2'/#

054* #,04# 4#4' !/+6'23+49 $0#343 0/' 0( 4*' .034 -09#- $#3,'4$#-- (#/
$#3'3 +/ 4*' !11'2 +&7'34
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MEDIA INFORMATION
CREDENTIALS
55 ;/:>/<=< 08; 6/.3+ -;/./7=3+5< 08; % %'
@86/7F< ,+<4/=,+55 286/ 1+6/< <28>5. ,/
.3;/-=/. =8 <98;=< 3708;6+=387 .3;/-=8; +<87
8?/ += 5/+<= 28>;< 9;38; =8 =2/ /?/7=
;/./7=3+5< @355 ,/ 6+35/. 30 ;/:>/<=< +;/
;/-/3?/. + @//4 8; 68;/ 37 +.?+7-/ !=2/;@3</
-;/./7=3+5< 6+B ,/ 93-4/. >9 += =2/ +-4;+,,3=
&3-4/= !003-/ 37<3./ =2/ %=+75/B
+;<2+55
" $ /7=/; @//4.+B< 0;86 + 6 =8 9 6
8; += =2/ ;8<= ;/7+ @355 -+55 @37.8@ 87/ 28>;
9;38; =8 =2/ <=+;= 80 =2/ /?/7=
!75B @8;4371 6/.3+ @355 ,/ +558@/. +--/<< =8
9;/<< ;8@ += ;8<= ;/7+ /.3+ ;/:>3;371 +--/<<
=8 9287/ 537/< +7. 7=/;7/= 08; 928=8 8; <=8;B
=;+7<63<<387 <28>5. -87=+-= =2/ % %' <98;=<
3708;6+=387 8003-/ 37 +.?+7-/ 80 1+6/.+B =8
+<<3<= 37 </+=371 +<<3176/7=< /=55 -;/./7=3+5< +;/ 787 =;+7<0/;+,5/
&2/ 08558@371 1>3./537/< +995B <9/-303-+55B =8
7=/;7/= <3=/<
D 8 68;/ =2+7 =@8 9/895/ @8;4371 08; =2/
8003-3+5 )/, <3=/ 80 =2/ 89987/7= +7. 8; 3=<
8003-3+5 -870/;/7-/ <3=/ @355 ,/ 3<<>/. -;/./7=3+5<
D )/, <3=/< @28</ -87=/7= -/7=/;< +;8>7.
6/<<+1/ ,8+;.< +7. -2+= ;886< @2/;/ ></;< -+7
98<= +787B68>< 3708;6+=387 +7. 8; ;>68;< +;/
37/5313,5/ 08; +7B -87<3./;+=387 08; -;/./7=3+5< 8;
+--/<<
D ;/./7=3+5< @355 78= ,/ 1;+7=/. =8 +7B
+1/7-B 89/;+=371 <3=/< =2+= +;/ 37 +7B @+B +00353
+=/. @3=2 1+6,5371 8; =8 0;//5+7-/ 8; 0+7 ,+</.
<3=/< =2+= +;/ 78= +00353+=/. @3=2 + 5/13=36+=/
7/@< 1+=2/;371 8;1+73C+=387
&2/ 037+5 ./-3<387 08; -;/./7=3+5< ;/6+37< +=
=2/ <85/ .3<-;/=387 80 % %' <98;=< 3708;6+=387
9/;<877/5 +35>;/ =8 +,3./ ,B =2/ 1>3./537/<
8>=537/. 87 =23< 9+1/ 6+B ;/<>5= 37 ;/?8-+=387 80
-;/./7=3+5<
BROADCASTS
55 +-4;+,,3= @86/7F< ,+<4/=,+55 1+6/< .>;
371 =2/
</+<87 +;/ <-2/.>5/. =8 ,/
,;8+.-+<= 53?/ 87
#
+7. ) *
@3=2 &B5/; /;;3+6 -+55371 =2/ 95+B
,B 95+B +7. +>;3/ /5>6 9;8?3.371 -858; -86
6/7=+;B .>;371 286/ 1+6/< %/5/-= ;+.38
,;8+.-+<=< +5<8 -+7 ,/ 2/+;. 87 $
37 $+93. 3=B +7.
*
37 "3/;;/
7 +..3=387 +55 ;+.38 ,;8+.-+<=< @355 ,/
<=;/+6/. =8 =2/ +-4;+,,3= A=;+ <>,<-;39=387
CONTACT INFORMATION
/.3+ 37:>3;3/< 08; %8>=2 +48=+ %=+=/
'73?/;<3=B @86/7F< ,+<4/=,+55 <28>5. ,/
.3;/-=/. =8 +<87 8?/ <98;=< 3708;6+=387
.3;/-=8;
!003-/ "287/
/55 "287/
86/ "287/
+35 +<87 8?/ <.<=+=/ /.>
%98;=< 708 +A
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</;?3-/ 87537/ += @@@ 8 +-4< -86
;8+.-+<=< ,/137 +99;8A36+=/5B 637>=/<
9;38; =8 =2/ <-2/.>5/. =39800
8+-2 827<=87 @355 -87.>-= + <28;=
98<=1+6/ ;+.38 37=/;?3/@ ,/08;/ 6//=371 @3=2
8=2/; 6/6,/;< 80 =2/ 6/.3+
!7/ -869536/7=+;B 9287/ 537/ 08; ?3<3=371
=/+6<F ;+.38 ,;8+.-+<=< @355 ,/ +?+35+,5/ += 9;/<<
;8@ 37<3./ ;8<= ;/7+
(3./8 ,;8+.-+<=< 80 +55 +-4;+,,3= 286/
1+6/< +7. </5/-= ;8+. 1+6/< @355 ,/ +?+35+,5/
?3+ =2/ +-4;+,,3= A=;+ += @@@ 8 +-4< -86
7 +..3=387 ,;8+.-+<=< 80 +55 286/ 1+6/< +7.
</5/-= ;8+. 1+6/< @355 ,/ +3;/. 87 + =+9/ ./5+B
,+<3< ,B -+,5/ 9;8?3./;< /.3+-86 +7. 3.-87
=37/7= 866>73-+=387<
PHOTOGRAPHERS
"28=81;+92/;< 53?/ +7. <=355 +;/ +<4/. =8 78=
37=/;0/;/ @3=2 =2/ <312= 537/< 80 <9/-=+=8;< B
13?371 9;38; 78=303-+=387 + -+6/;+ 95+=08;6 -+7
,/ 37<=+55/. 37 =2/ =2/ >99/; 5/?/5 += 63. -8>;=
,/237. =2/ =/+6 ,/7-2/<+ = -8>;= 5/?/5 928
=81;+92/;< 6><= ;/6+37 /?/7 @3=2 8; ,/237. =2/
,+<4/= <=+7.+;.<
STATISTICS
&2/ %8>=2 +48=+ %=+=/ '73?/;<3=B %98;=< 7
08;6+=387 !003-/ @355 4//9 8003-3+5 <=+=3<=3-< +7.
@355 .3<=;3,>=/ 037+5 <=+=3<=3-< =8 =/+6< +7.
6/6,/;< 80 =2/ 6/.3+ @3=237 637>=/< +0=/;
=2/ -87-5><387 80 =2/ 1+6/
PRESS CONFERENCES
98<= 1+6/ 9;/<< -870/;/7-/ @355 ,/ 2/5.
+0=/; 286/ 1+6/< 37 =2/ 377 &;892B $886 58
-+=/. 87 =2/ </-87. 0588; 80 =2/ %=+75/B
+;
<2+55 " $ /7=/; &2/ ?3<3=371 =/+6 @355 18
03;<= 08558@/. ,B % %' 95+B/;< +7. -8+-2/<
";/<< -870/;/7-/< +5<8 -+7 ,/ ?3/@/. 87 =2/
8>12537 5>673 %=+.3>6 ?3./8 ,8+;.
ON THE WEB
&2/ 5+=/<= +-4;+,,3= 7/@< +7. >9.+=/< -+7 ,/
?3/@/. 87 =2/ 7=/;7/= += @@@ 8 +-4< -86
=2/ 8003-3+5 <3=/ 80 %8>=2 +48=+ %=+=/ '73?/;<3=B
+=25/=3-< 8A <-8;/< >9.+=/. </+<87 <=+=3<=3-<
+7. + 1+6/ ;/-+9 @355 ,/ 98<=/. @3=237 +7 28>;
+0=/; /+-2 1+6/
3?/ <=+=< 80 +55 +-4;+,,3= 286/ 1+6/< +5<8
@355 ,/ +?+35+,5/ =2;8>12 8 +-4< -86
ARENA DIRECTIONS
;86
=+4/ A3=
@/<=
;312= 87=8 =2/ ' % 312@+B
B9+<< &>;7
5/0= <8>=2 87 7. ?/7>/ 87=37>/ 87 7.
?/7>/ >7=35 =2 %=;//= &>;7 @/<= ;312= 87=8
=2 ;8<= ;/7+ 3< 37<3./ =2/ %=+75/B
+;<2+55 " $ /7=/; @23-2 3< 58-+=/. += =2/
37=/;</-=387 80 =2 %=;//= +7. =2 ?/7>/
/7/;+5 9+;4371 3< 58-+=/. += =2/ "/;08;6371
;=< /7=/; 8>12537 5>673 %=+.3>6 +7. =2/
58=< .3;/-=5B <8>=2 80 =2/ )+;;/7 )3553+6<87
7=;+6>;+5 3/5.<
;86
=+4/ A3=
@/<=
5/0= 87 ' % 312@+B
%3A=2 %=;//= &>;7

INTERVIEW POLICY
&2/ %8>=2 +48=+ %=+=/ '73?/;<3=B %98;=<
708;6+=387 !003-/ @355 <=;3?/ =8 -8695B @3=2
+55 5/13=36+=/ 37=/;?3/@ ;/:>/<=< 08; +-4;+,,3=
-8+-2/< <=>./7= +=25/=/< +7. +.6373<=;+=8;< 37
+ =36/5B 0+<2387
7=/;?3/@ =36/< 08; 8+-2 827<=87 +7.
<=>./7= +=25/=/< -+7 ,/ +;;+71/. =2;8>12 =2/
% %' %98;=< 708;6+=387 !003-/ ,>= 6><= ,/
+;;+71/. 28>;< 37 +.?+7-/ 87.+B =2;8>12
&2>;<.+B
/.3+ 6/6,/;< <28>5. 78= -87=+-=
<=>./7= +=25/=/< .3;/-=5B @3=28>= 9;38; +9
9;8?+5 E 9287/ 7>6,/;< 80 % %' <=>./7=
+=25/=/< @355 78= ,/ ;/5/+</. /.3+ 6/6,/;<
<28>5. >7./;<=+7. =2+= +55 ;/=>;7 -+55< @355 ,/
6+./ -855/-= 8; ?3+ + =855 0;// 7>6,/; >75/<<
=2/ <=>./7= +=25/=/ .8/< =2/ 37=/;?3/@ 0;86 =2/
<98;=< 3708;6+=387 8003-/
+-4;+,,3= <=>./7= +=25/=/< @355 78= ,/ +?+35
+,5/ 08; 37=/;?3/@< 9;38; =8 + -87=/<= =2/ .+B 80
=2/ 1+6/ ,>= @355 ,/ +?+35+,5/ 08; 98<= 1+6/
37=/;?3/@< 637>=/< +0=/; =2/ -87-5><387 80
-87=/<=< ,B -87=+-=371 + 6/6,/; 80 =2/ <98;=<
3708;6+=387 <=+00 8; -8+-2371 <=+00
78;=2 ;312= 87 7. ?/7>/ 87=37>/ 87 7.
?/7>/ >7=35 =2 %=;//= &>;7 @/<= 5/0= 87=8
=2 %=;//= &>;7 @/<= ;312= 87=8 =2 +7. 9;8
-//. =8 =2 ?/7>/
87=37>/ 87 ' % 312@+B
%3A=2 %=;//= =8 7. ?/7>/ &>;7 78;=2 ;312=
87=8 7. ?/7>/ +7. -87=37>/ >7=35 =2 %=;//=
&>;7 @/<= ;312= 87=8 =2 +7. 9;8-//. =8 =2
?/7>/
;86 ' % 312@+B
9;8-//.
/+<= 87 312@+B
B9+<< &>;7 <8>=2 ;312=
87=8 /.+;B ?/7>/ &>;7 /+<= 5/0= 87=8
8;=2 +69>< ;3?/ = =2 ?/>7/ =>;7
<8>=2 ;312= +7. 9;8-//. =8 ./<317+=/. 9+;4371
+;/+<
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AARON JOHNSTON
• Head Coach
6<-:16/ 01; <0 ;-);76 ); 0-), +7)+0 7. <0- $7=<0 )37<) $<)<- &61>-:;1<A ?75-6 ; *);3-<*)44 <-)5 ):76
706;<76 0); <)3-6 <0- )+3:)**1< 8:7/:)5 <7 <0- <78 7.
1>1;176 )6, 1; 4-),16/ $ $& <7 6)<176)4
8:7516-6+- )< <0- 1>1;176 4->-4
706;<76 -6<-:; <0;-);76 ?1<0 ) +):--: :-+7:, 7.
?16616/ 8-:+-6<)/- :)6316/ ;-+76, 76
<0- $ $& +):--: >1+<7:1-; 41;< *-016, 01; 8:-,-+-;;7: )6+A -1*-: ?07 +75814-, )
:-+7:, 16 ;-);76;
.:75
706;<76 87;<-, 01;
<0 +):--: >1+<7:A 76 -+
)/)16;< -6<-6):A )
1; +):--:
<7<)4; 0)>- 16+4=,-, )
:-+7:,
?16616/ 8-:+-6<)/- 16 $=551< -)/=- :-/=4): ;-);76 /)5-; )6, )
5):3
?16616/ 8-:+-6<)/- 16 87;<;-);76 /)5-;

• 10th Full Season
Alma Mater:
• Gustavus
Adolphus (Minn.),
1996
YEAR-BY-YEAR
RECORD

%0- $=551< -)/=- 7)+0 7. <0- (-): 16 -)+0 7. <0- )+3:)**1<;E .1:;< <?7 ;-);76; 16 <0<-)5 4-)/=706;<76 ?); 6)5-, ) .16)41;< .7: <0)1;51<0 ?):, ); <0- 6)<176E; <78 +7)+0 $ $& <1-, ) ;+0774 :-+7:,
.7: >1+<7:1-; 16 ) ;-);76 ?1<0 ,=:16/ <0+)58)1/6 )6, /)16-, 6)<176)4 )<<-6<176 *A >)=4<16/ 16<7 <0- <78
16 -+-5*-: ).<-: 676 +76.-:-6+- >1+<7:1-; 7>-: <0- 413-; 7. '1;+76;16 &<)0 166-;7<) )6, 76B)/) ');0
%0- )+3:)**1<; ?-:- :)63-, 16 <0- .16)4
$" :-/=4): ;-);76 +7)+0-;E 8744; +415*16/ ); 01/0 );
<0 16 <0- +7)+0-;E 8744 )6, <0 16 <0- ;;7+1)<-, ":-;; 8744 $ $& .161;0-, <0;-);76 :)63-, <0 16
<0- +7)+0-;E 8744
476/ <0- ?)A <7 )
$" +75 )6,

7>-:)44 :-+7:, <0- )+3:)**1<; :-+-1>-, 6)<176)4 5-,1) +7>-:)/- .:75

$ $87:<;

706;<76 4)1, <0- .7=6,)<176 <7 ) ;=++-;;.=4 <:)6;1<176 <7 1>1;176 *A 4-),16/ $ $& <7 <0:-- +76;-+=<1>1>1;176
41<- 1/0< )88-):)6+-; 16+4=,16/ <0- .1:;< 6)<176)4 +0)58176;018 16 <0- 8:7/:)5E; 01;<7:A ,=:16/ <0;-);76
=:16/ <0-1: +0)58176;018 :=6 ?01+0 +=4516)<-, ?1<0 )
>1+<7:A 7>-: 7:<0-:6 -6<=+3A 16 <01>1;176 +0)58176;018 /)5- 16 $< 7;-80 7 <0- )+3:)**1<; +75814-, ) ;+0774 :-+7:, ?16; )/)16;< 2=;<
<0:-- 47;;-; $ $& )4;7 -):6-, ) ;0):- 7. 1<; .1:;< ->-: 7:<0 -6<:)4 76.-:-6+- <1<4- ?1<0 )
:-+7:, 16 4-)/=84)A .<-: 4-),16/ $ $& <7 =68:-+-,-6<-, ;=++-;; 706;<76 ?); 6)5-, <074<-6 '75-6E; 1>1;176
=44-<16 7)+0 7. <0- (-):
%0- )+3:)**1<; )<<)16-, 5=+0 7. <0- ;)5- ;=++-;; 16 <0;-);76 -):616/ ) ;0):- 7. <0-1: ;-+76, +76
;-+=<1>- 7:<0 -6<:)4 76.-:-6+- <1<4- )6, ?16616/ <0- 7:<0 -6<:)4 #-/176)4 .7: <0- <01:, +76;-+=<1>- A-):
$ $& .161;0-, <0;-);76 ?1<0 )
5):3 .)4416/ <7 ->-6<=)4 6)<176)4 +0)58176 )41.7:61) ") 16 <0.1:;< :7=6, 7. <01>1;176
41<- 1/0<

)5-, 16<-:15 0-), +7)+0 .7: .16)4 ;1@
/)5-; 7. ;-);76

C

74<-6

)<176)4
7)+0 7. <0- (-): ).<-: 4-),16/
$ $& <7 6)<176)4 +0)58176;018
C
)6,
1>1;176
6,-8-6,-6< 7)+0 7. <0- (-):
C

)6,
$=551< -)/=7)+0 7. <0- (-):

C 6<-:;
;-);76 ;-+76, 76
$ $& +):--: >1+<7:1-; 41;< ?1<0 )
:-+7:,
C "7;<-, )
:-+7:, 16
1>1;176 87;<;-);76 /)5-;
C ); +75814-, )
:-+7:, 16
1>1;176 87;<;-);76 /)5-;
5)316/ <?7 ' % )88-):)6+-;
)6, 76%7=:6)5-6< )88-):)6+-
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'1<0 $7=<0 )37<) $<)<- 57>16/ =8 <7
1>1;176 ,=:16/ <0;-);76 <0- 706;<76 4-,
)+3:)**1<; 87;<-, <0-1: .7=:<0 +76;-+=<1>?16 ;-);76 .161;016/ ?1<0 )
:-+7:, %0)< 5):3 16+4=,-, )6
:-+7:, )/)16;< 1>1;176 78876-6<; 01/041/0<-, *A >1+<7:1-; 7>-:
%7=:6)5-6< 9=)41.1-: 1,,4- %-66-;;-$<)<- )6, $7=<0-);<-:6 76.-:-6+- 78876-6<; 4)*)5) )6, -6<=+3A
%0- )+3:)**1<; +76<16=-, <0-1: :1;- 16 <0- 1>1;176 :)63; ?1<0 )
:-+7:, 16
<0-6 8=< <7/-<0-: )
*:-)3<0:7=/0 +)58)1/6 ,=:16/ <0;-);76 *A 87;<16/ )
7>-:)44 :-+7:, )6, *-+7516/ <0- .1:;< <-)5 16
<:)6;1<176 <7 :-)+0 <0- 87;<;-);76 :-)+016/ <0- 9=):<-:.16)4; 7. <0- '75-6E; % $ $& ?76 ' % 075- /)5-;
)/)16;< 441671; $<)<- )6, 6,1)6) *-.7:- .)4416/ )< 'A7516/
706;<76 4-, <0- )+3:)**1<; 16<7 )67<0-: 6-? -:) ); $7=<0 )37<) $<)<- *-/)6 84)A 16 %0- $=551< -)/=,=:16/ <0;-);76 $ $& +76<16=-, 1<; :=6 7. ;=++-;; *A ?16616/ <0- $=551< -)/=- :-/=4): ;-);76 <1<4D <0- 8:7/:)5 ; .1:;< 7=<:1/0< +76.-:-6+- +0)58176;018 %0- )+3:)**1<; +7584-<-, )
5):3 16 4-)/=- 84)A )6,
7>-:)44 :-+7:, .7: <0-1: ;1@<0
?16 ;-);76 16 706;<76 ; -1/0< A-):; ); 0-), +7)+0 %0- )+3:)**1<; 87;<-, )
/)5- ?16616/ ;<:-)3 <7 +76+4=,- +76.-:-6+- 84)A )6, -):6 <0-1: ;-+76, +76;-+=<1>- *-:<0 16 <0- ' %
7?->-: $ $& ; 075- +7=:< ),>)6<)/- ?); 67< -67=/0 ); <0- )+3:)**1<; .-44 <7 ) 07< ;077<16/ :-1/0<76 -*
;9=),
16 <0- <7=:6)5-6<E; .1:;< :7=6,
$ $& :-8-)<-, ); $=551< -)/=- :-/=4): ;-);76 +0)58176; ,=:16/ <0;-);76 158:7>16/ *A 76/)5- <7 )
:-+7:, 16 4-)/=- 84)A %0- )+3:)**1<; ?-6< 16<7 <0- $=551< -)/=- 0)58176;018; ); <0- 7
;--, )6, 41>-, =8 <7 <0-1: *14416/ *A ?16616/ <0- +76.-:-6+- <7=:6)5-6< 16 $17=@ )44; $
?1<0 <0:-- ,7=*4- ,1/1<
>1+<7:1-; $ $& 7>-:+)5- )
8716< 0)4.<15- ,-.1+1< 16 <0- +0)58176;018 /)5- :)44A16/ .7: )
>1+<7:A 7>-:
!)34)6, 1+0
'1<0 <0-1: +76.-:-6+- <7=:6)5-6< >1+<7:A <0- )+3:)**1<; *-+)5- 764A <0- ;-+76, <-)5 <7 -):6 ) *-:<0 16 <0'75-6E; );3-<*)44 %7=:6)5-6< 16 1<; .1:;< A-): 7. -41/1*141<A $->-6<0 ;--,-, $ $& 78-6-,
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COACH JOHNSTON
"4:73&2*39 51&> .3 :''4(0 "*=&8 <.9- &
;.(947> 4;*7 "*=&8 -7.89.&3 9>.3, &
8(-441 &3) 94:73&2*39 7*(47) <.9- 9-7** 54.39*78 "-* &(07&''.98 <*7* 43 9-* ;*7,*
43 7*&(-.3, 9-* !<**9 '*+47* +&11.3, .3 9-* +.3&1 8*(43)8 94 8*(43) 8**)*) &>147
"*=&8
:7.3, 9-*.7 +.789 9-7** 8*&8438 &9 9-* .;.8.43 1*;*1 9-* &(07&''.98 )42.3&9*) 9-*
.3)*5*3)*39 7&308 '> 5489.3, &
4;*7&11 7*(47) &,&.389 +*114<
.3)*5*3)*398
.3(1:).3, &3
7*(47) 9-* 1&89 9<4 8*&8438 3 '49- 9-*
&3)
8*&8438
4-38943 <&8 -4347*) &8 9-* .;.8.43 3)*5*3)*39 $42*3A8 &80*9'&11 4&(- 4+ 9-*
%*&7
4-38943 +.789 '*(&2* &884(.&9*) <.9- 9-* &(07&''.9 <42*3A8 '&80*9'&11 9*&2 <-*3 -*
85*39 9-*
8*&843 &8 &88.89&39 (4&(- :3)*7 &3(> *.'*7 +9*7 *.'*7 9440 &
1*&;* 4+ &'8*3(* 1&9* .3 9-* 8*&843 4-38943 (4&(-*) 9-* &(07&''.98 94 &
7*(47) .3 9-*
+.3&1 8.= ,&2*8 4+ 9-* 8*&843 &8 &8 ! !# +.3.8-*) 9-* 8*&843 <.9- &
4;*7&11 7*(47)
.3
51&> 3* 4+ 9-* &(07&''.98A ;.(947.*8 <&8 4;*7 8*(43) 7&30*) &3) *;*39:&1
3&9.43&1 7:33*7 :5 479- &049& !9&9*
$-*3 9-* .39*7.2 1&'*1 <&8 7*24;*) +742 -.8 9.91* 43 :3*
4-38943 '*(&2*
9-* 8*;*39- -*&) (4&(- .3 9-* 24)*73 *7& 4+ !4:9- &049& !9&9* #3.;*78.9> <42*3A8
'&80*9'&11 <-.(- '*,&3 .3
3 9-*
8*&843 -.8 +.789 +:11 8*&843 &8 &(07&''.9 -*&) (4&(- 4-38943 1*)
! !# 94 &
4;*7&11 7*(47) "-&9 2&70 .3(1:)*) & 479- *397&1 43+*7*3(* 7*(47)
4+
<-.(- *&73*) 9-* &(07&''.98 & '*79- .3 9-* 8*;*3 9*&2 $*118 &7,4 .3&18
(43+*7*3(* 54898*&843 94:73&2*39
:7.3, 9-*
8*&843 4-38943 1*) & &(07&''.9 86:&) <-.(- .3(1:)*) /:89 9<4
8*3.478 &3) 3.3* +7*8-2*3 94 ! !#A8 +.789 *;*7 &55*&7&3(* .3 9-*
.;.8.43
1.9*
.,-9 "-* &(07&''.98 (425.1*) &
7*(47) 8*99.3, & 9-*3 8(-441 7*(47) +47 <.38 .3 &
8*&843
49 431> -&;* 4-38943 8 9*&28 5*7+472*) <*11 43 9-* (4:79 9-*> -&;* *=(*11*) .3 9-*
(1&887442 "-* &(07&''.98 -&;* +.3.8-*) 34 <478* 9-&3 9-.7) &243, .;.8.43 574,7&28
.3 9-* $42*3 8 &80*9'&11 4&(-*8 884(.&9.43 8 (&)*2.( "45 "*&2 4347 411 9-*
5&89 +.;* 8*&8438 &3) 1*) &11
).;.8.438 4+ <42*3 8 '&80*9'&11 .3 9*&2 ,7&)* 54.39 &;*7&,* 9-7** (438*(:9.;* 8*&8438
&3)
3&9.;* 4+ .3* 81&3) .33 ?
@ *&73*) & '&(-*147A8 )*,7** .3 -*&19- &3) 5->8.(&1 *):(&9.43 +742 :89&;:8 )415-:8 411*,* .3 !9 *9*7 .33
+9*7 8*7;.3, 43* >*&7 &8 &3 &88.89&39 (4&(- &9 479- &049& !9&9* 411*,* 4+ !(.*3(* .3 $&-5*943 -* 24;*) 43 94 ! !# &8 & ,7&):&9* &88.89&39 +47 9-*
&(07&''.9 2*3A8 '&80*9'&11 9*&2 +47 9<4 8*&8438 '*+47* '*(42.3, &88.89&39 <42*3A8 (4&(- * &184 (4&(-*) 9-* ! !# ,41+ 9*&28 43* >*&7
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COACH JOHNSTON
COACH JOHNSTON VERSUS THE OPPOSITION
2'('3'
81'49'9 ":':+
;-;9:'4' "
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+3/*0/ ":':+ /44
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5'4+ +(
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+88/9 ":':+ /).
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*'.5 ":':+
22/45/9
22/45/9 ":':+
4)'84':+ &58* #+>'9
4*/'4'
&
$ $
'49'9
+44+9'= ":':+ '
+4:;)1?
54- +'). ":':+ '2/,
58'9 5='
'87;+::+ &/9
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+9' ":':+ 525
+:85 ":':+ 525
/**2+ #+44+99++ ":':+
/44+95:'
/44+95:' 85519:54
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'12'4* /).
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": 25;* ":':+ /44
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ASSISTANT COACHES

KATIE FALCO
• Assistant Coach
(;0, 033,9 (3*6 9,;<95: -69 /,9 :,*65+ :,(:65 (: (5 (::0:;(5; *6(*/ >0;/ ;/, #6<;/ (26;( #;(;,
%50=,9:0;@ >64,5B: )(:2,;)(33 ;,(4
-;,9 160505. ;/, # #% *6(*/05. :;(-- 05 <5,
(3*6 73(@,+ ( 2,@ 963, 05 ;/, (*29())0;:B :<**,:: +<905.
;/,
:,(:65 #/, /,37,+ +,=0:, 4(5@ 6- ;/, ;,(4B: +,-,5:0=, :;9(;,.0,: ;/(; (336>,+ # #% ;6 3,(+ $/,
#<440; ,(.<, 05 :*6905. +,-,5:,
7605;: 7,9 .(4, (5+ ;<956=,9 4(9.05
(5+ (3:6 (0+,+ 05 ;/,
+,=,3674,5; 6- ;/, (*29())0; 76:; 73(@,9:
(3*6 (3:6 6=,9:,,: ;/, ;,(4B: ;9(=,3 *(47: (5+ *644<50;@ :,9=0*, ,--69;:
5 (::0:;(5; *6(*/ (; 65;(5( #;(;, -69 ;/9,, :,(:65: (3*6 >(: 7(9; 6- ( +9(4(;0* 9,)<03+05. 796*,:: +09,*;,+
)@ /,(+ *6(*/ $90*0( 05-69+ $/, 6)*(;: >65 653@ ;/9,, .(4,: +<905. ;/,
:,(:65: )<; 04796=,+ ;6
05
#% *65;05<,+ 0;: <7>(9+ :>05. 05
76:;05. (5
6=,9(33 9,*69+ (5+ 9,(*/05. ;/, 0.
#2@ 65-,9,5*, */(47065:/07 .(4,

• Second Season
Alma Mater:
• Northern Iowa,
2003

5, 6- (3*6B: 7904(9@ 9,:765:0)030;0,: (; 65;(5( #;(;, >(: ;6 :,9=, (: (*(+,40* *669+05(;69 -69 ( 796.9(4
;/(; >(: /6569,+ 65 ;/, '64,5 : (:2,;)(33 6(*/,: ::6*0(;065B: *(+,40* $67
6569 "633 ;/9,, ;04,: $/,
6)*(;: -050:/,+ -0-;/ 05 0=0:065 -69 ;,(4 .9(+, 7605; (=,9(., +<905. ;/,
-6<9;/ 05
(5+ ;/
+<905. ;/,
*(47(0.5 # #% 3,+ (33 +0=0:065: 6- >64,5B: *633,., )(:2,;)(33 05 ;,(4 ! ,(*/ 6- ;/6:,
:,(:65:
5(;0=, 6- #6365 6>( (3*6 >(: ( :;(5+6<; 73(@,9 (; 69;/,95 6>( ,5+05. /,9 *(9,,9 -0-;/ 65 ;/, *(9,,9
:*6905. */(9;: >0;/
7605;: -09:; ;,(4 (33 0::6<90 &(33,@ 65-,9,5*, 7,9-694,9 05
:/, -050:/,+
:,*65+ 05 ;/, 3,(.<, >0;/
7605;: 7,9 .(4, 05 3,(+05. ;/, !(5;/,9: ;6 ;/,09 :,*65+ '64,5B: $ (77,(9(5*, 05
;/9,, @,(9: #/, (3:6 :,; ( % 9,*69+ -69 *(9,,9 -9,, ;/96> 7,9*,5;(., (;
7,9*,5; 4(205. (5 & 9,*69+
*65:,*<;0=, -9,, ;/96>: +<905. /,9 -9,:/4(5 :,(:65
(3*6 (3:6 ,?*,33,+ 05 ;/, *3(::9664 ,(9505. &,90A65 *(+,40* 33 4,90*( /6569: 05
>/03, *6473,;05. (
)(*/,369 6- (9;: +,.9,, 05 :769;: 7:@*/636.@ #/, ;/,5 46=,+ 65 ;6 7<9:<, ( 4(:;,9B: +,.9,, 05 7/@:0*(3 ,+<*(;065
(; %;(/ #;(;, >/,9, :/, :,9=,+ ;>6 @,(9: (: .9(+<(;, 4(5(.,9 -69 (5 ..0, >64,5B: )(:2,;)(33 ;,(4 ;/(; >(:
9,05:;(;,+ -6336>05. (
@,(9 /0(;<:

EMILEE GUSSO
• Assistant Coach
403,, <::6 9,;<95,+ ;6 ;/, (*29())0; >64,5B: )(:2,;)(33 *6(*/05. :;(-- 05 <3@
(5+ >033 :,9=, (:
;/, ;,(4B: 9,*9<0;05. *669+05(;69 (5+ (*(+,40* *669+05(;69 05 (++0;065 ;6 /,9 65 *6<9; +<;0,:
<::6 :7,5; ;/, 3(:; ;/9,, :,(:65: (: (5 (::0:;(5; *6(*/ (; 9(2, 6>( /,3705. .<0+, ;/, <33+6.: ;6 ;/,
$6<95(4,5; 05
(5+ ( ' $ (77,(9(5*, ( @,(9 3(;,9 9(2, >65 ;/, 0::6<90 &(33,@ 65-,9,5*,
76:;:,(:65 ;6<95(4,5; 05
>05505. -6<9 .(4,: 05 (: 4(5@ +(@: ;6 9,(*/ ;/,
$6<95(4,5; -69 ;/,
;/ ;04, 05 :*/663 /0:;69@
5 <::6B: ;/9,, :,(:65: (; 9(2, ;/, <33+6.: *64703,+ (
6=,9(33 9,*69+ 05*3<+05. (
4(92 05
0::6<90 &(33,@ 65-,9,5*, 73(@ 9(2, 04796=,+ -964
=0*;690,: /,9 -09:; :,(:65 65 ;/, ),5*/ ;6
+<905.
;/,
*(47(0.5
• First Season
Alma Mater:
• Nebraska-Kearney,
2004

<::6 79,=06<:3@ :,9=,+ (: ( .9(+<(;, (::0:;(5; (; # #% +<905. ;/,
(*29())0;: ;/96<./ ;/,09 -09:; ;>6 @,(9: 6- ;9(5:0;065 ;6 ;/, 0=0:065 3,=,3
+,.9,, 05 :769;: 7,+(.6.@ -964 # #% 05 ;/, :7905. 6-

(5+
:,(:65: /,3705. ;/,
<::6 *6473,;,+ /,9 4(:;,9B:

#7,(9-0:/ 5(;0=, <::6 73(@,+ *633,.0(;,3@ (; ,)9(:2( ,(95,@ -964
$/, 67,9: >65 "6*2@
6<5;(05 ;/3,;0* 65-,9,5*, (:; 0=0:065 ;0;3,: (5+ 8<(30-0,+ -69 ;/,
0=0:065 76:;:,(:65 ,(*/ 6/,9 -6<9 :,(:65: '/03, -050:/05. +,.9,,: 05 4(;/,4(;0*: (5+ 7/@:0*(3 ,+<*(;065 :/, :,9=,+ (: ( :;<+,5;
(::0:;(5; (; %
-69 ;/,
:,(:65
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ASSISTANT COACHES

CHAD OLETZKE
• Assistant Coach
*#& .'5:-' $')+04 *+4 (+345 4'#410 10 5*' #%-3#$$+5 81/'0<4 $#4-'5$#.. %1#%*+0) 45#(( #(5'3 $'+0)
#221+05'& 51 # 0'8.9 %3'#5'& #44+45#05 %1#%*+0) 214+5+10 +0 6)645
.'5:-' 4'37'& #4 *'#& 81/'0<4 $#4-'5$#.. %1#%* #5 135*8'45 1..')' +0 18'.. !91 5*' 2#45 (+7' 4'#4104
63+0) *+4 5'063' 8+5* 5*' ,60+13 %1..')' 231)3#/ .'5:-' '#30'& %1#%* 1( 5*' 9'#3 *10134 #(5'3 .'#&+0) 5*'
3#22'34 51 # !91/+0) 1//60+59 1..')' 5*.'5+% 10('3'0%' %*#/2+104*+2 #0& # 135* 6$ ')+10 5+5.'
0#5+7' 1( .#+0' +00 .'5:-' $')#0 %1#%*+0) #5 5*' %1..')+#5' .'7'. #5 165*8'45 +00'415# 5#5'
0+7'34+59 +0 #34*#.. +00 4'37+0) #4 #0 #44+45#05 81/'0<4 $#4-'5$#.. %1#%* (13 (163 9'#34 !*+.' 8+5* 5*'
645#0)4
2145'& 5*3''
8+0 4'#4104 #0& /#&' 581
+7+4+10 21454'#410 #22'#3#0%'4

• First Season
Alma Mater:
• Southwest
Minnesota State,
1998

.'5:-' '#30'& # $#%*'.13<4 &')3'' +0 2*94+%#. '&6%#5+10 (31/ 165*8'45 +00'415# 5#5' +0
#(5'3
%1/2.'5+0) # 2.#9+0) %#3''3 8+5* 5*' 645#0)4 ' #&&'& # /#45'3<4 &')3'' +0 '&6%#5+10 8+5* #0 '/2*#4+4 +0
'&6%#5+10#. .'#&'34*+2 (31/
+0
' #.41 %1#%*'& $194< $#4-'5$#.. #0& $194< #0& )+3.4< )1.( #5 !#$#441
+00
+)* %*11. 23+13 51 %1#%*+0) #5

DEB REMMERDE
• Graduate Assistant
'$ '//'3&' /#-'4 5*' 53#04+5+10 (31/ 5*' 2.#9+0) %1635 51 5*' 4+&'.+0'4 #4 4*' $')+04 *'3 %1#%*+0)
%#3''3 #4 # )3#&6#5' #44+45#05 (13 5*' 165* #-15# 5#5' 0+7'34+59 81/'0<4 $#4-'5$#.. 5'#/
0#5+7' 1( 1%- #..'9 18# '//'3&' 265 51)'5*'3 # 3'%13& 4'55+0) 2.#9+0) %#3''3 #5 135*8'45'30
1..')' +0 3#0)' +59 18# (163 5+/' (+345 5'#/ .. /'3+%#0 #0&
+7+4+10
.#9'3 1( 5*'
"'#3 4*' (+0+4*'& *'3 %#3''3 #4 5*' &+7+4+10<4 #.. 5+/' 4%13+0) .'#&'3 8+5*
21+054 ; #0 #7'3#)' 1(
21+054 2'3 )#/' *' '45#$.+4*'& # 4+0).' 4'#410 4%13+0) 3'%13& 8+5*
21+054 &63+0) 5*'
4'#410 #0&
#.41 4'5 #.. 5+/'
3'%13&4 (13 %#3''3
2'3%'05 #0& 4+0).' 4'#410
2'3%'05 (3'' 5*318
2'3%'05#)' '3
%104'%65+7' /#&' (3'' 5*3184 #3' 5*' /145 +0 %1/2'5+5+10 #5 #09 .'7'. ; *+)* 4%*11. 51
231('44+10#. /'0<4 13 81/'0<4

• First Season
Alma Mater:
• Northwestern
(Iowa), 2008
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(5'3 %1/2.'5+0) *'3 %1..')+#5' 2.#9+0) %#3''3 +0
'//'3&' '#30'& # 539165 8+5* 5*' !
<4 164510
1/'54 #0& $3+'(.9 2.#9'& 231('44+10#..9 +0 '3/#09 *' )3#&6#5'& (31/ 135*8'45'30 8+5* # &')3'' +0 42135
/#0#)'/'05 #0& +4 26346+0) *'3 /#45'3 4 &')3'' +0 42135 2'&#)1)9 #5
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COACHING STAFF

NATHAN MOE
• Strength and Conditioning Coach
/$ * +! %. %* $%. "+0-/$ 4! - %-! /%*# /$! ./-!*#/$ *
*%1!-.%/4

+* %/%+*%*# ,-+#- ) / +0/$

'+/

/ /!

+! &+%*! /$! '- %/ + $%*# ./ "" %* 0#0./
"/!- $! %*# /$! ./-!*#/$ * +* %/%+*%*#
,-+#- ) / ./!-* ((%*+%. *%1!-.%/4 "+- /$-!! 4! -. -!1%+0.(4 $! 2 . /$! ..%./ */ + $ "+- ./-!*#/$ *
+* %/%+*%*# / % ! *%1!-.%/4 %* +0./+* !3 . 2$!-! $! 2+-'! 2%/$ /$! "++/ (( ./-!*#/$ ,-+#- ) 2$%(!
!%*# %-! /(4 -!.,+*.% (! "+- )!*6. * 2+)!*6. /- ' )!*6. * 2+)!*6. /!**%. 2+)!*6. .2%))%*# 2+)!*6.
.+ !- * )!*6. #+("
/
+! $ . %),(!)!*/! /$! -+* '. ,-+#- ) 2$% $ -! +#*%5!. '- %/ ./0 !*/ /$(!/!. "-+) ((
1 -.%/4 .,+-/. 2$+ $%!1! .!/ +" $%#$ ./ * - . "+- .,! %"% !3!- %.!. %* /$!%- -!.,! /%1! .,+-/.
-+)
/$-+0#$ /$! .,-%*# +"
+! 2 . #- 0 /! ..%./ */ %* /$! ./-!*#/$ * +* %/%+*%*# ,-+#- ) /
/$! *%1!-.%/4 +" !3 . ! $ . (.+ 2+-'! %* ,-%1 /! 0.%*!.. %* /$! ,$4.% ( "%/*!.. ,-+"!..%+* %* +/$ 0./%*
!3 . *
-#+

• Fifth Year
Alma Mater:
• Minnesota State,
Moorhead; 1996

! %.
!-/%"%!
..+ % /%+*

/-!*#/$ * +* %/%+*%*# ,! % (%./ * )!) !- +" /$! /%+* ( /-!*#/$ *
!%#$/(%"/%*# * /$! +((!#% /! /-!*#/$ * +* %/%+*%*# + $!. ..+ % /%+*

+! %.
#- 0 /! +" ++-$!
/ /! *%1!-.%/4 %**
+-/$!-* 0* */!- +((!#% /! +*"!-!* ! $ ),%+*.

+* %/%+*%*#

2$!-! $! 2 . * (( +*"!-!* ! (%*!

'!- "+- /$!

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT STAFF
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ADMINISTRATION

DR. DAVID L. CHICOINE
• President
(<0+
/0*605, !/
),*(4, :/, :/ 78,90+,5: 6- #6;:/ (26:( #:(:, %50<,890:? 65 (5;(8?
, 09 :/, :/08+ (3;45;9 :6 9,8<, (9 78,90+,5: 6- :/, 059:0:;:065
8 /0*605, /(9 ( 365. (996*0(:065 =0:/ 05:,8*633,.0(:, (:/3,:0*9 (5+ =(9 8,*,5:3? (77605:,+ (9 <0*, */(08 6- :/,
!8,90+,5:C9 6;5*03 -68 $/, #;440: ,(.;, B # #%C9 *65-,8,5*, /64, -68 6- 0:9 <(890:? 9768:9 !8,<06;93?
/0*605, 9,8<,+ (9 :/, -(*;3:? 8,78,9,5:(:0<, :6 :/, 0. $,5 65-,8,5*, (5+ :/, (:065(3 633,.0(:, :/3,:0*9
996*0(:065
-68 :/, %50<,890:? 6- 3305609 (: %8)(5( /(47(0.5 , 9,8<,+ (9 */(08 6- :/, ;+.,: (5+
05(5*, 6440::,, -68 :/, 0. $,5 65-,8,5*, -68 505, ?,(89 6- /09 ?,(8 :,84

Alma Mater:
• South Dakota
State, 1969

;05. /09 :,5;8, (: #6;:/ (26:( #:(:, /0*605,
/(9 +08,*:,+ :/, *8,(:065 6- ( *6478,/,590<, 9:8(:,
.0* 73(5 :/(: /(9 6;:305,+ -6;8 *68, .6(39
A 5/(5*, (*(+,40* ,>*,33,5*, (5+ 9:8,5.:/,5
9*/63(89/07 (5+ (8:09:0* (*:0<0:0,9
A 69:,8 ,*65640* .86=:/ <0)8(5: *644;50:0,9
(5+ ( 9;9:(05()3, ,5<08654,5:
A >7(5+ :/, 8,(*/ 6- :/, ;50<,890:? :/86;./
,5.(.,4,5: :,*/5636.? (5+ .36)(30@(:065
A 9:()309/ ( 9;9:(05()3, -05(5*0(3 8,96;8*, )(9,
8 /0*605, )86;./: 468, :/(5 ?,(89 6,>7,80,5*, 05 /0./,8 ,+;*(:065 =0:/ :/, %50<,890:?
6- 3305609 :6 /09 863, (9 78,90+,5: 6- # #% , 09 (
5(:065(33? 8,*6.50@,+ ,*656409: 97,*0(30@05. 05
7;)30* -05(5*, :(>(:065 (5+ 8;8(3 ,*65640*9 09
/0./,8 ,+;*(:065 (+40509:8(:0<, ,>7,80,5*, 05*3;+,9
9,8<0*, (9 ,(+ 6- :/, ,7(8:4,5: 6- .80*;3:;8(3
*65640*9 (5+ ,(5 6- :/, 633,., 6- .80*;3:;8,
659;4,8 (5+ 5<08654,5:(3 #*0,5*,9 (: :/,
%50<,890:? 6- 3305609
9 <0*, 78,90+,5: (: :/, %50<,890:? 6- 3305609 /, 8,9:8;*:;8,+ :/, ;50<,890:?C9 :,*/5636.? 30*,5905. 6--0*,9 8,(*/
05. 5,= 403,9:65,9 ,(*/ ?,(8 3(;5*/,+ :/, ;50<,890:?C9 ,(83? 9:(., *(70:(3 (5+ );905,99 +,<,3674,5: 9,8<0*,9 *64
7(5? 3305609& $%" #
:/(: 9;7768:,+ 9:(8: ;7 7861,*:9 9,*;805. 97,*0(3 9:(:, (5+ ;50<,890:? -;5+05. -68
67,8(:0659 (5+ 78, 9,,+ 05<,9:05. (5+ -(*030:(:,+ :/, *8,(:065 6- :/,
4033065 ,(83? 9:(., 3305609 4,8.05.
$,*/5636.0,9 ;5+ (5+ /, 6<,89(= :/, ,>7(59065 6- 8,9,(8*/ 7(829 (5+ 05*;)(:689 (: :/, ;50<,890:?C9 %8)(5(
/(47(0.5 (5+ /0*(.6 *(47;9,9
9 +,(5 /, :8(590:065,+ :/, 633,., 6- .80*;3:;8, 659;4,8 (5+ 5<08654,5:(3 #*0,5*,9
# -864
(+40509:8(:0<, ;50:9 :6 9,<,5 (*(+,40* +,7(8:4,5:9 (5+ :/, 5-684(:065 $,*/5636.? ;50: *6473,:,+ ( *(70:(3
*(47(0.5 -68
# 9;87(9905. :/, -05(3 .6(3 64033065 )? 8(0905.
4033065 05 780<(:, .0-:9 .8,= :/,
# ,5+6=4,5: :6
4033065 ,9:()309/,+
4033065 05 (55;(3 780<(:, .0-: 9;7768: -;5+05. ,5+6=,+
7690:0659 9*/63(89/079 (5+ -,336=9/079 (5+ 786.8(4 9;7768: -68 :,(*/05. 8,9,(8*/ (5+ >:,59065 (5+ /, 6<,89(=
:/, *6473,:065 6- :/,
4033065
# 0)8(8? 5-684(:065 (5+ 3;450 ,5:,8 =/,8,
4033065 =(9 -864 .0-:9
-864
# (3;450 (5+ -80,5+9
, /(9 *6 (;:/68,+ -6;8 )6629
)662 */(7:,89 (5+ 468, :/(5
05<0:,+ (5+ 68 7,,8 8,<0,=,+ (*(+,40*
16;85(3 (8:0*3,9 8 /0*605, 9,8<,+ (9 (5 (+<0968 :6 :/, 3305609 ,5,8(3 99,4)3? 65 :(> 099;,9 -(843(5+ 7867,8:?
:(> (99,994,5:9 7;)30* -05(5*, (5+ 8;8(3 ,*65640* 099;,9 , 9,8<,+ (9 ( 4,4),8 6- :/, 3305609 6<,8568C9
6;5*03 6- *65640* +<09689 (5+ =(9 ( 4,4),8 6- :/, )6(8+ 6- :/, 3305609 #:(:, $8,(9;8,8C9 $,*/5636.?
,<,3674,5: ;5+ , *;88,5:3? 09 ( :,5;8,+ -(*;3:? 4,4),8 05 :/, # #% ,7(8:4,5: 6- *65640*9 =/,8, /,
/(9 ),,5 8,*6.50@,+ (9 ( 09:05.;09/,+ 3;45;9
8 /0*605, 09 ( .8(+;(:, 6- # #% =0:/ ( # 05 (.80);905,99 05
(5+ :/, %50<,890:? 6- ,3(=(8, =/,8,
/, 8,*,0<,+ (5 # 05 (.80*;3:;8(3 ,*65640*9 05
5
/, 8,*,0<,+ (5
05 ,*65640*9 -864 ',9:,85
3305609 %50<,890:? (5+ 05
/, *6473,:,+ /09 !/ 05 (.80*;3:;8(3 ,*65640*9 (: :/, %50<,890:? 6- 3305609 (:
%8)(5( /(47(0.5
$/, 78,90+,5: (5+ /09 =0-, (8*0( 30<, 05 '66+)05, 6::(., 65 :/, # #% *(47;9 $/,08 -(403? 05*3;+,9 965
69/;( ( /0*(.6 )(9,+ 4;90*0(5 +(;./:,8 05 3(= (;8( 339=68:/ .8(5++(;./:,8 #?3<0, (5+ :/,08 3(:, 965
(965
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ADMINISTRATION

JUSTIN SELL
• Athletic Director
:89.3 *11 <-4 8*7;*) &8 &3 &9-1*9.( &)2.3.897&947 &9 9-* "3.;*78.9> 4+ 479-*73 4<& +47 9-* 5&89
.3974):(*) &8 9-* 9- ).7*(947 4+ &9-1*9.(8 &9 4:9- &049& 9&9* "3.;*78.9> 43 &>

>*&78 <&8

? :89.3 '7.3,8 & <.)* 7&3,* 4+ *=5*7.*3(*8 +742 49-*7 .;.8.43 :3.;*78.9.*8 94 4:9- &049& 9&9* @ 7*8.)*39
&;.)
-.(4.3* 8&.) .3 2&0.3, 9-* &334:3(*2*39 ? * -&8 & )*,7** 4+ +&2.1.&7.9> <.9- 4:7 &9-1*9.( 574,7&28A
(43+*7*3(* &++.1.&9.438 &3) -* )*243897&9*8 &3 &557*(.&9.43 +47 &(07&''.9 &9-1*9.(8 489 .25479&391> -* 8-&7*8
4:7 (42243 &85.7&9.438 +47 9-* +:9:7* 8:((*88 4+ 4:7 89:)*39 &9-1*9*8 &3) 9*&28 @

First Year
Alma Mater:
• Bowling Green
(Ohio), 1991

473 .3 &1*2 7* &3) 7&.8*) .3 41:2':8
-.4 *11 2489 7*(*391> 8*7;*) &8 8*3.47 &884(.&9*
&9-1*9.( ).7*(947 &9 " 8.3(*
.8 57.2&7>
):9.*8 &9 9-* *)&7 &118 '&8*) :3.;*78.9> .3(1:)*)
85479 2&3&,*2*39 4;*78.,-9 4+ 9-* &9-1*9.( ':8.3*88
4++.(* +&(.1.9.*8 ,&2* 2&3&,*2*39 8:22*7 (&258
&3) -:2&3 7*84:7(*8 <-.1* &184 &88.89.3, .3
+:3)7&.8.3, &3) (47547&9* 85438478-.58
3 -.8 57*;.4:8 741*8 &8 &3 &88.89&39 &3) &884(.&9*
&9-1*9.( ).7*(947 &9 "
*11 2&3&,*) +&(.1.9>
45*7&9.438 &3) 9-* 51&33.3, 4+ (&5.9&1 574/*(98
.3(1:).3, 9-*
2.11.43 ( *4) *39*7 &3) 9-*
2.11.43 :2&3 *7+472&3(* *39*7 * &184
4;*78&< 9-* "
42* ':),*9 &3) <&8 7*85438.'1*
+47 )*;*145.3, & 7*;*3:* ,*3*7&9.43 9*&2 94
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:7(92,+ ;/, (*29())0;: 6-- ;/, ),5*/ >0;/ 7605;: 65
6- :/66;05. -964 ;/, -0,3+ 05 5(996> =0*;69@ (;
$;(/ %(33,@ ";(;,
4(;*/,+ :,(:65 /0./ >0;/
7605;: 05 /64, =0*;69@ 6=,9 69;/ (26;( ";(;,
.9()),+ :,(:65 /0./ :,=,5 9,)6<5+: 05 405<;,: 6(*;065 (.(05:;
#
:*69,+ 05 (33 ;/9,, & #
.(4,: 05*3<+05. 505, 7605;: ;6 .6 (365. >0;/ -6<9
9,)6<5+: 05 >05 6=,9 5+0(5(
(95,+ (33 :;(;, /6569: 05 -6<9
:769;: (; '(52;65 0./ "*/663 3,;;,9,+ -6<9 ;04,: 05
)(:2,;)(33 73(@05. 65 ;/9,, :;(;, ;6<95(4,5; ;,(4: -69
*6(*/ 6<. ,:0*2( 5(4,+ ;6 (33 :;(;, ;6<95(4,5;
;,(4: 05
(5+
9,*,0=,+ ;/, "7090; 6- "<
>(9+ (; :;(;, ;6<95(4,5; 05
>/,5 '(52;65
73(*,+ -6<9;/ 9<55,9 <7 -69 0:: (:2,;)(33 (>(9+
,(95,+ (33 (:;,95 "6<;/ (26;( /6569: (: >,33 (: (33
:;(;, /6569: (-;,9 (=,9(.05. 7605;: 7,9 .(4, (;
*3<) 3,=,3 73(@,+ 65 "6<;/ (26;( 30;, :8<(+ -69 ;>6
@,(9: 05 =633,@)(33 ,(95,+ :,*65+ ;,(4 (33 :;(;,
/6569: (: ( :67/6469, ;/,5 >(: ( -09:; ;,(4 :,3,*;065
/,9 1<5069 (5+ :,5069 :,(:65: :,3,*;,+ (: "6<;/
(26;( (;69(+, 3(@,9 6- ;/, ',(9 73(@,+ 65 :;(;,
*/(47065:/07 =633,@)(33 ;,(4 (: ( :,5069 3,;;,9,+ -0=,
;04,: 05 ;9(*2 (5+ -0,3+ >05505. :;(;, ;0;3,: 05 ;/, +0:*<:
(: ( 1<5069 (5+ :,5069 A (3:6 >(: :;(;, 9<55,9 <7 05 ;/,
+0:*<: (: ( :67/6469, (5+ 73(*,+ (; ;/, :;(;, 4,,; 05
;/, :/6; 7<; (: ( 1<5069 3,;;,9,+ -0=, ;04,: (5+ ,(95,+
(33 :;(;, /6569: 05 :6**,9 4,4),9 6- ;/, (;065(3
6569 "6*0,;@ -(;/,9 (=, >(: (5
0=0:065
5(;065(3 */(47065 05 >9,:;305. (; " "$ 05
HIGH SCHOOL:

KETTY CORNEMANN’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
AVERAGES HIGH GAME
G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
O-D-T
PF-D PTS PTS-REB
PTS-REB STL

2009-10 JACKRABBIT WOMEN’S BASKETBALL MEDIA GUIDE

BLK
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JACKRABBIT JUNIORS
&(.* -&3)1*) 9-* 89&79.3, 54.39 ,:&7) ):9.*8 +47
2:(- 4+ 9-* 8*&843 3&2*) 94 (&)*2.( 11
:22.9 *&,:* !*&2 &3) 422.88.43*7@8 .89 4+
(&)*2.( =(*11*3(* ):7.3,
(&25&.,3

9&79*) 9-* +.789 9-7** ,&2*8 &9 9-* 54.39
,:&7) 8549 9-*3 2.88*) ,&2*8 ):* 94 & -&3) .3/:7>
? 7*/4.3*) 9-* 89&79.3, 1.3*:5 .3 7*,:1&7 8*&843 7*2&9(&,&.389 &01&3) .(- &3) 8(47*) *.,-9 54.398 <.99<4 &88.898
? 9*&2 <&8
.3 ,&2*8 .3 <-.(8-* 89&79*) ? 5:9 94,*9-*7 .257*88.;* :22.9 *&,:*
94:73&2*39 &;*7&,.3, 54.398 &3)
&88.898 5*7
,&2* <-.1* 8-449.3, 5*7(*39 4+
+742 +7**
9-74< 1.3* ? 45*3*) 94:73&2*39 <.9- (&7**7 -.,- *.,-9
&88.898 &3) &))*) 8*;*3 54.398 ;*78:8 7&1 4'*798
01&
? 8(47*) 8*&843 -.,- 54.398 349(-*)
(&7**7 -.,- 8.= 89*&18 &3) 9&11.*) 9-7** &88.898 .3 8*2.8
;*78:8 " "
? .3 (-&25.438-.5 ,&2* &,&.389
&01&3) 8(47*) 54.398 &3) 8&30 4+ 9-7** 54.39
&99*2598
? 8(47*) +.;* 54.398 &3) ).8-*) 4:98.=
&88.898 .3
!4:73&2*39 +.789 74:3) ,&2* ;*78:8
!*=&8 -7.89.&3
(4397.':9*) +.;* 54.398 &3)
9-7** 7*'4:3)8 .3 94:73&2*39 1488 94 &>147 !*=&8
7*&(-*) )4:'1* +.,:7*8 +47 +.789 9.2* ):7.3,
8*&843 <.9- 54.398 &,&.389 #.8(438.3 ,4.3, +47
+742 9-* +.*1) &3) &)).3, 9-7** &88.898
? 7&30*)
9-.7) 43 9*&2 .3 949&1 &88.898 <.9- &3) +.+9- <.989*&18

2008-09:

-2MACIE
MICHELSON
5-6 • Junior
Guard
Lynd, Minn.
Marshall H.S.
Major:
Athletic Training

&(.* 51&>*) & 0*> 741* +47 9-*
&(07&''.98 &8 9-* '&(0:5 54.39 ,:&7) ):7.3, -*7 +7*82&3 8*&843 ).) 349 51&> .3 9-* 8*&843 45*3*7 &,&.389
70&38&8 9&9* ):* 94 .3/:7> ':9 51&>*) .3 9-* +.3&1
,&2*8 4+ 9-* (&25&.,3 <.9- *.,-9 89&798 8(47*) +.;*
54.398 &3) ,7&''*) +4:7 7*'4:3)8 .3 (411*,.&9* )*':9
&,&.389 "
.;*78.)*
8(47*) 9<4 54.398 .3
+.789 (411*,.&9* 89&79 &9 7*,43
)7&.3*) & 5&.7
4+ 9-7** 54.39*78 *3 74:9* 94 *.,-9 54.39 +4:7 7*'4:3)
4:9.3, &,&.389 .884:7.
7*&(-*) )4:'1*
+.,:7*8 +4:7 9.2*8 .3(1:).3, 8*&843 '*89 54.398 &9
4:9-*73 "9&- & ,&2* .3 <-.(- 8-* <&8 +47 +742
9-7** 54.39 7&3,*
&184 2&9(-*) 8*&843 -.,<.9- +4:7 &88.898 &9 4:9-*73 "9&- +4114<*) <.9-

2007-08:
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SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS
&"%)(
) &*)! '% ) !
&"%) '(
) &*)! '% ) !
&*% (
)
) $(
+(
(("()(
+( ' $ & ')( #$
"%*) ( $ ,
) "((&*'"
"( &%("%

% +(

54.39 4:9.3, .3 -42* <.3 4;*7 479- &049& 9&9*
7*&(-*) )4:'1* ).,.98 .3 8(47.3, +47 +.789 9.2*
.3 -42* <.3 &,&.389 #*89*73 11.34.8 <.954.39
+4:7 &88.89 5*7+472&3(*
(148*) 4:9 7*,:1&7
8*&843 <.954.39 3.,-9 &,&.389 7&1 4'*798
9&11.*) 8*;*3 54.398 9-7** 7*'4:3)8 &3) 9<4 &88.898 .3
2.3:9*8 4+ &(9.43 .3 # ! ,&2* ;*78:8 7*.,-943
7&30*) +4:79- 43 9*&2 <.9- &88.898 &3) 8.=9<.9- 9-7** 54.39*78 2&)* 3&2*) (&)*2.( 11
:22.9 *&,:* ):7.3, +7*8-2&3 8*&843
425.1*) &3 4:989&3).3, 57*5
(&7**7 &9 &78-&11 .,- (-441 +.;* >*&7 89&79*7 :3)*7
9-* ).7*(9.43 4+ (4&(-*8 7:(* *22* &3) !*77>
:1-&3* (&7**7 949&18 .3(1:)*)
54.398
55,
7*'4:3)8
&88.898 &3)
89*&18 &184
8-49 5*7(*39 +742 9-* +.*1) &3) 5*7(*39 &9 9-* 1.3*
.88 &80*9'&11 +.3&1.89 &3) 2*2'*7 4+ 9-*
.33*849& .718 &80*9'&11 4&(-*8 884(.&9.43 11
9&9* !*&2 +4:7 9.2* &11 &7*& 8*1*(9.43 &3)
1&>*7 4+ 9-* %*&7 .3
2*2'*7 4+
&11 94:73&2*39 9*&2 &9
89&9* 94:73*>8 &+9*7 9*&2
51&(*) +4:79- .3
&3) &8 7:33*7 :5 .3
51&>*) 43 +4:7 89&9* 6:&1.+>.3, 9*&28 .3 ;411*>'&11
*&73.3, &11 (43+*7*3(* -43478 9<.(* &3) -4347&'1*
2*39.43 &11 89&9* -43478 &8 & 8*3.47 &184 (425*9*) .3
97&(0 &3) +.*1) 9<4 >*&78 2*2'*7 4+ 9-* &9.43&1
4347 4(.*9> 342.3** +47 $
<&7) +47
=(*11*3(* .3 422:3.9> ):(&9.43 &3) *&)*78-.5
HIGH SCHOOL:

MACIE MICHELSON’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
AVERAGES HIGH GAME
G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
O-D-T
PF-D PTS PTS-REB
PTS-REB STL

2009-10 JACKRABBIT WOMEN’S BASKETBALL MEDIA GUIDE

BLK

ASST

JACKRABBIT JUNIORS
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JACKRABBIT JUNIORS
7/89/3 .'8 9.+ '(/1/9> 94 8.449 9.+ ('11 +,,+)9/;+1>
,742 9.+ 5+7/2+9+7 '3* 5489 :5 45548/3- 51'>+78
2+2(+7 4, )'*+2/) 11 ":22/9 +'-:+ #+'2 +').
4, 9.+ 1'89 9<4 >+'78 '3* 3'2+* 94 422/88/43+7A8
/89 4, )'*+2/) =)+11+3)+ *:7/38+'843

4;+* /394 9.+ 89'79/3- 1/3+:5 2'0/389'798 /3 4, -'2+8 .4347'(1+ 2+39/43 '11
":22/9 +'-:+ .4347++ 897:--1+* +'71> /3 9.+
8+'843 ,742 9.7++ 54/39 7'3-+ (:9 7+2'/3+* 43+ 4, 9.+
9+'2A8 2489 )438/89+39 5+7/2+9+7 8.449+78 7'30/38+)43* 43 86:'* </9. 9.7++ 54/39+78 '184 9./7* 43
86:'* </9. 8)47/3- ';+7'-+ 4,
54/398 5+7 -'2+
<'8 4, ,742 9.7++ 54/39 7'3-+ '3* 4, '9 9.+ 1/3+
+3 74:9+ 94 54/398 /3 </3 4;+7 11/34/8 '9 '7/((+'3
.'11+3-+ # /3 '3):3 +=/)4
8)47+*
)'7++7 ./-. 54/398 '3* <'8 4, 43 9.7++ 54/39+78
/3 </3 '9 /33+849'
7+').+* *4:(1+ ,/-:7+8 /3
'11 8+;+3 -'2+8 51'>+* /3 +)+2(+7 /3)1:*/354/398 /3 ":22/9 +'-:+ 2'9).:5 '-'/389 7'1 !4(+798
01'
4;+7'11 7+').+* *4:(1+ */-/98 9/2+8
8)47+* 54/398 -7'((+* ,4:7 7+(4:3*8 '3* */8.+*
4:9 ,4:7 '88/898 /3 74'* </3 '9 "4:9.+73 $9'.
)148+* ":22/9 +'-:+ 7+-:1'7 8+'843 </9. 54/398 43
4,
8.449/3- ,742 9.7++ 54/39 7'3-+ '9 +39+3'7>
'
'3* 54/398 '9 7'1 !4(+798
8)47+* 54/398 ? 4, <./). )'2+ /3 9.+ 8+)43* .'1,
@ /3 ":22/9 +'-:+ ).'25/438./5 -'2+ '-'/389
'01'3* /).
/3
#4:73'2+39 8)47+*
-'2+ ./-. 54/398 /3 ,/789 74:3* -'2+ ;+78:8 #+='8
.7/89/'3

2008-09:

-14KRISTIN
ROTERT
6-0 • Junior
Guard/Forward
Salem, S.D.
McCook Central
H.S.
Major: Health
Promotion

7/89/3 2'*+ '3 /22+*/'9+ /25')9 ,47
9.+ ')07'((/98 '8 8.+ <'8 3'2+* ":22/9 +'-:+ "/=9.
%42'3 4, 9.+ &+'7 '3* +'73+* ' 8549 43 9.+ ":22/9
+'-:+ 11 +<)42+7 #+'2 8+9 '3 " "$ ,7+8.2'3
7+)47* </9. ' 9+'2 (+89 9.7++ 54/39+78 7'30+*
,4:79. 43 86:'* /3 9.7++ 54/39 5+7)+39'-+ '9
5+7
)+39 51'>+* /3 -'2+8 </9. 8/= 89'798 (+-'3 )'
7++7 (> 2'0/3- ' 9.7++ 54/39+7 /3 ,/789 -'2+8
3'2+* ":22/9 +'-:+ 1'>+7 4, 9.+ %++0 /3 4;+2
(+7 ',9+7 ';+7'-/354/398 5+7 -'2+ /3 </38 4;+7
7+-43
'3* /884:7/
2'*+ ,4:7 97+>8
+3 74:9+ 94 54/398 '9 7+-43 '3* 8'30 ' 97/4 4, 9.7++
54/39+78 43 9.+ <'> 94 54/398 '-'/389 /884:7/
*7'/3+* 9.7++ 97/51+8 /3 )411+-/'9+ *+(:9 '-'/389 70'38'8

2007-08:
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SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS
)$(,+
, $(("+),
)$(,"*+
, $(("+),
" )-(!+
, $++)-*$
," &+
++$+,+

(! .+

.+
.$+
,#*"" ,$'"+ & +, .+

$(-,"+ & /"!

.+

* & ) "*,+

%&

)(, (

"9'9+ +3 74:9+ 94 3/3+ 54/398
7+)47*+* *4:(1+
,/-:7+8 9/2+8 /3)1:*/3- 8+'843 (+89 54/398 /3
.42+ </3 4;+7 /33+849' :1:9.
.'* 897/3- 4,
8+;+3 )438+):9/;+ -'2+8 /3 *4:(1+ ,/-:7+8 (+9<++3
4;+2(+7 '3* +)+2(+7 8)47+* 54/398 43 4,
8.449/3- ,742 143- 7'3-+ /3 74'* 1488 '9 $9'.
'184 9'11/+* 8+'843 (+89 ,/;+ 97/,+)9'8 '9 +47-+
%'8./3-943
8)47+* 54/398 '3* -7'((+*
8+'843 (+89 8/= 7+(4:3*8 /3 ,/789 )'7++7 89'79 ;+78:8
"4:9.+73 11/34/8 '9 9.+ +47-+ %'8./3-943 #.'308-/;
/3- 1'88/)
/3 ":22/9 +'-:+ 51'> 945
8)47/3- 4:95:9 <'8
54/39 3/-.9 /3 .42+ </3 4;+7
$ $
4251+9+* 89'3*4:9 57+5
)'7++7 '9 ) 440 +397'1 /-. ").441 /3 "'1+2
3'2+* 1'88
1'>+7 4, 9.+ &+'7 (> 9.+ "4:9. '049'
4').+8 884)/'9/43 /3
2+2(+7 4, 9.+
/789 /;+ '3* ,/789 9+'2 '11 89'9+
8+1+)9/43 /3 (49.
'3*
/88 '80+9('11
,/3'1/89 ,/;+ 9/2+ '11 )43,+7+3)+ 5/)0 )'7++7 949'18
/3)1:*+*
54/398
557+(4:3*8 '3*
'88/898 89'79+7 8/3)+ 9.+ +/-.9. -7'*+ :3*+7 )4').
4:- :7,++ 3'2+* 94 '11 94:73'2+39 9+'2 '9 89'9+
94:73+>8 /3
'3*
8+9 7+)47* </9. 9.7++
54/39+78 *:7/389'9+ 94:73'2+39 ')'*+2/) '11
89'9+ .4347++ '3* '9/43'1 ").41'7 9.1+9+ 51'>+*
)1:( ('80+9('11 </9. "4:9. '049' 1/9+ '184 2'*+
9<4 89'9+ 94:73'2+39 '55+'7'3)+8 /3 -41, '3* 9.7++ /3
97')0 51')+* 8+)43* /3 8.49 5:9 '3* 9./7* /3 97')0 '9
89'9+ 2++9 /3
342/3'9+* ,47 %+3*>A8 /-.
").441 +/82'3 '<'7* 2+2(+7 4, 9.+ '9/43'1
4347 "4)/+9> !+-+39 ").41'7 '3* )1'88 8'1:9'947/'3
HIGH SCHOOL:

KRISTIN ROTERT’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
AVERAGES HIGH GAME
G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
O-D-T
PF-D PTS PTS-REB
PTS-REB STL

2009-10 JACKRABBIT WOMEN’S BASKETBALL MEDIA GUIDE

BLK

ASST

JACKRABBIT JUNIORS
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JACKRABBIT JUNIORS
)11-*)5 ,%6 3529-()( ()37, -1 7,) 3267 )%', 2* ,)5 *-567
7:2 6)%6216 :-7, 7,) %'.5%&&-76 0)0&)5 2*
'%()0-' // 800-7 )%+8) !)%0 )%', 2* 7,) /%67
7:2 <)%56 %1( 1%0)( 72 200-66-21)5=6 -67 2*
'%()0-' ;')//)1') (85-1+
6)%621

/%<)( -1 +%0)6 2** 7,) &)1', *25
7,) %'.5%&&-76 6'25)( -1 6-; '216)'87-9) +%0)6 6,)
3/%<)( &)7:))1 )')0&)5 %1( %18%5< (-( 127 0-66
% 6,27 )-7,)5 *520 7,) *-)/( 2* 25 7,) *5)) 7,52:
/-1) 2* -1 6'25-1+ '%5))5 ,-+, )-+,7 32-176 -1
9-'725< %7 287,)51 "7%,
6'25)( 6-; 32-176 -1
)-+,7 0-187)6 2* %'7-21 -1 ,20) 9-'725< 29)5 5)+21
+5%&&)( 6)%621 &)67 7,5)) 5)&281(6 %1(
%(()( 7:2 *5)) 7,52:6 -1 800-7 )%+8) 23)1)5
%+%-167 )17)1%5< %
-1 800-7 )%+8)
,%03-216,-3 23)1-1+ 5281( 6'25)( 7:2 32-176 %1(
%(()( 3%-5 2* 5)&281(6 -1 %'.5%&&-7 9-'725< 29)5 5%/
2&)576 ./%
+5%&&)( 5)&281( %1( :%6
'5)(-7)( :-7, %66-67 -1
!2851%0)17 23)1)5
%+%-167 !);%6 ,5-67-%1
3/%<)( 7,5)) 0-187)6
-1 6)'21( 5281( +%0) %+%-167 %</25 !);%6
2008-09:

-20JENNIFER
SCHUTTLOFFEL
5-11 • Junior
Forward
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Roosevelt H.S.
Major:
Athletic Training

SEASON
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2007-08: )11-*)5 3/%<)( -1 % 5)6)59) 52/) -1 7,)

*5217'2857 *25 7,) %'.5%&&-76 (85-1+ ,)5 *5)6,0%1 6)%
621 6%: %'7-21 -1
+%0)6 3529-()( % &2267 2**
7,) &)1', :-7, *285 32-176 -1 6)%621 &)67 0-187)6
2* %'7-21 %7 5)+21
7%//-)( 6)%621 ,-+,6 :-7,
*-9) 32-176 %1( 6-; 5)&281(6 -1 ,20) 9-'725< 29)5
287,)51 "7%,
0%7',)( 6)%621 ,-+, *-9)
32-176 -1 23)1-1+ :)).)1( 2* 800-7 )%+8) 3/%< %7
)17)1%5<
'2175-&87)( 7,5)) 32-176 %1(
7,5)) %66-676 -1 ): $)%5=6 %< 9-'725< 29)5
-11)627% 8/87,

SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS
%!$('
( %)( &$ (
%!$( &'
( & (!# ' " '(
%)$
( "'
''!'('
!$)( '

( %)(

&$ (

'
*' %)( &$ (
*' %)( &$ (
*' !$$ '%(
)")(
" +
( & %$

)< 0)0&)5 2* &%'. 72 &%'.
67%7) ',%03-216,-3 7)%06 -1
%1(
%7 22
6)9)/7 -+, ',22/ *25 '2%',)6 5)( !-&&)776 %1( ,5-6
/%5. 1%0)( 72 %// 72851%0)17 7)%0 %7
/%66
67%7) 72851%0)17 /)( 7)%0 -1 &/2'.)( 6,276 )%',
2* ,)5 *285 6)%6216 %// 67%7) ,2125)) 7:2 7-0)6 -1
'/8(-1+ 6)1-25 6)%621 :,)1 6,) %9)5%+)(
32-176
%1(
5)&281(6 3)5 +%0) 72 )%51 6)'21( 7)%0 ,21256
6,27 3)5')17 *520 7,) *-)/( %1( ,2125%&/)
0)17-21 %// 67%7) 3-'. %6 % 623,2025) 6)/)'7)( 72
3/%< *25 287, %.27%
%// 67%5 7)%0 :,-',
'203)7)( %+%-167 %// 67%5 7)%06 *520 )&5%6.% %1(
#<20-1+ 3/%<)( %7 '/8& /)9)/ *25 #-6'216-1 %.)56
648%( 7,%7 '203)7)( %7 -.) %1( %(-(%6 1%7-21%/
72851%0)176 -1 6800)5 2*
,2125 52// 678()17
HIGH SCHOOL:

JENNIFER SCHUTTLOFFEL’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
AVERAGES HIGH GAME
G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
O-D-T
PF-D PTS PTS-REB
PTS-REB STL

2009-10 JACKRABBIT WOMEN’S BASKETBALL MEDIA GUIDE

BLK

ASST

JACKRABBIT JUNIORS
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JACKRABBIT SOPHOMORES

#

%2)66% :-00 9-) *35 %2 );4%2()( 530) -2 7,)
&%'/'3857 7,-6 6)%632

"

2008-09: $%6 603:)( &< -2.85< (85-2+ *5)6,1%2

6)%632 = 1-66)( %00 3* %28%5< :-7, *337 -2.85< &)*35)
1%5/-2+ 5)7852 73 0-2)84 :-7, 032) 7,5)) 43-27)5 3* 7,)
6)%632 %+%-267 "
= 6'35)( -2 *-567 7:3
811-7 )%+8) +%1)6 1%/-2+ % &%6/)7 %+%-267
)27)2%5< %
%2( %((-2+ 7:3 *5)) 7,53:6
9)5686 5%0 3&)576 /0%
= +5%&&)( 7:3
5)&382(6 -2 '300)+-%7) ()&87 %7 -66385= :%6
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5-9 • Sophomore
Guard
Hartford, S.D.
West Central H.S.
Major:
Health, Physical
Education and
Recreation
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-5VANESSA
JOHNSON

SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS
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VANESSA JOHNSON’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
AVERAGES HIGH GAME
G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
O-D-T
PF-D PTS PTS-REB
PTS-REB STL
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2008-09:

-31JENNIE
SUNNARBORG
6-2 • Sophomore
Forward
Osseo, Minn.
Osseo H.S.
Major:
Athletic Training
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JENNIE SUNNARBORG’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
AVERAGES HIGH GAME
G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
O-D-T
PF-D PTS PTS-REB
PTS-REB STL
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2008-09:

-10JILL
YOUNG
5-7 • Sophomore
Guard
Mitchell, S.D.
Mitchell Christian
H.S.
Major: Psychology
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SINGLE-GAME CAREER HIGHS
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JILL YOUNG’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
O-D-T
PF-D PTS

AVERAGES HIGH GAME
PTS-REB
PTS-REB STL
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JACKRABBIT FRESHMEN
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" $9$4'5
Charles City H.S.
Major:
Undeclared

-21LEAH
DIETEL
6-1, Fr.
Forward
Jordan, Minn.
Jordan H.S.
Major:
Undeclared
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-30ASHLEY
EIDE
5-9, Fr.
Guard
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Washington H.S.
Major:
Undeclared

-4TARA
HEISER
5-9, Fr.
Guard
Watertown, S.D.
Watertown, H.S.
Major:
Undeclared
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JACKRABBIT FRESHMEN

-42KATIE
LINGLE
6-2, Fr.
Center
Pierre, S.D.
T.F. Riggs H.S.
Major:
Undeclared

-15STEPHANIE
PALUCH
5-10, Fr.
Guard
Pierre, S.D.
T.F. Riggs H.S.
Major:
Pre-Pharmacy
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OPPONENTS

2009-10 OPPONENTS

GONZAGA

ARIZONA STATE

$0 .,/0 .&+$
.(%$3 ,2
5 -*

QUICK FACTS

&08;0

@77/:2> := +,2>
7@0 )34?0 ,9/ $0/
#
. ,=?30D ?370?4. 09?0=
460 $:?3

!:=8,7 77
$0/-4=/>
$0/ ,9/ )34?0
# $0/-4=/ =09,
%30,:9 +0920=
TEAM INFORMATION

!

!

?40/ 1:=

!

14=>? ;7,.0 49
)0>? :,>? :910=09.0
!
%0.:9/ $:@9/ /01
*,A40= "34:
7:>? ?: #4??>-@=23 #,
077D =,A0>
Alma Mater, Year: !0B 0C4.:
#
#
:/40 ,.E:= 0==D
4>;70D :=?40= 4.30770 774:??

4>,

,90770 0660=492
=
;;2
=;2
0,?30= :B8,9
%=
;;2
=;2 (4A4,9 =40>:9
%=
;;2
=;2 :@=?90D (,9/0=>7::?
=
;;2
=;2
,;2
077D :B09
%:
;;2
=;2 &411,940 %34A0>
%=
;;2
=;2
,;2 7,4=0 $,;;
=
;;2
=;2
,D7, %?,9/4>3
%:
;;2
=;2
"
=4??,9D =,D
=
,4?7D9 #0?0=>:9
=
,?07,9 $0/8:9
%:
?=,9>10= 1=:8 ),>3492?:9
023,9
)49?0=>
=
SPORTS INFORMATION
4E %84?3
#

>0.:9/ ;7,.0 49 #,.414.
:910=09.0
!
74?0 423? /01
0:=24,
/01 7:=4/, %?,?0
/01
&0C,>
7:>? ?: :990.?4.@?
3,=74 &@=90= &3:=90
Alma Mater, Year: %?,91:=/ ,741
#
#
:>0;3 9/0=> 02
%,9/0=> ,@=, @230>
#
,D74 @=;3D
%=
;;2
=;2
,940770 "=>477:
%=
;;2
=;2
D8:9/ %48:9
%=
;;2
=;2
48-0=7D =,9/:9
%:
;;2
=;2
,--D ,20
%=
;;2
=;2 0.., &:-49
=
;;2
=;2
"
,74 0990??
%:
?=,9>10= 1=:8 ),>3492?:9 :D @=60
=
,9,0 @7.30=
$ =
05, ,99
=
%,-=49, . 4990D
=
,70D #,=>:9>
$ =
,=64>3, #,??0=>:9
=
?=,9>10= 1=:8 09?=,7 =4E:9,
&09,D, ),?>:9
=
?=,9>10= 1=:8 09?=,7
=4E:9,
SPORTS INFORMATION
%?0A0 $:/=42@0E

%?0A0 $:/=42@0E ,>@ 0/@
BBB &30%@9 0A47> .:8
SERIES NOTES
4=>? 00?492

"

"

-*

QUICK FACTS

=4E

%@9 0A47>
,=::9 ,9/ :7/
# )077> ,=2: =09,
4>, :A0
TEAM INFORMATION

TEAM INFORMATION

50

$0 ,.*$) ))
'1./%$3 ,2
5

QUICK FACTS

%;:6,90 ),>3

>84?3 ,?370?4.> 2:9E,2, 0/@
BBB 2:E,2> .:8
SERIES NOTES
%0.:9/ 00?492 % %' 70,/> >0=40>
% %' /01 :9E,2,
0.
49 %;:6,90 ),>3

ILLINOIS STATE

$0 &*-& .(4
1+%$3 ,2
5 -*

14=>? ;7,.0 49
4>>:@=4 (,770D :910=09.0
)! & %084149,7> /01
:@4>4,9, &0.3
/01 ,=<@0??0 )4>
/01 9/4,9,
7:>? ,? ,9>,>
$:-49 #4920?:9
Alma Mater, Year: %? 8-=:>0 :B,
#
#
$,9/D !:=?:9 )47740 :C
099D #@?9,8
#
>37009 =,.0D
;;2
=;2 %3,7, ,.6>:9
=
;;2
=;2
,2240 =4.6
%=
;;2
=;2 !4.:770 0B4>
%=
;;2
=;2
09D,??, %307?:9
=
;;2
=;2
"
,2240 =,.0
=
70C4> 09649>
=
=::60 "B09>
=
,99,3 %;,94.3
=
?=,9>10= 1=:8
!0B 0C4.: %?,?0 ,D %?0B,=?
=
SPORTS INFORMATION
488D 9:/07

%=

5-69:/0 47>?@ 0/@
BBB :$0/-4=/> .:8
SERIES NOTES
%0.:9/ 00?492 % %' 70,/> >0=40>
% %' /01 7749:4> %?,?0
49
)! & %0:9/ $:@9/ :9 ,=.3
,? =:>?
=09,
"

:9
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2009-10 OPPONENTS

WESTERN
KENTUCKY

CHARLOTTE

%3 1/23 1(.%
4.'%6 /5
7 0-

QUICK FACTS
?

),? &677-9:
$-, )5, (01;$
1,,3- 9-5)
)4,-5 (66, %-31/
TEAM INFORMATION
"

;1-, .69
:-+65, 73)+- 15 %<5 -3; 65.-9-5+- ):; 1=1:165
)9? &)?369 6>3-:
Alma Mater, Year: (-:;-95 -5;<+2?
$
$
)=1, 9)=-: );):0)
69:-? );91+- + 15
!

9512) 96>5
%9
77/
97/
67- 96>5
9
77/
97/ -::1+) )/3-?
%9
77/
97/ 4? + -)9
9
77/
)7/
-5@1- $1+0
%9
77/
97/
641518<- <+2
%9
77/
97/
&-9)51- &064):
%6
77/
97/
)1;315 6<:%6
77/
97/
#
6<9;5-? 31.;65
9
):0)? )=1:
9
-:01) 6:3-?
%6
;9)5:.-9 .964 "<9,<- 5,
SPORTS INFORMATION
091: 36>)+21
!

$

+091: /36>)+21 >2< -,<
>>> >2<:769;: +64
SERIES NOTES
%-+65, --;15/ (-:;-95 -5;<+2? 3-),: :-91-:

#

65 )5

/22*&,( 00/.(.3 %3 4.+%.// %1*'%6 /5
7
0-

QUICK FACTS

0)936;;-

QUICK FACTS
6>315/ 9--5

INDIANA

%3 4.+%.// %- 7 )( %)%-%2
)412'%6 /5
7 .//.

366415/;65 5,

-9:
9--5 )5, (01;$
)3;65 9-5)
<,? $6:TEAM INFORMATION

66:1-9:
9-)4 )5, 914:65
$
::-4*3? )33
9-, 3)::
TEAM INFORMATION

"

"

;1-, .69
65.-9-5+19:; $6<5, ;6

:-+65, 73)+- 15 ;3)5;1+
6:; 15
"<9,<- 5,
)9-5 :;65
Alma Mater, Year: 92)5:): 1;;3- $6+2
$
$
-5 91..15 9?:;165 !*1
-3:65 5/-3) !9;-/)
!

$
915 36?,
%9
77/
97/ ?0:) 65-:
%9
77/
97/ :03-? %791//:
%9
77/
97/ %0)5565 + )33<4
9
77/
97/
#
4)5,) 6>9
)8<)91) 695-?
9
-551.-9 )13-?
%6
-5,91) 634-:
9
;9)5:.-9 .964
"96=1,-5+- $
-::1+) 605:65
9
SPORTS INFORMATION
9-5; %;):;5?

;1-, .69
.1.;0 73)+- 15 1/ &-5 65.-9-5+6:; 15 ( & #<)9;-9.15)3:
,-. )?;65 !016
,-. 6>315/ 9--5
!016
36:; ); 331561: %;);-31:0) -/-;;- )+2
Alma Mater, Year: %?9)+<:$
$
6:- 691 4)2) /</<)
);1- *9)0)4:65 -5,-9:65

!

!

)41- 9)<5
77/
77/
97/
#
%):0) -95)9,
9
):415- )=1:
9
<3)51 %15+3)19
9
%):0) 0)7315
%6
77/
97/ :03-- -33:
%6
77/
97/
SPORTS INFORMATION
%0)5) )51-3:
!

97/

$

691 )=1:

:3,)51-3 15,1)5) -,<
>>> ' 66:1-9: +64
SERIES NOTES
%-+65, --;15/ % %' 3-),: :-91-:
% %' ,-. 5,1)5)
( & &019, $6<5, 65 )9+0
#

*4:;):;5 <5++ -,<
>>> +0)936;;- -9: +64
SERIES NOTES
19:; --;15/

#

15

(-:;-95 -5;<+2? ,-. % %'
15 6>315/ 9--5 ?
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2009-10 OPPONENTS

VIRGINIA

WESTERN ILLINOIS

144,'.* 2210*05 &5 60-&011 &/
3,)&8 17
9
2/ !

&5
&563)&8

1*947;;.:=244. (*

*=*42.9:
*=@ *6- !9*60.
!% 716 "*<4 76.: 9.6*
!
!
!
9*20 2;;4.8*0.
TEAM INFORMATION

!"

!

!"

%

*5<4420*6 =290262* .-<
$
! >>> (290262*%879;: ,75
SERIES NOTES
%.,76- ..;260 % %' 4.*-: :.92.:
!
!
% %' -./ (290262*
<63*677 *5 76 7=

52

6-2*6*8742: 6-

!

*;

!

201;260 .*;1.96.,3:
"<984. *6- 74!% )*:;. *6*0.5.6; 7<9; *;
).:;.96 *44
!
!
!
&25 (*6 4:;26.
TEAM INFORMATION
#

;2.- /79
:2?;1 84*,. 26 &1. %<552; .*0<.
.:42. 9*6.
Alma Mater, Year: 93*6:*: %;*;.
%
!
%
! !
&7-- %,1<4;A. %;.81*62.
7=26077!

92*6* 779.9
880
980
762,* )9201;
%9
880
980 1.4:2. %126.
%7
880
980 )12;6@ ->*9-:
%7
880
980 *@6* *9;20
9
880
980
$
126* 97:+@
9
!
%2576. 0><
9
.?2. .9:76
9
&.42* , *44
9
9266 &1758:76
9
SPORTS INFORMATION
!
!
! !
5@ <4420*6
!
%7

QUICK FACTS

!

;2.- /79
/2/;1 84*,. 26 ;4*6;2, 7*:; 76/.9.6,.
!
7:; 26 ) & #<*9;.9/26*4:
-./ *@;76 !127
-./ 7>4260 9..6
!127
47:; *; 442672: %;*;.
.++2. $@*6
Alma Mater, Year: '9:262<: "*
%
!
%
! !
&25 &*@479 60.4 4-.9326
).6-@ "*45.9

!

!"

!

66. 790.9;87.88260
9
880
980 :14.@ 79%9
880
980 79-76 !B 92.6
%9
880
980 @6-2 &1795*6
%7
880
980
$
*,32. *9;76
9
!
;9*6:/.9 /975 2014*644
*926* *9;5*6
9
192:;26* 76.:
9
92,*
.>2:
9
;9*6:/.9 /975 *:3*:32*
44
*B"*92: .>:75
9
<6-.6
$7+.9;:
9
2,1.44. %*4=*;792
9
*,32. $2.0.9
9
SPORTS INFORMATION
!
!
! !
9.0
*<;A.61.2:.9
!

!"

%

*<;A.61.2:.9 >2< .-<
>>> 7 .*;1.96.,3: ,75
SERIES NOTES
2/;1 *6- %2?;1 ..;260: % %' 4.*-: :.92.:
!
!
% %' -./ ).:;.96 442672:
76 .+
26 *,75+ 44

$

!

!

&5 3145 3*0&
&563)&8 *'
9 2/

*,75+ 44

!

#

!

2/

QUICK FACTS

!

!

IUPUI
&5 0),&0&21.,4 0)
10)&8 *( 9 2 /

&5 3145 3*0&
10)&8 &3(+ 9 2 /

QUICK FACTS
!

&(1/' ..
*( 9

*0<*9:
$.- 74- *6- 4*,3
!% &1. <604.
!
!
!
2,1*.4 $ 779.
TEAM INFORMATION
#

/7<9;1 84*,.
26 &1. %<552; .*0<.
%1*66 *9;
Alma Mater, Year: 79/743 %;*;. (*
%
!
%
! !
1*6.4 %89200: 244.;;.
9..6
!

!

!

!"

!

*66* 2,1.4+.90.9
880
980 <42* )12;;.%9
880
980
+80 42A*+.;1
.9,.9
%7
880 *99.6 %;*,317<:.
%9
880
$
+76@ *=2:
9
!
*92*1 4.5260
9
9.;,1.6 *:326
9
4*9* 2;,1.44
9
4@:.
"726-.?;.9
9
4.?2: &*@479
9
92*662,* &@.
9
SPORTS INFORMATION
!
!
! !
244 "7;;.9
!"

%

%7

>,87;;.9 2<8<2 .-<
>>> '"' *0: ,75
SERIES NOTES
%2?;1 *6- %.=.6;1 ..;260: % %' 4.*-: :.92.:
$

!

!
!
% %' -./ '"'
%<552; .*0<. %.52/26*4: 76 *9,1
%27<? *44: %
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26

2009-10 OPPONENTS

MIDDLE
TENNESSEE STATE

UTAH

IOWA

#1 #*1 #)& (14 1#'
#12/%#4 &$
5 ,--,

#1 /-01 /&,#
2,%#4 &$
5 ,--,

#1 -3# (14 -3#
2&0%#4 &$
5 .+

QUICK FACTS
QUICK FACTS
=:/:..;+8:8 &.77

1:2; 255

*?4.A.;
5*,4 *7- 85"
*:>.: *?4.A. :.7*
*:A *:<*
TEAM INFORMATION

TEAM INFORMATION

/2:;< 95*,. 27
%=7 .5< 87/.:.7,. *;< 2>2;287
8;< 27 !
2:;< $8=7- <8
2,120*7 %<*<.
$2,4 7;.55
Alma Mater, Year: 2--5. &.77.;;.. %<*<.
"
"
552;87 5*:4

8?* 2<A 8?*

'<.;
:26;87 *7- )12<.
" 87
=7<;6*7 .7<.:

5=. $*2-.:;
$8A*5 5=. *7- )12<.
"
=:91A .7<.:
1:2; *;;*:8
TEAM INFORMATION

1*-23* .*-

&86 8-0.;

/2:;< 95*,. 27
8=7<*27 ).;< 87/.:.7,.
!
%.,87- $8=7- -./
(255*78>* "*
58;< <8 *:A5*75*27. 5528<<
Alma Mater, Year: 82;. %<*<. -*18
"
"
*<< .0.:;42 7<187A
.>:.<; *7* %2<<.:=-

?88-; 08+5=.:*2-.:; ,86
??? 8 5=.$*2-.:; ,86
SERIES NOTES
8=:<1 ..<270 % %' 5.*-; ;.:2.;
% %' -./ 2--5. &.77.;;..
87 !8>
27 =:/:..;+8:8 &.77

<2.- /8:
;.,87- 95*,. 27 20 &.7 87/.:.7,.
8;< 27 !
2:;< $8=7- <8
.8:02* &.,1
2;* 5=-.:
Alma Mater, Year: !8:<1.:7 8?*
"
"
*7 .7;.7 .772 2<B0.:*5%1*7787 *0.
*,127. 5.@*7-.:
:90
*90
*6255.
%8
990
:90
*77*1
%8
990
:90 8 77
%:
990
:90
.55A :.2
990
:90
!
8:0*7 817;87
:
*++A *,1*-8
:
&:2;1* !.;+2<<
:
*26. ":27<A
:
&1.*2::* &*A58:
:
SPORTS INFORMATION
*:87 5*=
"

*52. %*?A.:
%:
990
:90
*5.. )12995.
%:
990
:90 *72<* *-87
990
:90
A-7.A 7201<
:
990
:90 8;2
, .:68<<
%8
990
:90
*7-A
=77;
%8
990
:90
!
1.5;.* :2-0.?*<.:
:
$*,1.5 .;;.:
:
?*5*72 $8-:20=.;
$ :
2*7* $8572*4
:
$2<*
%2<2>2
:
&*:A7 )2,238?;42
:
SPORTS INFORMATION
:884.
:.-.:2,4;87
"

"
:*7-2 :8?7
%:
990
:90 5A;1* 5*:4
%:
990
:90 1.5;2. A687
%:
990
:90 625A #=..7
:
990
:90 *,42. "2,4.5
%:
990
:90
77. *:2. *77270
:
990
:90
*7* *::.<<
%:
990
:90
!
*625* 3*7*4=
:
,.5A7 52.
:
8:<72 87.;
:
*=:.7 *:,1
:
A687 $*A78:
:
SPORTS INFORMATION
&:*>2; )88-;

!

QUICK FACTS

%*5< *4. 2<A '<*1

:
)*1527
:*@<.7
*6527
%8

990

**:87 +5*= 1*?4.A.;98:<; ,86
??? 1*?4.A.;98:<; ,86
SERIES NOTES
%.,87- ..<270 8?* 5.*-; ;.:2.;
8?* -./ % %'
-=:270
;.*;87 27 )*::.7;+=:0 8
!

+/:.-.:2,4;87 1=7<;6*7 =<*1 .-=
??? '<*1'<.; ,86
SERIES NOTES
&12:- ..<270 ;.:2.; <2.% %' -./ '<*1
87 !8>
*< :8;< :.7*

!

!8<. &.*6; 95*A.- *7 .@12+2<287 0*6. 87 !8>
8?* 2<A ?2<1 8?* ?277270
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53

2009-10 OPPONENTS

NORTHERN IOWA

CENTENARY

&4 2034 2*/&
0/)&7 *(
8 1.

.-*; *55< 8@*

!*7=1.;<
!>;95. *7- 5- 85!%
, .8- .7=.;
!
!
!
%;8B *77.7
TEAM INFORMATION
#

=2.- /8;
2<<8>;2 '*55.B 87/.;.7,.
%*7B* (*;;.7
Alma Mater, Year: ;.201=87 .+
%
!
%
! !
;*- .5<87 .55.B *,8+<
-*6 . 88-.

$1;.?.98;=

!

!
$;

!"

!

*

85-.7 *05.<
*?B 5>. '.0*< 85- *7- (12=.
!%
*+.. .7=.;
!
!
!
24. *;=.;
TEAM INFORMATION

#

#

=1 95*,.
27 %1. $>662= .*0>.
83*7 *748?2,
/2;<= B.*;
%
/2;<= B.*;
;2<=.7 *?2<

!

%
!

!

!

!

!

!"

*;* 8;*7 >72 .->
$
! @@@ & !*7=1.;< ,86
SERIES NOTES
2/=1 ..=270 <.;2.< =2.!
!
$ $& -./ 8;=1.;7 8@*
87 .,
27 .-*; *55< 8@*

$

!"

%

!

%

%

*6,,5*27 ,.7=.7*;B .->
@@@ 8 .7=.7*;B ,86
SERIES NOTES
2/=1 *7- $2A=1 ..=270< $ $& 5.*-< <.;2.<
!
!
$ $& -./ .7=.7*;B
87
.+
27 $1;.?.98;= *
!

.201=1 95*,.
27 %1. $>662= .*0>.
.;;B 274+.27.;
Alma Mater, Year: $8>=1.;7 *C*;.7. 45*

!

77. *;;.55
;
990
;90 .<52. 8;.<=
$;
990
;90 <15.B *,4<87
;
990
;90 .=1 5+.;<87
$8
990
;90
*=*<1* ;*0*72,
$;
990
;90 .=1*7B 8<.91
$;
990
;90
$
$=.91*72. *;;8@
;
!
87.,2* 884
;
.0*7 *72.5
;
*5..7* $*7-.;<
;
'*<172 $1*;9
88;.
;
SPORTS INFORMATION
!
!
! !
552<87 , 5*27

%

45*

!

2,85. 5*><.7
990
;90
*=.527 7.B
$8
990
;90
*72.55. (>++.7<
$;
990
;90
26 (B92<CB7<42
$;
990
;90
;6<=;870
$8
990
;90 ;27 ;8,4*
;
990
;90 *,:>2 *527
$8
990
;90
$
6+.; 2;<,1+*>6
;
!
.<< , 8@.55
;
.;,.-..< 8;0*7
;
%2//*72. !8;=.;
;
SPORTS INFORMATION
!
!
! !
*;* 8;*7
!"

%>5<*

!

*-2.<
*;887 *7- (12=.
!%
85- 86.
!
!
!
%86 %*55*,1
TEAM INFORMATION

!

1.

QUICK FACTS

!

/8>;=1 95*,. 27

!

&4 !5-3& ,-&
&452)&7 &/
8

QUICK FACTS

!

!

&4 2034 2*/&
0/)&7 &/ 8 1 .

&4 +2*6*1024 &
0/)&7 *' 8 1 .

QUICK FACTS
!

ORAL ROBERTS

&4 2034 2*/&
&452)&7 &/ 8 1 .

!

2<=2 ><<.7

!

;2, 5B

2,1* '*7-.;?8;=
!

!

!
$8

!"

!

!"

.8;02* 87.<
;90 ;2<=*5 %>;7.;
$8
*7*. '8.54.;
$;
.55B 27-.55
$;
$8
990
;90
$;
990
;90
;
990
;90
5.A -.4>75.
;
*,2
$*?*77* >,4
;
;
.?2 >9.;
;
%

990
990
;90
990
;90
990 8;-*7 !B5.
8.52* ">27=*<
.*77. #8+2<87
$
!
201*6
;
!;2<,25* .;085

SPORTS INFORMATION
! !
B5. $.*B
)
4<.*B 8;> .->
$
! @@@ #& 85-.7 *05.< ,86
SERIES NOTES
$2A=1 *7- $.?.7=1 ..=270< $ $& 5.*-< <.;2.<
!

!

!
!
$ $& -./ ;*5 #8+.;=<
$>662= .*0>. 1*69287<129 2;<= #8>7- 87
*;,1
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2009-10 OPPONENTS

SOUTHERN UTAH
&3 )(&1 ,35 "3&+
&341(&5 &. 6 0 -

UMKC

!

&3 1/23 1).&
/.(&5 )' 6 0 -

QUICK FACTS

*6:*: 2;@

!

626;1 84*,.
26 %1. $<552; .*0<.
# "*@6.
Alma Mater, Year: $; *9@B: *42/
%
!
/29:; @.*9
%
/29:; @.*9
! !
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2008-09 GAME-BY-GAME
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088410; ),;508=3408

;4<=48 $9=0;=
,;4, 90?0;
088410; ),;508=3408
088410; ),;508=3408
),;508=3408 90?0;
,;4, 90?0;
088410; ),;508=3408
088410; ),;508=3408
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088410; ),;508=3408
,;4, 90?0;
088410; ),;508=3408
466 *9>82
,;4, 90?0;
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088410; ),;508=3408
&3;00 :6,B0;< @4=3
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%=,.40 "4<=,/
0==B 9;807,88
088410; ),;508=3408
088410; ),;508=3408
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088410; ),;508=3408
088410; ),;508=3408
088410; ),;508=3408
&3;00 :6,B0;< @4=3
088410; ),;508=3408
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<360, >.50834;8
%=,.40 "4<=,/
088410; ),;508=3408
088410; ),;508=3408
088410; ),;508=3408
088410; ),;508=3408

+ ,;4--0,8 3,660820 & 2,70
%>774= 0,2>0 9810;08.0 2,70
%>774= 0,2>0 3,7:498<34: 2,70
!
&9>;8,708= 2,70

66 ,70<
970
@,B
!0>=;,6
0,/482 ,= ,61
&40/ ,= ,61
&;,46482 ,= ,61

970
@,B
!0>=;,6
&9=,6

%9>=3 ,59=, %=,=0
"::9808=<
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2008-09 OVERALL STATISTICS
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2008-09 BOX SCORES
Game 1

Mizzou Arena (1,149)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
MISSOURI

-2&+#&.
.0-%,!-.%4%0
!0*%-2()%)#(%+1.3#*%-()0-$%01..2%02
#(322+.&&%+
%)%0
)12!$
3--!0".0'
%!,
.2!+1
!!
.(-1..-%1
)#(".5
.++)-1
0.5)++1
%%
!--%,!2.2%
#.22
0!7)%0
+.0%1
%!,
.2!+1
$-.& 4 &.(-%/

5 -*1+#("

55
50

-

Game 2

Frost Arena (2,812)

WISCONSIN
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

-2&+#&.

44
64

5 .--)(,'/

/0

,%

-0"*

Frost Arena (2,679)

UTAH
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

-2&+#&.

58
70

5 .--)(,'/

()//+%
!56%0
)-'
2%/(%-1
!0"302.!$.-)'(2
3--1
%!,
.2!+1

2%)-"!3%0
!120.5
8 +)%
!-2
!0%+
!4)1
311%++
0.22%0
(.,!1
.4)-'2.%!,
.2!+1
.0-%,!-.%4%0
!0*%-2()%)#(%+1.3#*%-()0.3-'
-$%01..2%02
#(322+.&&%+
%)%0
)12!$
3--!0".0'
%!,
.2!+1
$-.& 4 &.(-%/
)1#.-1)-

Game 3

.0-%,!-)12!$
!0*%-2()%)#(%+1.3#*%-()0.3-'
-$%01..2%02
%)%0
3--!0".0'
%!,
.2!+1
$-.& 4 &.(-%/
2!(

/0

,%

/0

,%

-0"*

-0"*

)77.3

Game 4

Frost Arena (2,533)

OREGON
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

-2&+#&.

5 .--)(,'/

63
80

Game 5 Moon Palace Resort (482)

Game 6 Moon Palace Resort (573)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
MARYLAND

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
ILLINOIS

-2&+#&.

5 ",$1,

)+%1
.+%,!)7%0
20)#*+!-$
.+)4%0
)+%6
!00%22
)-'.
%!,
.2!+1

.0-%,!-)12!$
!0*%-2()%.2%02
3#*%-()0.(-1..3-'
-$%01.#(322+.&&%+
%)%0
3--!0".0'
.%4%0
%!,
.2!+1

$-.& 4 &.(-%/
!06+!-$

&3($-

-2&+#&.

5 ",$1,

62
60

&3($-

.0-%,!-.%4%0
!0*%-2()%.2%02
3#*%-()0.(-1..3-'
-$%01.%)%0
)12!$
%!,
.2!+1

.0-%,!-.%4%0
!0*%-2()%.2%02
3#*%-()0.3-'
-$%01.%)%0
)12!$
%!,
.2!+1

!-.3
.(-1.%-6..#*1
(.,!1
0.-,.-'%0
!6-.0
.++)$!6
!&&.+$
!-%/!
%!,
.2!+1

56
68

/0
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,)2(
),/1..1)+
# 3++6
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)2#(%++
.0$.3*!4)-!
%!,
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/0

,%
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/0

,%
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2008-09 BOX SCORES
Game 7 Moon Palace Resort (402)

MONTANA
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

.4&,#&0

7 "-$3-

59
64

&5)$.

2,0%1
)'.
24%/)5
2+)45
1%
%1') ,151
-1*24(
)%0
26%/5

241)0%11
2)8)4
"%4.)16,-)1
26)46
7'.)1,-41
#271+
1()4521
)-)4
-56%(
)%0
26%/5
$.0& 6 &0).%1
216%1%

12

-%

.2"+

Game 8

Frost Arena (1,773)

CENTENARY
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

&$&,#&0

41
63

Game 9

7 0..*)-'1

&$&,#&0

75,
%'.521
%44)//
/&)4521
25)3,
4%+%1-'
$%/2+%
26,9)//
2,1521
)4+
")-/)4
24)56
)%0
26%/5

!2)/.)4
%0%4+2
21)5
)%4(
4;24
-1()//
741)4
7-16%5
;/)
%.)5
)+24%4)%0
26%/5

241)0%11
-56%(
"%4.)16,-)1
26)46
7'.)1,-41
2,1521
#271+
1()4521
',766/2**)/
)-)4
711%4&24+
)%0
26%/5
$.0& 6 &0).%1
)16)1%4;

241)0%11
-56%(
"%4.)16,-)1
26)46
7'.)1,-41
2,1521
#271+
1()4521
',766/2**)/
)-)4
711%4&24+
)%0
26%/5
$.0& 6 &0).%1
4%/ 2&)465

12

-%

Frost Arena (2,649)

ORAL ROBERTS
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

.2"+

12

7 0..*)-'1

-%

.2"+

Game 10 Williams Arena (4,935)

Game 11 McCarthey Ctr. (2,118)

Game 12

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
MINNESOTA

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
GONZAGA

UC DAVIS
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

&$&,#&0

3

7

)--&"/.+)1

65
55

)--

&$&,#&0

241)0%11
-56%(
"%4.)16,-)1
26)46
7'.)1,-41
2,1521
#271+
1()4521
)-)4
711%4&24+
2)8)4
)%0
26%/5

241)0%11
-56%(
"%4.)16,-)1
26)46
7'.)1,-41
2,1521
#271+
1()4521
)-)4
711%4&24+
2)8)4
)%0
26%/5

,0
!2-+6
//-5 -/%1
2:
' 2;
;/8%
%43)4
7*24(
)%0
26%/5

!
4-)521
290%1
)..)4-1+
!%1()45/226
',%)*)4
24)1<2
6%1(-5,
%%3
29)1
)%0
26%/5

$.0& 6 &0).%1

12

-%

7 /.*"-&

78
64

"1(

Frost Arena (1,894)

&$&,#&0

7 0..*)-'1

74-'
-)'.5
-1671
256)//2
21%+,)
5%12
4)1',
)6)4521
)++-521
744;
)%0
26%/5

2

241)0%11
2)8)4
"%4.)16,-)1
26)46
7'.)1,-41
2,1521
#271+
1()4521
)-)4
-56%(
)%0
26%/5

.2"+
$.0& 6 &0).%1
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-%

.2"+
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52
76
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47
59

2008-09 BOX SCORES
Game 13

Frost Arena (1,531)

VALPARAISO
SOUTH DKAOTA STATE

(&(.%(1

58
74

3(-67*70*5

3(-67*70*5

&55.6
1.,
"&52*5
*&1
37&06

7 ('$1 $--2 05$

/'

&01( 6 (1+0'2
!
357-*52 3:&

03$-

23

/'

Game 17

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
OAKLAND

IUPUI
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

$/4$16

7 0&*(23(1

+&*

Frost Arena (3,343)

$/4$16

7 100,+/)2

.(-*0'*5,*5

&7*
&1*6
870*5
7&(/-386*
&2631
0&;)*6
*&1
37&06

&52&,3
./*
*07*1&
.))
&0-382
#&07*56
&55*00
&75.773
&032*
*.6.2,
5*6-385
&57*5
*&1
37&06
23

/'

03$-

&01( 6 (1+0'2
! !
!

Game 18

/'

03$-

Frost Arena (1,402)

WESTERN ILLINOIS
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

$/4$16

47
81

7 100,+/)2

35,*5743*44.2,

3561&2
3))*
= 5.*2
-351&2
#877
*&1
37&06

!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
$382,
8(/*2-.52
.(-*0632
2)*5632
37*57
(-87703++*0
*.*5
.67&)
822&5'35,
*&1
37&06

!

49
96

23

#!
;*56
35)
#&0/*5
0&5/

! !
*5(*5
#-.77*)

!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
37*57
8(/*2-.52
.(-*0632
$382,
2)*5632
*.*5
.67&)
822&5'35,
*&1
37&06

&01( 6 (1+0'2
!
#

03$-

Game 16 Athletics O’Rena (505)

51
67

7 013 #$6/( /'

#
&086/&
**)
%844*
&(/632
9&239&
= 322*00
335*
3*2
3*6*
*5-&5)7
*&1
37&06

#;4.6<;26/.
*22*2
2*;
&)5.,&0
0&86*2
5167532,
!-0*2-344
3*(/
#8''*26
:&2632
53(/&
*&1
37&06
23

$/4$16

71
48

!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
37*57
8(/*2-.52
.(-*0632
$382,
2)*5632
*.*5
.67&)
*&1
37&06

!

!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
37*57
8(/*2-.52
3-2632
$382,
2)*5632
*.*5
.67&)
822&5'35,
*&1
37&06

&01( 6 (1+0'2
!
&/0&2)

82
69

!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
37*57
8(/*2-.52
3-2632
$382,
2)*5632
*.*5
.67&)
*&1
37&06

)&16

&01( 6 (1+0'2
"&04&5&.63
!

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
IPFW

(&(.%(1

*22*;
.7/&
%&'.*0*:.(<
80&,&

*

Game 15 Hilliard Gates Ctr. (220)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
NORTHERN IOWA

7 100,+/)2

"

&

Game 14 McLeod Center (1,053)

!
352*1&22
.67&)
#&5/*27-.*2

$382,
8(/*2-.52
.(-*0632
2)*5632
37*57
(-87703++*0
*.*5
*&1
37&06

23

/'
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&01( 6 (1+0'2
#!
!

23
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2008-09 BOX SCORES
Game 19

Centrum Arena (667)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
SOUTHERN UTAH

#.3#04

87
50

#.3#04

5

#.1#1 *24

/

.&

%/0' 4 '0*/&1
!

/2#,

#.3#04

48
64

5 0//+*.(1

!
241)0%11
-56%(
"%4.)16,-)1
26)46
7'.)1,-41
-',)/521
#271+
1()4521
2)8)4
)%0
26%/5

%1')
%8-5
,20%5
/(4-(+)
244-5
/(4-(+)
%8-5
-11)4
%/5-+
4-(+)5
)%0
26%/5
12

Frost Arena (4,491)

!
$%47&%
4)'.)4
)1/):
-4.)/
2(+521
25)4
%07)/521
0-6,
)%0
26%/5

!

%/0' 4 '0*/&1 12
246, %.26% 6%6)
!
12

.&

.&

/2#,

/2#,

!

Frost Arena (5,637)

OAKLAND
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

#.3#04

5 0//+*.(1

75
88

Game 23

Frost Arena (1,842)

IPFW
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

'$03#04

5 0//+*.(1

%41%+2
-.)
)/6)0%
-((
%/,271
"%/6)45
%44)//
%64-662
%/21)
)-5-1+
4)5,274
%46)4
)%0
26%/5

!
241)0%11
2)8)4
"%4.)16,-)1
-',)/521
26)46
#271+
1()4521
)-)4
-56%(
711%4&24+
7'.)1,-41
)%0
26%/5

!
241)0%11
2)8)4
"%4.)16,-)1
-',)/521
26)46
#271+
1()4521
)-)4
-56%(
711%4&24+
7'.)1,-41
)%0
26%/5

%/0' 4 '0*/&1
"
!
12

.&

/2#,

56
83

Game 24

Western Hall (402)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
WESTERN ILLINOIS

'$03#04

5

#%/-$ ,,

!
241)0%11
2)8)4
"%4.)16,-)1
-',)/521
26)46
#271+
1()4521
',766/2**)/
)-)4
-56%(
711%4&24+
7'.)1,-41
)%0
26%/5

"
%/75.%
8%128%
))(
$733)
%'.521
; 211)//
224)
2)1
)4,%4(6
)%0
26%/5

!

70

NORTH DAKOTA STATE
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

83
63

!
241)0%11
-56%(
"%4.)16,-)1
26)46
7'.)1,-41
-',)/521
#271+
1()4521
',766/2**)/
)-)4
711%4&24+
2)8)4
)%0
26%/5

Game 22

%/0' 4 '0*/&1
%./%1(
!

Game 21

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
UMKC

5 '&#0 *24 !2#)

!
2 241)0%11
-56%(
"%4.)16,-)1
26)46
7'.)1,-41
-',)/521
#271+
1()4521
',766/2**)/
)-)4
711%4&24+
)%0
26%/5
!!
")56922(
%5'7''2**
25.-1+
)%45
/%()
1:()4
%+)45
/%66
%03521
%4-5,
)%0
26%/5
%/0' 4 '0*/&1
!
276,)41 !6%,

Game 20 Swinney Rec Ctr. (286)

"!
:)45
24(
"%/.)4
; 4-)1
24+)4632)33-1+

12

.&

/2#,

2450%1
4%%.
2(()
2',
,240%1
"766
)%0
26%/5
%/0' 4 '0*/&1
!
")56)41 //-12-5

12
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2008-09 BOX SCORES
Game 25

The Jungle (347)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
IUPUI

&#/2"/4

64
48

&#/2"/4

61
93

5 /--*),'0

&2(*
&9.6
5.),*6
-31&6
355.6
0)5.),*
&9.6
0)5.),*
.22*5
&06.,
*&1
37&06
!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
.(-*0632
37*57
3-2632
$382,
2)*5632
(-87703++*0
*.*5
.67&)
822&5'35,
8(/*2-.52
*&1
37&06
$-/& 4 &/)-%0
!
!

01

Game 28

,%

-1"+

Bison Arena (2,644)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
NORTH DAKOTA STATE

&#/2"/4

5 "/'-

70
36

01

,%

Game 29

Gold Dome (223)

&#/2"/4

5 (/&3&.-/1

!
%&58'&
5*(/*5
*20*;
.5/*0
3),632
.*6*
36*5
&18*0632
1.7*&1
37&06
01

,%

-1"+

5 /--*),'0

01

Game 30

,%

-1"+

Mabee Center (1,343)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
ORAL ROBERTS

"

"/$(

5 2+0"

71
64

*+"

!
"3*0/*5
852*5
*,35&5.
&1&5,3
*&5)
32*6
8.27&6
;0*
00*2
5;35
*&1
37&06

&55*00
35*67
%&03,&
3-2632
865&,&2.(
0'*5632
36*4&(/632
*5,
#*.0*5
*&1
37&06
$-/& 4 &/)-%0
!
*27*2&5;

97
52

42
87

!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
.(-*0632
37*57
$382,
2)*5632
*.*5
.67&)
8(/*2-.52
*&1
37&06

!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
.(-*0632
37*57
3-2632
$382,
2)*5632
(-87703++*0
*.*5
.67&)
822&5'35,
8(/*2-.52
*&1
37&06

!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
.(-*0632
37*57
$382,
2)*5632
(-87703++*0
*.*5
.67&)
822&5'35,
8(/*2-.52
*&1
37&06

Frost Arena (2,644)

SOUTHERN UTAH
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

&#/2"/4

-1"+

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
CENTENARY

Game 27

!!
#*67:33)
*&56
&6(8((.
3++
36/.2,
2;)*5
&,*56
0&77
0&)*
&14632
&5.6*&1
37&06
!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
.(-*0632
37*57
3-2632
$382,
2)*5632
(-87703++*0
*.*5
.67&)
822&5'35,
8(/*2-.52
*&1
37&06
$-/& 4 &/)-%0
387-*52 !7&!

!

! !
&22
#-.77*)
.(-*0'*5,*5
&7*
&1*6
870*5
7&(/-386*
*5(*5
&2631
0&;)*6
*&1
37&06

$-/& 4 &/)-%0
!
!

Frost Arena (4,008)

UMKC
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

5 ,%)",".-+)0 ,%

!
352*1&22
3*9*5
#&5/*27-.*2
.(-*0632
37*57
$382,
2)*5632
*.*5
.67&)
822&5'35,
8(/*2-.52
*&1
37&06

$-/& 4 &/)-%0
!
! !

Game 26

$-/& 4 &/)-%0
!
5&0 3'*576
01

,%

01

,%

-1"+

-1"+
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SUMMIT LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
Game 31 • Sioux Falls Arena (5,040)

ORAL ROBERTS
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

Game 32 • Sioux Falls Arena (4,725)

49
77

IUPUI
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

53
68

Summit League Quarterfinal

Summit League Semifinal
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SUMMIT LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
Game 33 • Sioux Falls Arena (5,580)

OAKLAND
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

69
79

Summit League Championship Game
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NCAA TOURNAMENT
Game 34 • United Spirit Arena (2,748)

TEXAS CHRISTIAN
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

55
90

NCAA Tournament First-Round Game
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NCAA TOURNAMENT
Game 35 • United Spirit Arena (2,353)

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
BAYLOR

58
60

NCAA Tournament Second-Round Game
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DEPARTED SENIORS
MORGAN MEIER • 5-10, Guard/Forward, Oshkosh, Wis.
14*$0 &1064,%76(' $5 6+( &1057/$6( 41.( 2.$;(4 ,0 +(4 &$4((4 9,6+ 6+( $&-4$%%,65 2.$;(' ,0
&$4((4
*$/(5 9,6+ 0,0( 56$465 0$/(' 61 6+( ,8,5,10 0'(2(0'(06 .. &$'(/,& ($/ '74,0* 6+(
5($510
0$/(' &$'(/,& .. 7//,6 ($*7( $0' +1014(' 10 1//,55,10(4?5 ,56 1) &$'(/,& :&(..(0&( ,0
$0'
5($5105 '74,0* 5(0,14 &$/2$,*0 &$/( 1)) 6+( %(0&+ ,0 1) *$/(5 $8(4$*,0*
/,076(5 1) 2.$;,0* 6,/( 2(4 &106(56 5&14(' 5($510 +,*+ ),8( 21,065 > $.. $6 6+( .,0( > ,0 +1/( 8,&614; $*$,056
"$.2$4$,51 0'
2.$;(' ,0
6+ &$4((4 *$/( 10 $0 $6
# = *4$%%(' 5($510 +,*+ 5,:
4(%170'5 ,0 7//,6 ($*7( 12(0(4 $*$,056 (06(0$4; $
/$'( .10( 6+4(( 21,06 $66(/26 ,0 *$/(
$*$,056 #(56(40 ..,01,5
'74,0*
5($510 2.$;(' ,0 $.. *$/(5 9,6+ 0,0( 56$465 5&14('
&$4((4 +,*+ 21,065 10 1) 5+116,0* )41/ 6+( ),(.' ,0 ),456 &$4((4 56$46 $*$,056 176+(40 ..,01,5 $6 (14*(
#$5+,0*610 +$0-5*,8,0* .$55,&
10.; %$5-(6 1) 6+( *$/( $*$,056 !
,8(45,'( &$/( $6 6+( %7<<(4
1) 6+( ),456 18(46,/( +(.2,0* .,)6 6+( $&-4$%%,65 61 $ '17%.( 18(46,/( 8,&614;
5&14(' 5(8(0 21,065
$0' $''(' ),8( 4(%170'5 ,0 +1/( 7//,6 ($*7( 8,&614; 18(4
#
9$5 )14 )41/ 6+4(( 21,06
4$0*( $*$,056
# 5&14(' 5,: 21,065 $0' 27..(' '190 &$4((4 %(56 5(8(0 4(%170'5 ,0 8,&614; 18(4
,00(516$ 7.76+
4$0-(' ),)6+ 10 6($/ 9,6+ 56($.5 5$9 $&6,10 ,0 1) 6+( 6($/?5 *$/(5 '74
,0* 6+(
5($510 2.$;(' &$4((4 +,*+ /,076(5 ,0 41$' 9,0 $6 146+ $-16$ 6$6(
&1064,%76,0*
691 21,065 6+4(( 56($.5 $0' &$4((4 %(56 )174 $55,565 $.51 4(&14'(' 6+4(( 56($.5 $0' /$6&+(' 5($510 +,*+ 9,6+
)174 21,065 ,0 +1/( 8,&614; 18(4
#
$5 $ )4(5+/$0 $22($4(' ,0 1) 6+( 6($/?5 *$/(5 > $.. 1))
6+( %(0&+ /$'( .10( 6+4(( 21,06 64; $0' %16+ )4(( 6+419 $66(/265 )14 ),8( 21,065 ,0 +1/( *$/( $*$,056 ,''.( (00(55(( 6$6(
$.51 016&+('
691 56($.5 $*$,056 ,''.( (00(55(( 6$6( /$6&+(' 5($510 +,*+ 1) ),8( 21,065 $0' 6$..,(' )174 56($.5 ,0
),0$.( 8(4575 (064$. 6$6( +,1

SEASON

MORGAN MEIER’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
AVERAGES HIGH GAME
G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
O-D-T
PF-D PTS PTS-REB PTS-REB STL BLK ASST

ASHLEA MUCKENHIRN • 5-8, Guard, Osceola, Wis.
5+.($ 56$46(' 2$465 1) $.. )174 5($5105 )14 6+( $&-4$%%,65 ',' 016 /,55 $ *$/( 2.$;,0* ,0 $..
1) 6+(
6($/?5 *$/(5 5,0&( 6+( 56$46 1) +(4 )4(5+/$0 5($510 +1014(' $5 $ /(/%(4 1) 6+( ,85,10 0'(2(0'(06 ..
&$'(/,& ($/ '74,0* 6+(
5($510 /(/%(4 1) 6+(
&$'(/,& .. ,564,&6 "
,456 ($/ $5 $ 5(0,14 9,6+ 2(4)(&6
*4$'( 21,06 $8(4$*( $.51 0$/(' &$'(/,& .. 7//,6 ($*7( $0'
+1014(' 10 1//,55,10(4?5 ,56 1) &$'(/,& :&(..(0&( ,0 %16+ 6+(
$0'
5($5105 56$46('
6+( ),456 *$/(5 1) 6+(
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9$5 )14 10 6+4(( 21,06 64,(5 (0 4176( 61 0,0( 21,065 ,0 +1/( 8,&614; $*$,056
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#
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4$0-(' 6+,4' 10 6($/ )14 6+4(( 21,06 2(4&(06$*(
$0' 6,(' )14 6+,4' 10 537$' 9,6+ 56($.5 /$6&+('
&$4((4 +,*+ 9,6+ 21,065 ,0 +1/( 9,0 18(4 1.14$'1
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$5 $ )4(5+/$0 .$;(' ,0 $.. *$/(5 $8(4$*,0*
/,076(5
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)41/ 6+4(( 21,06 4$0*( $6 (%4$5-$
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ASHLEA MUCKENHIRN’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
AVERAGES HIGH GAME
G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
O-D-T
PF-D PTS PTS-REB PTS-REB STL BLK ASST
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DEPARTED SENIORS
STACIE OISTAD • 6-0, Forward, Sartell, Minn.
7%'-) :%6 % 9%08%&0) 5)6)59) %2( 6437 67%57)5 *35 7,) %'/5%&&-76 (85-2+ 7,)-5 1)135%&0)
6)%632
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5)&382(-2+ :-7, %2 %9)5%+) 3*
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STACIE OISTAD’S CAREER STATISTICS
!

JENNIFER WARKENTHIEN • 6-0, Forward, Willow Lake, S.D.
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JENNIFER WARKENTHIEN’S CAREER STATISTICS
ALL FG
3-PT FG
REBOUNDS
AVERAGES HIGH GAME
O-D-T
PF-D PTS PTS-REB PTS-REB STL BLK ASST
SEASON G-GS FGM-FGA PCT FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT
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SUMMIT LEAGUE TEAM STATISTICS
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SUMMIT LEAGUE INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
SCORING
No. Player-Team
G Pts Avg.
0)@5? 68819 %
)5)- &6-32-8 "%
-991+) !12- %
(//,)(1 #%1-(/3+,(/
"
-85190) )55 %!%
-3199) -3:-4) %
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#%
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%1,% 0(5(1
"
)81)5) )4)8/6 "%
;31) '01::-, %!%
81::)5? )85)/6 %
7813 1,, %
-3199) -3:-4) %
-991+) !12- %

FREE THROW SHOOTING
No. Player-Team
FTM FTA Pct.
4)5,) ')32-8 ' %
-991+) !12- %
)86315) ()36/)
133 ()8;*)
#%
-3199) -3:-4) %
(//,)(1 #%1-(/3+,(/
"
55- )88-33
0)@5? 68819 %
1,23,/ 03(13
"
5/-8 6,/965
#%

BLOCKED SHOTS
No. Player-Team
G Asst Avg.
81::)5? )85)/6 %
;31) '01::-, %!%
-881 !-53-?
#%
)81)0 )<19 %
<) <)56<) ! '
(//,)(1 #%1-(/3+,(/
"
65)0 !-/68)81 "%
0)3319 !)9+;++1 #%%
133 ()8;*)
#%
)41- #)/-89 #%%

3-POINT SHOOTING
No. Player-Team
FGM FGA Pct.
-991+) !12- %
,.. $04/*
"
5/-8 6,/965
#%
0)@5? 68819 %
4)5,) ')32-8 ' %
819:)3 $;85-8 "%
3%&,( ,23%'
"
)991- !3):: #%%
55- 6-9- ! '
-68/1) 65-9 "%

ASSIST-TURNOVER RATIO
No. Player-Team
Asst T/O Rat
-68/1) 65-9 "%
8? --90) $):- %!%
7813 1,, %
4)5,) ')32-8 ' %
):1- 182-3
#%
)81)5) )4)8/6 "%
-85190) )55 %!%
)13) 6.. #%%
1+63- )4-9 %!%
)86315) ()36/)

3-POINTERS MADE
No. Player-Team
G 3-Ptr Avg.
,.. $04/*
"
0)@5? 68819 %
-68/1) 65-9 "%
68,)5 (;77- ! '
5/-8 6,/965
#%
4)5,) ')32-8 ' %
-991+) !12- %
1,23,/ 03(13
"
55- 6-9- ! '
6;8:5-? "--, ! '

INDIVIDUAL GAME HIGHS
!
%
"
$!

ASSISTS
No. Player-Team
G Asst Avg.
)13) 6.. #%%
8? --90) $):- %!%
-68/1) 65-9 "%
)86315) ()36/)
7813 1,, %
-85190) )55 %!%
):1- 182-3
#%
4)5,) ')32-8 ' %
1+63- )4-9 %!%
)81)5) )4)8/6 "%
STEALS
No. Player-Team
G Stl Avg.
-85190) )55 %!%
7813 1,, %
5/-8 6,/965
#%
1+63- )4-9 %!%
)5)- &6-32-8 "%
0)@5? 68819 %
4)5,) ')32-8 ' %
):1- 182-3
#%
-68/1) 65-9 "%
(//,)(1 #%1-(/3+,(/
"

*? .1<- ,1..-8-5: 73)?-89
3)9: *? 0-39-? )+2965 ! ' ): '-9:-85
3315619
!!
!
*? 0)@5? 68819
%
<9 -5:8)3 1996;81
!
6.
*?
-881 !-53-?
#% <9 %
!
%
#
"
"!
! !!
!
*? 68,)5 (;77- ! '
<9 $63-,6 016
!
!
6.
*? -68/1)
65-9 8)3 "6*-8:9 <9 -5:-5)8?
!
#
*? - 5,8-) $064)9
%
): 18 68+!
# !!
!
*? - 5,8-)
$064)9 %
): 18 68+!
#
!
6.
*?
-991+) !12- % ): %
6:- 6;8 6:0-8 73)?-89 =-86.
): 315"
%
"
$!
"
)5, *? )5)- &6-32-8
"% ): %
Assists:
*? -68/1) 65-9 "% <9 6;9
:65 )7:19: $->)9
Steals: *? .6;8 ,1..-8-5: 73)?-89 3)9: *?
7813 1,, % <9 68:0 )26:) #:):Blocked Shots:
*? 81::)5? )85)/6 )2
3)5, ): -5:-5)8?
Turnovers:
*? 0)@5? 68819 %
<9
$;39) 23)
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79

SUMMIT LEAGUE AWARDS
-, *@ !4)@-9 7. ;0- (-)9 -661.-9 ')93-6;01-6 ;0- 4-)/<- +0)58176
#7<;0 )37;) #;);- %61=-9:1;@ >75-6C: *):3-;*)44 ;-)5 >): >-44 9-89:-6;-, 16 #<551; -)/<- 87:;:-):76 07679:
;0-9 )+39)**1;: 07679-, 76 ;0- )44 4-)/<- ;-)5 >-9- :-+76, ;-)5
:-4-+;176 -;;@ 796-5)66 )6, 07679)*4- 5-6;176 81+3: )91) 7-=-9
)6, 91:;16 "7;-9;
6 ),,1;176 )976 706:;76 >): 6)5-, #<551; -)/<- 7)+0 7. ;0(-)9 .79 ;0- :-+76, +76:-+<;1=- :-):76 )6, 144 (7<6/ >): 07679-, ):
#<551; -)/<- #1?;0 '75)6 7. ;0- (-)9 )6, -)96-, ) :87; 76 ;04-)/<-C: 44 ->+75-9 $-)5
:-6179 .975 '1447> )3- ')93-6;01-6 4-, ;0- 4-)/<- 16 :+7916/ ,<9
16/ 4-)/<- /)5-: >1;0 )6 )=-9)/- 7.
8716;: 8-9 /)5- >): :-+76, 16
.1-4, /7)4 :077;16/ );
8-9+-6; )6, 9)63-, .7<9;0 16 9-*7<6,: >1;0
8-9 +76;-:; #0- 87:;-, ;0- ;78 ;>7 :+7916/ /)5-: 16 ;0- 4-)/<- ,<916/ ;0:-):76 ;)44@16/ 8716;: )/)16:; )34)6, 1+0 76 )6
)6,
); #7<;0-96 %;)0 76 )6
')93-6;01-6 1: 764@ ;0- :-+76, )+39)**1; >75-6 : *):3-;*)44 84)@-9 ;7
-)96 ) +76.-9-6+- 84)@-9 7. ;0- @-)9 )>)9, 271616/ )<91- 9<6: 9<:>07 >): 6)5-, 79;0 -6;9)4 76.-9-6+- !4)@-9 7. ;0- (-)9 ,<916/ ;0:-):76
71616/ ')93-6;1-6 ): ) D9:; ;-)5 )44 #<551; :-4-+;176 >-9- %!%
;-)55);-: -961:0) )66 )6, <41) '01;;-, )66 )4:7 +4)15-, -.-6:1=!4)@-9 7. ;0- (-)9 )++74),-: .79 ;0- ;019, +76:-+<;1=- :-):76 ).;-9 4-),16/
;0- 4-)/<- 16 9-*7<6,:
)6, :;-)4:
8-9 /)5- 79 ;0- @-)9 ;0:-6179 D61:0-, .7<9;0 16 ;0- 6);176 16 :;-)4: 8-9 /)5- )66 )4:7 )=-9)/-,
8716;: )6,
)::1:;: 16 4-)/<- /)5-:
'01;;-, 5-)6>014- D61:0-, :-+76, 16 ;0- 4-)/<- 16 *47+3:
*8/
)6, ;019, 16 9-*7<6,16/
98/
%
C: 0)A6@ 7991: +744-+;-, D9:; ;-)5 07679: ).;-9 D61:016/ :-+
76, 16 :+7916/
88/ >014- -::1+) !13- 7. )34)6, >): ;019,
88/ !13- >): )4:7 ;78: 16 ;0- 4-)/<- 16 ;09-- 8716; D-4, /7)4 8-9+-6;)/9)4 "7*-9;:C )6)- &7-43-9 +4)15-, ) :87; 76 ;0- D9:; ;-)5 )=-9)/16/
8716;: )6,
9-*7<6,: 8-9 /)5576/ :-+76, ;-)5 )44 4-)/<- :-4-+;176: 796-5)66 ) 2<6179 .79>)9,
.975 ()63;76 87:;-, )=-9)/-: 7.
8716;: )6,
9-*7<6,: 8-9 4-)/</)5- #0- :+79-, 16 ,7<*4- .1/<9-: 16 /)5-: 16+4<,16/ ) +)9--9 01/0
8716;: 16 ) )6
/)5- );
2<6179 .79>)9, .975 '79;016/;76 166 7-=-9 :07;
8-9+-6;
.975 ;0- .1-4, 16 4-)/<- /)5-: >014- )=-9)/16/
8716;: )6,
9*7<6,: #0- )4:7 9)63-, )576/ ;0- 4-)/<- 4-),-9: 16 *47+3-, :07;:
"7;-9; ) :7807579- /<)9, .975 #)4-5 :;)9;-, 7. 4-)/<- /)5-:
)6, 9)63-, )576/ ;0- 4-)/<- 4-),-9: >1;0 )6 )=-9)/- 7.
;09-- 8716;
-9: 5),- 8-9 /)5- #0- )=-9)/-,
8716;: )6,
9-*7<6,: 8-9 /)5(7<6/ *-+)5- ;0- :-+76, )+39)**1; 16 ): 5)6@ @-)9: ;7 *- 6)5-,
#1?;0 '75)6 7. ;0- (-)9 )6, )4:7 -)96-, ) :87; 76 ;0- 44 ->+75-9
$-)5 9-8-);16/ >0); "7;-9; )++75841:0-, ,<916/ ;0:-):76
9-,:019; .9-:05)6 .975 1;+0-44 (7<6/ 9)63-, :-+76, 76 ;0- ;-)5 >1;0
)6 )=-9)/- 7.
8716;: 8-9 4-)/<- /)5- 4-, ;0- 4-)/<- >1;0 ;09--

80

2008-09 ALL-SUMMIT LEAGUE
FIRST TEAM
-961:0) )66
#9
%!%
0)A6@ 7991:
9
%
-::1+) !13#9
)34)6,
)6)- &7-43-9
9
9)4 "7*-9;:
-661.-9 ')93-6;01-6
#9
#7<;0 )37;) #;);<41) '01;;-,
9
%!%
2008-09 ALL-SUMMIT LEAGUE
SECOND TEAM
-;;@ 796-5)66
9
#7<;0 )37;) #;);6/-9 7,/:76
9
79;0 )37;) #;);0-4:-@ )+3:76
#7
! '
-41::) -4;-5)
9
)34)6,
66- '-:;>77, 1/*-#9
#7<;0-96 %;)0
2008-09 ALL-SUMMIT LEAGUE
HONORABLE MENTION
)91) 7-=-9
9
#7<;0 )37;) #;);)91)6) )5)9/7
#9
9)4 "7*-9;:
91;;)6@ )96)/7
#7
)34)6,
91:;16 "7;-9;
#7
#7<;0 )37;) #;);5)6,) ')43-9
#9
'-:;-96 441671:
2008-09 SUMMIT LEAGUE
ALL-NEWCOMER TEAM
);1- 193-4
9
79;0 )37;) #;);#0)91:- )407<6
9
)34)6,
=) =)67=)
9
! '
-79/1) 76-:
9
9)4 "7*-9;:
144 (7<6/
" 9
#7<;0 )37;) #;);Player of the Year: -661.-9 ')93-6;01-6 #7<;0 )37;) #;);Newcomer of the Year: -79/1) 76-: 9)4 "7*-9;:
Sixth Woman of the Year: 144 (7<6/ #7<;0 )37;) #;);Defensive Player of the Year: -961:0) )66 %!%
Coach of the Year: )976 706:;76 #7<;0 )37;) #;);8716;-9: )6, 9)63-, :-+76, 16 ;09-- 8716; 8-9+-6;)/- 7.
8-9+-6;
6 01: 616;0 .<44 :-):76 ): 0-), +7)+0 706:;76 4-, # #% ;7 1;: :-+76,
+76:-+<;1=- 9-/<4)9 :-):76 ;1;4- 87:;16/ )
9-+79, 16 4-)/<- 84)@ $0)+39)**1;: 0)=- /76)/)16:; #<551; -)/<- 7887:1;176 16 1;: ;>7
@-)9: 16 ;0- 4-)/<- )6, )4:7 );;)16-, ;0- 01/0-:; -=-9 6);176)4 9)6316/ *@ )
4-)/<- ;-)5 B ;0 16 ;0#! +7)+0-:C 8744 )6, ;0 16 ;0::7+1);-, !9-:: 9)6316/: B 16 ;0- >--3 4-),16/ <8 ;7 ;0- 4-)/<- +0)581
76:018
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HIS TORY

YEAR-BY-YEAR SCORES

"
:+'56
% 67'7+ 7.70+6
;
;

%32
367
+'* 3')- 351' 3+7+0
! !#
44
05:< (228
5:9/ (159(
:,4( #089( 5;(
:.:89(4(
(159( 9(9,
(159( 9(9,
%32
367
+'* 3')- 351' 3+7+0
! !#
44
05:< (228
05:< (228
:754
579/,74 9(9,
(159( 9(9,
%(41954
$,893(7
%32
367
+'* 3')- 351' 3+7+0
! !#
44
(159( 9(9,
05:< (228
(159( 9(9,
5:9/;,89 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
:754
5:9/;,89 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
%32
367
% !" "
+'* 3')- 351' 3+7+0
! !#
44
5:9/;,89 9(9,
05:< (228
$(=4, 9(9,
:.:89(4(
$(=4, 9(9,
"
6704.-0,2+
5:49 (79=
"
6704.-0,2+
5:9/;,89 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
:.:89(4(
"
6704.-0,2+
05:< (228
579/,74 9(9,

#"

!

:+'56
% 67'7+ 7.70+6
% 5+,.32'0 7.70+

;

%32
367
% !" "
+'* 3')87- '56/+
! !#
44
,99,2954
5:9/;,89 9 044
:.:89(4(
044,859( 57708
579/,74 9(9,
(159( 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
:.:89(4(
"
6704.-0,2+
(41(95 9(9,
05:< (228
(159( 9(9,
70(7 20-- 5;(
(159( 9(9,
%(41954
5:9/ (159(
"
6704.-0,2+
%32
% !" "
%

367

+'* 3')87- '56/+
! !#
44
:.:89(4(
(159( 9(9,
(41(95 9(9,
(41(95 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
044,859( 57708
"
6704.-0,2+
5:9/ (159(
(159( 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
044,859( 57708
!
% "3852'1+27
%(41954
(159( 9(9,
5:9/ (159(
% +,.32 $ "3852'1+27
579/;,89 0885:70
:9/,7 5;(
,497(2 0885:70 9
% '7.32'0 "3852'1+27
33(*:2(9( (
5:9/,74 544,*90*:9

%32
367
% !" "
+'* 3')- 351' 3+7+0
! !#
44
$,893(7 5;(
:,4( #089( 5;(
$(=4, 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
(41(95 9(9,
(41(95 9(9,
5:9/;,89 9 044
(159( 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
"
6704.-0,2+
$(=4, 9(9, ,)
5:9/ (159(
!
% "3852'1+27
:.:89(4(
05:< (228
5:9/ (159(
% +,.32 $ "3852'1+27
(48(8 9(9,
#(22,= 09= 9
$,893(7 5;(

&

!

:+'56
% 67'7+ 7.70+

%32
367
% !" "
+'* 3')- +22: 3-2632
! !#
44
579/,74 9(9,
$,893(7 5;(
(41(95 9(9,
579/,74 9(9,
"
6704.-0,2+
5:9/ (159(
$(=4, 9(9, ,)
(159( 9(9,
$,893(7 5;(
(41(95 9(9,
:.:89(4(
!
% "3852'1+27
"
6704.-0,2+
5:9/ (159(
5:49 (79=
% +,.32 $ "3852'1+27
5:9/;,89 9 044
5:49 (79=
$(=4, 9(9, ,)

%32
367
% !" "
+'* 3')- 351' 3+7+0
! !#
44
579/,74 9(9,
(159( 9(9,
$,893(7 5;(
%(41954
$,893(7 5;(
:,4( #089( 5;(
044,859( 57708
(41(95 9(9,
$08*54804 ( 7588,
579/,74 9(9,
$(=4, 9(9, ,)
5:9/ (159(
"
6704.-0,2+
5:49 (79=
(41(95 9(9,
!
% "3852'1+27
(159( 9(9,
5:49 (79=
579/,74 9(9,
<<<
044,859(
(1,/,(+ 49(705
% +,.32 $ "3852'1+27
(48(8 9(9,
(41(95 9(9,
(48(8
%32
367
+'* 3')- 351' 3+7+0
! !#
44
"
6704.-0,2+
54*57+0( 557/,(+
$,893(7 5;(
$(=4, 9(9, ,)
:.:89(4(
(159( 9(9,
579/;,89,74 5;(
579/,74 9(9,
044,859(
579/,74 9(9,
(41(95 9(9,
5:9/ (159(
9 25:+ 9(9,
5:9/;,89 9(9,
5:9/ (159(
5:49 (79=
$(=4, 9(9, ,)
044,859( 57708
% +,.32 $ "3852'1+27
(48(8 9(9,
579/ (159(
557/,(+ 9 044

3(/(
$(=4, 9(9, ,)
5:9/;,89 9 044
(9 ,)7(81( 3(/(
579/,74 9(9,
(9 (41(95 9(9,
5:49 (79=
(9 9 25:+ 9(9,
,)7(81( 3(/(
(9 579/,74 9(9,
579/ (159(
$,893(7 5;(
(9 (159( 9(9,
(41(95 9(9,
5:9/ (159(
% .675.)7 "3852'1+27
(159( 9(9,
:.:89(4(
!
% "3852'1+27
:.:89(4(
5:49 (79=
579/,74 9(9,
% +,.32 $ "3852'1+27
'7 %':2+ +(
579 (=8 9(9, (4
0459 9(9,
5:49 ,7*= 5;(
%32
367
+'* 3')- .2*: '9.6
! !#
44
(9 579/ (159( 9(9,
,)7(81( 3(/(
(9 $(=4, 9(9, ,)
(9 5:9/;,89 9(9,
,)7(81( 3(/(
,36/08 9(9,
5;(
(9 5:9/ (159(
579/,74 9(9,
$,893(7 5;(
(9 :.:89(4(
044,859(
5:9/ (159(
(159( 9(9,
(9 ,)7(81( 3(/(
9 25:+ 9(9,
(41(95 9(9, & !'
(9 5:49 ,7*= 5;(
% .675.)7 '7 (+5*++2
:.:89(4(
579/,74 9(9,
% !7'7+ "3852'1+27
'7 $+51.00.32
:.:89(4(
5:49 (79=
5:9/ (159(
(9 ,440,8 2(880* $(77,48):7.

&

$!

:+'56
% 67'7+ 7.70+

82

%32
367
% !" "
+'* 3')- .2*: '9.6
! !#
44
579/ (159( 9(9,
(9 54*57+0( 557/,(+
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YEAR-BY-YEAR SCORES

!

&
<+'67
% 78'8+ 8/81+7
=
=
=

%43
478
% !" "
+'* 4'). '6< 3-6'2
! !#
55
&;;1< :A$:?>4A1=> $> 599
(-C91 $>->1 !1.
-> !:<>41<9 $>->1
-> !1.<-=60-4: $>->1
(C:8593
19@1<
&
-> $> 7:?0 $>->1
-> -6:>- $>->1
!:<>4 -6:>!1.<-=6- "8-4-> $:?>4 -6:>!1.<-=6- "8-4- *"%+
!:<>4 -6:>- $>->1
?3?=>-9$:?>4 -6:>-96->: $>->1
(1=>8-< :A!
% "4963'2+38
'8 (+6*++3
-6:>- (1=71C-9
:?9> -<>C
!:<>41<9 $>->1
"%
% +-/43 $ "4963'2+38
'8 !8 47+5. 4
!:<>41-=> 5==:?<5 $>
-> :A35<7 9@5>1 -<-851 (C:
5905/->1= 2:<215> .C (1=>8-<

%43
478
% !" "
+'* 4'). '6< 3-6'2
! !#
55
!:<>41<9 :A-> <-90 '51A :A,-> !:<>4A1=>1<9 :A(C:8593
-> !1.<-=6- "8-4-> $:?>4A1=> $>->1
5991=:>- :<<5=
-> ?3?=>-9-> $:?>4 -6:>)-96>:9
(1=>8-< :A-> !:<>4 -6:>- $>->1
-> !:<>4 -6:>- * "%+
!1.<-=6- "8-4-6:>- $>->1
$:?>4 -6:>!:<>41<9 $>->1

-> <1534>:9 !1. *"%+
-> 507-90 ?>4 !1.
"4963'2+38
'8 6++1+< 4146'*4
?3?=>-9!:<>4 -6:>!1.<-=6- "8-4BBB
-96->: $>->1
$> 7:?0 $>->1
% 1'<4,, '8 6440/3-7
!:<>41<9 $>->1
% '048' 1'<4,,
'8 6440/3-7
!:<>4 -6:>- $>->1
% +-/43 $ "4963+<
'8 !8 49/7
(5775-8 (::0= :

%43
478
% !" "
+'* 4').
'6< 3-6'2
! !#
55
-> -95>:.-> (5995;13
$:?>4A1=> $>
599
<-90 '51A :A-> 5991=:>- :<<5=
:9>-9- %1/4
-> $> -<C !1.
-> !1.<-=6- "8-4-> $:?>4 -6:>(5= (45>1A->1<
#5>>=.?<3 $>->1 -9
(5995;13
-> -96->: $>->1
-> $> 7:?0 $>->1
-> !:<>41<9 $>->1
!:<>4 -6:>- $>->1
!:<>4 -6:>!:<>4A1=>1<9 :A-> ?3?=>-9-> 507-90 ?>4 !1.
"4963'2+38
'8 6'3* 4607
!:<>4 -6:>- $>->1
!1.<-=6- "8-4!:<>4 -6:>BBB
!1.<-=6- "8-4!
% 1'<4,,7
'8 !/49; '117
?3?=>-9% +-/43 $ "4963+<
'8 2'.' +(
@= (5775-8 #199 :A-> -/6<-..5> 7-==5/
%43
478
% !" "
+'* 4').
'6< 3-6'2
! !#
55
-> :<9593=501
-> !:<>4A1=>1<9 :A-> $:?>4A1=> $>->1
:<9593=501 * "%+
-=>1<9 7759:5=
(5= 57A-?611
)-96>:9
!:<>41<9 :7:<-0:
59:> $>->1 !
!:<>41<9 :A!1.<-=6- (1=71C-9
5==:?<5 -9=-= 5>C

!

$:?>4 -6:>-> !:<>4 -6:>-> !:<>4 -6:>- $>->1
!:<>41<9 $>->1
!1.<-=6- "8-4$> 7:?0 $>->1
-> $> -<C !1.
-> !1.<-=6- "8-4?3?=>-9-> ?3?=>-9!:<>4 -6:>!:<>4 -6:>- $>->1
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$> 7:?/ $>,>0 499
:<>3 ,6:>,
,> ?2?=>,9,
,> :<>3 ,6:>,
:<>3 ,6:>, $>,>0
,> :<>30<9 :7:<,/:
,> $:?>3 ,6:>,
?2?=>,9,
499 $>,>0 ,96,>:
0-<,=6, !8,3,
:<>30<9 :7:<,/:
(-33: )9/6 15)3:
966215/: $
:<>3 ,6:>, $>,>0
:<>3 ,6:>,
69;0 -5;9)3 #-/165)3
966215/: $
#024= :7:
:<>3 ,6:>,
$:?>3 ,6:>,
1=1:165
31;- 1/0;
$; 6:-70 6
,7 $>,>0 ,60<=1407/
09>70C ,== !%
:<>30<9 09>?.6C

499
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YEAR-BY-YEAR SCORES
$21
"

256
"

$21
256
)%( 2%', %421 2,15621
! !#
33
98-9<.3+ %> #+?6

388

+> )3898+ %>+>/ 388
+59>+ )/=6/C+8
%39?B +66=
/73.43 %>+>/ 388
%9?>2A/=> 388 %>+>/
%9?>2 +59>+
!/,<+=5+ "7+2+
+> 388 %>+>/ +85+>9
+> %> 69?. %>+>/
!9<>2 +59>+
!9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
?1?=>+8+
+> ?1?=>+8+
+> !9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
+> !9<>2 +59>+
%> 69?. %>+>/
388 %>+>/ +85+>9
+> !/,<+=5+ "7+2+
+> %9?>2 +59>+
* 388 %>+>/ +85+>9
$)//5 %4+2 -1%/5 %4+2
!9<>2 +59>+
246, )164%/ )+-21%/
!6 %7/ -11
!/,<+=5+ /+<8/C
+> 98-9<.3+ %> #+?6

388

!9<>2 +59>+
"&
-8-5-21
/-6) -+,6
!6 25)3, 2
+6309<83+ #+
+> 963.+C =6/ &9?<8+7/8>
&+@/<83/< 6+
+> &?<5/C +C %299>9?>
381=@366/ &/B+=
* )/66= +<19 38+6= 3<=> $9?8.
+7/

$

+630

+> .+29 %>+>/
/88/=+A %>+>/ +
+> %+8 9=/ %> +630
# )
+> <9A8 $
&
' 9<:?= 2<3=>3
+> 69<3.+ 8>/<8+>398+6
%9?>2A/=> 388 %>+>/
!9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
+> &/B+= #+8 7/<3-+8
+> & ' 9<:?= 2<3=>3
+> !9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
+> # )
+> ' $3@/<=3./
/8><+6 %>+>/ "239

388

+6 %>+>/ +5/<=03/6.
+> %' %>+83=6+?=
*$?>1/<= !
* /8>?-5C
*"</198 %>+>/
+> !9<>2/<8 663893=
+> &/B+= %>+>/
+> %9?>2/<8 +6309<83+
)3=-98=38 +? 6+3</
9<+= 9A+
/<<3= %>+>/ 3-2
+> #?<.?/ 8.
+> "56+297+ %>+>/
+> 3..6/ &/88 %>+>/
+> 6+,+7+
+> )3= 36A+?5//
+> )3= <//8 +C
!9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
<3+< 6300 9A+
+> # )
+> !9<>2/<8 %>+>/
%3 &+85+ ?<98
%39?B +66=
9+8/ !/,
'::/< 9A+
+> !9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
<+8. +8C98 <3D

)%( 2%', %421 2,15621
! !#
33
388 %>+>/ 99<2/+.
!/,<+=5+ /+<8/C
!9<>2/<8 /8>?-5C
&/B+=
8>6
8-+<8+>/ )9<. &/B+=
+> &
' 381=@366/
!9<>2/<8 %>+>/
+> 98-9<.3+ %> #+?6

+> 981 /+-2 %>

+> 99<= $9-5C 9?8>+38 8@3>+
>398+6 9<> 96638= 969

$21
256
$ " # "
!"
)%( 2%', %421 2,15621
! !#
33
+> 3..6/ &/88/==// %>
%9?>2/<8 +6309<83+
%9?>2A/=> 388 %>+>/
@= (3<1383+
@= +C69< &/B+=
+> <5+8=+= %>+>/
981 /+-2 %> +630
+> +8=+=
%9?>2/<8 663893=
969<+.9
+> 3==9?<3
%+8 9=/ %>+>/ +630
+> 6+,+7+
+<;?/>>/ )3=
+> '
+@3=
+> )/=>/<8 /8>?-5C
+> 388/=9>+
388/=9>+ ?6?>2
+> '>+2 (+66/C %>+>/
+> &/B+= #+8 7/<3-+8
+> !9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
!/A /<=/C &/-2
# )
&/B+= #+8 7/<3-+8
'>+2 (+66/C %>+>/
!9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
+> # )
+> !/A /<=/C &/-2

+> %>+83=6+?= +<7 %?::6C
6+==3- &?<69-5 +630
* +> #+<+.3=/ +7 ' % (3<138
=6+8.=

$21
256
)%( 2%', %421 2,15621
! !#
33
+> !/,<+=5+
+> <+5/ 9A+
+> 969<+.9 %>+>/
@= ' <@38/
3..6/ &/88/==// %>+>/
)3=-98=38 36A+?5//
+> )3=-98=38
+> %9?>2/<8 663893=
&/B+= %>+>/
6+,+7+
+> +<;?/>>/ )3=
+> 969<+.9

" !)'21( 271(
422.-1+5 !
663893= %>+>/
$ " ",-4( 271(
422.-1+5 !
8.3+8+
$ " 7%46)4*-1%/5
%4%0-) $:2
+> )C97381

+> ?85+899 +7
=6+8.

!#

$21
"

<+8. +2+7+

256
#

$ " #
)%( 2%', %421 2,15621
! !#
33
<5+8=+= %>+>/
' $3@/<=3./
"&
+> "</198
3==9?<3
+> /9<1/ )+=2381>98
%9?>2/<8 663893=
+> '>+2
+> "<+6 $9,/<>=
+> /8>/8+<C +
+> )3=-98=38
+> (+6:+<+3=9 8.
!9<>2/<8 9A+
388/=9>+ ?6?>2
# )
"+56+8.
+> '#'
+> )/=>/<8 663893=
%9?>2/<8 '>+2
'
+> !9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
+> "+56+8.
"&
+> # )
"&
)/=>/<8 663893=
'#'
+> '
+> %9?>2/<8 '>+2
!9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
/8>/8+<C +
"<+6 $9,/<>=
$ " -456 271(
422.-1+5 !
</312>98 !/,

!#

$21
"

#
)%( 2%', %421 2,15621
! !#
33
+> 3==9?<3
)3=-98=38
'>+2
"</198
+<C6+8.
663893=
98>+8+
/8>/8+<C +
"<+6 $9,/<>=
+> 388/=9>+
+> 98D+1+ )+=2
'
+@3=
(+6:+<+3=9 8.
+> !9<>2/<8 9A+
+> # )
+> "+56+8.
'#'
)/=>/<8 663893=
+> %9?>2/<8 '>+2
+> '
!9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
"+56+8.
# )
+> )/=>/<8 663893=
+> '#'
'
%9?>2/<8 '>+2
+> !9<>2 +59>+ %>+>/
+> /8>/8+<C +
+> "<+6 $9,/<>=
!700-6 )%+7) ,%03-215,-3
!-279 %//5 !
"<+6 $9,/<>=
'#'
"+56+8.
"2741%0)16
7&&2'. ")9%5
&/B+= 2<3=>3+8
+C69< &/B+=
+> +<3,,/+8 2+66/81/
+8-?8 /B3-9

+> /9<1/ )+=2381>98
&2+85=13@381 &9?<8+7/8>

100-POINT GAMES
"

<3+< 6300 9A+
%9?>2A/=> %>+>/ 388
?1?=>+8+
%9?>2 +59>+
+59>+ )/=6/C+8
?1?=>+8+
388/=9>+ 9<<3=
)3898+ %>+>/ 388
%9?>2 +59>+
9<8381=3./ 9A+
%> 69?. %>+>/ 388
%9?>2/<8 969<+.9
%39?B +66=
9<8381=3./
!9<>2A/=> 3==9?<3 %>+>/
9<8381=3./ 9A+
9<8381=3./ 9A+
!9<>2/<8 969<+.9
%9?>2/<8 8.3+8+
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"

!9@
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!9@
+<
!9@
//,
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/,
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!9@
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!9@
+8
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!9@
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"&

!
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

"

388/=9>+ <995=>98
)3898+ %>+>/ 388
388/=9>+ 9<<3=
%> 69?. %>+>/ 388
98-9<.3+ %> #+?6 388
<3+< 6300 9A+
2+.<98 %>+>/ !/,
?1?=>+8+
388/=9>+ %>+>/ +85+>9
$/13= 969
&/B+=
8>/<8+>398+6
%39?B +66=
!/,<+=5+ 7+2+
?1?=>+8+
%> 69?. %>+>/ 388
/<<3= %>+>/ 3-2
%39?B +66=
# )
/8>/8+<C +

"
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//,
!9@
!9@
//,
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+<
!9@
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#

!
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

&

POSTSEASON HISTORY

NCAA DIVISION II ERA
30
30

30

30

-/1'
-/1'

+-/% #*/- ( #$&+* (
-$+
)-1
)-1 1 1$

-/1'

+-/% #*/- ( #$&+* (
-$+
)-1 1 1$

$!/ 0)

&1&.&+*
( 3 *
-++'&*$.
$ /,$6

-/1'
-/1'

30

&1&.&+*
&-./
-++'&*$.
$,3$/ -*-

-/1'
-/1'

30

-/1'

+-/% #*/- ( #$&+* (
- *" +-'.

)#

+-/% #*/- ( #$&+* (
- *" +-'.
)-1
)-1 1 1$

30
30

30
30

+-/% #*/- ( #$&+* (
-$+
)-1
)-1 1 1$
+-/% #*/- ( #$&+* (
-$+
)-1

+0*"

30

2&201 ,

30
30
30

+-/% #*/- ( #$&+* (
- *" 0*!/&+* +(+
$&(0 -*$0 1 1$ -*-21'4$01 1 1$ (,,

30
30

&1&.&+*
(&/# &$%/
+!%#./#- &**
-/1'$/, $,12")6
-21'$ 01$/, )* '-+ 1 1$

)#

NCAA DIVISION I ERA

+-/% #*/- ( #$&+* (
-++'&*$.
30
30
30

$&(0
-/1'
-21'

30
30
30

&1&.&+*
/ +.#,%
* 1 1$ )$/0%($*#
$,1*$6
00
-/1'$/, $,12")6

30
30
30

+-/% #*/- ( #$&+* (
/
0( &**
$!/ 0) $ /,$6
-,"-/#( 1 2* (,,
-/1' )-1
&1&.&+*
/ +.#,%

30

(&/# &$%/
+

(&/# &$%/
+

*(%-/,(

AIAW ERA

+)#*4.

1 1$ '
1 1$ '
1 1$ $&(-,
1 1$ '
1 1$ '
1 1$ '
1 1$ '
1 1$ '
1 1$ '
1 1$ '
1 1$ '

30 **(,-(0 1 1$ 1 /--)(,&0
30 ,#( , 1 /--)(,&0
30 6-+(,& 1 / +($ 6+)#*4.
30

-*)-1
)-1

/$(&'1-, 1 /--)(,&0

+.(-,0
+.(-,0
* ' +.(-,0
+.(-,0
+.(-,0
+.(-,0
+.(-,0
+.(-,0
+.(-,0
+.(-,0
+.(-,0

#$&+* ( +0-* )#*/

0
30 $5 0 '/(01( ,
30
6*-/ $5 0

+!'

+0-* )#*/
#2 .

30
30
30

-/1'4$01 (00-2/( 1 1$
21'$/ -4
$,1/ * (00-2/( 1 1$
/&+* ( +0-* )#*/
+-) ( ((

30 ++ "2* 1
30 -21'$/, -,,$"1("21
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RECORD BOOK

INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
)4%-):65
%-):65 =/
)9--9
)9--9 =/

)4-

%-):65
)9--9
;; )4;; %-):65
;; )9--9
#+; )4-

#+; %-):65
#+; )9--9

)4-

%-):65
)9--9
;; )4;; %-):65
;; )9--9
#+; %-):65
#+; )9--9

)4%-):65
)9--9

)93) %;-=-5:65 =: </<:;)5) -*
-31::) #);-9
/)4-:
)<91- 9<5: 9<:7615;:
/)4-:
%0)5565 %+03)/-3
/)4-:
#); 6*9);A
7615;:
/)4-:

#); 6*9);A =: 6<5; )9;@
)93) %;-=-5:65 =: </<:;)5) -*
)93) %;-=-5:65 =: !69;0 )26;) -*
)93) %;-=-5:65
-551.-9 605:65
)93) %;-=-5:65 =: !69;0 )26;) %;);-

-* ')5 3-1 =:
-;0 "44-5 =:
915 $-1;-5
633@ %)33,-5

)4-

),- %-):65
),- )9--9
;; )4;; %-):65
;; )9--9
#+; )415

-*

)93) %;-=-5:65
%0)5565 %+03)/-3
)<91- 9<5: 9<:- =: !69;0 )26;) %;);)5
6.
%0)5565 %+03)/-3 =: 5+)95);- (69, &-?):
!6=
6.
-31::) #);-9
6.
-31::) #);-9
6.

1:) <9;-5*)+0 ); %; 36<, %;);- -*
<9;-5*)+0 ); !69;0 )26;) %;);- )9
<9;-5*)+0 =: %6<;0>-:; %;);- 155
-+
1:) <9;-5*)+0
9-5,) )=1:
1:) <9;-5*)+0 ); %; 36<, %;);- )5
1:) <9;-5*)+0
%0-991 9-5,$)+0-3 )3:9<,
6.
>-5 9-15-9
6.

),-

;;

#+; %-):65
!6;- %)9)0 $1772- 4),56; )=-9)/- ;0- 5-+-::)9@

#+; )9--9
65:-+<;1=4),- 3):;

1:) )55-/1-;-9 =: )52);6 %;);- 155
-*
6.
)>5 <33
-/)5 '6/-3
1:) )55-/1-;-9 =: )52);6 %;);- -*
)>5 <33
-/)5 '6/-3
)<91- 9<5: 9<:- =: !69;0 )26;)
-*
6.
!)5+@ 6@+- =: (@6415/ -+
6.
)5,@ 6<7)3 ); </<:;)5) )5
6.
%0-991 9-5,6.
7-9+-5;
6. .9-- ;096>: 15 ;0:-):65 *<; ,1,
.9-- ;096> );;-47;: 7-9 /)4- ;6 8<)31.@ .69 9-+69,

-551.-9 ()92-5;01-5
-);0-9 %1-3-9

);;-47;: 6.

:-):65 )5, .19:;

);;-47;: 6.

6.
:-):65

)4%-):65
)9--9

!)5+@ 6@+- =: %6<;0>-:; %;);-31::) #);-9
/)4-:
-551.-9 605:65
/)4-:

)4%-):65
)9--9

)93) %;-=-5:65 =: %16<? )33: !6=
915 $-1;-5
915 $-1;-5

)4-

5/-3) %>-5:65 =: !69;0 )26;) %;);)5
6<9;5-@ 914:9<, =: )@369 &-?):
!6=
15) 6<>
15) 6<>

%-):65
)9--9

6<5; )9;@ !6=
69515/:1,- )5

OPPONENT RECORDS
)4%-):65
=-9)/-

)4%-):65
#+; )4-

88

*@ !69;0 )26;) )5
15
/)4-:
15
7615;:

*@ !69;0 )26;) )5
15
/)4-:
*@ (1:+65:15 9--5 )@

$-*6<5, =/ %-):65
%;-)3: )4-

77/
/)4-:

%;-)3: %-):65
36+2-, %06;: )436+2-, %06;: %-):65
6.

15
*@ &-?):
15/:=133!6=
15
/)4-:
*@ %6<;0 )26;) )5
15
/)4-:

)5
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RECORD BOOK

TEAM RECORDS
*6.
$.*;87
>0 $.*;87
*:027 *6.

>; %.@*;
7<.:7*<287*5 8>
27
0*6.;
990
27
27 0*6.;
$ $&
$8=<1?.;< $<*<.

*-. *6.
)
$.*;87
)%2.-

*6.
$.*;87
",< *6.
",< $.*;87

*-.

*6.

<< *6.
*-. $.*;87
<< $.*;87
",< *6.
27

>; %.@*;
27
>; 87,8:-2*
27

7<.:7*<287*5
277
8/

8>

>; 8:<1 *48<* $<*<. .+
>; $8=<1.:7 *52/8:72* 8>
>; $8=<1.:7 *52/8:72* 8>
27
27
>; 8:7270;2-. *7
27

%8=:7*6.7< :.,8:-

8>
8/

8/
8/
8/

*6.
$.*;87
>0 $.*;87

>;
27
27

=0=;<*7*

*6.
$.*;87
".: *6.

>;
27
27

8:7270;2-. 8?*

*6.
$.*;87

>;
27

277.;8<*

8::2;
0*6.;

8>

*6.
$.*;87

>;
27

277.;8<*

8::2;
0*6.;

.,

0*6.;
:90
27 0*6.;

27

*7

0*6.;

8/

*<<.69<;

",< $.*;87

*< 8:<1.:7 $<*<. .+
>; &
.+
>; %.@*; 1:2;<2*7 *< =++8,4 %.@*;
*:
27

8/

INDIVIDUAL 30-POINT GAMES
(since 1985)
.772/.: 817;87
.772/.: 817;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
*:5* $<.>.7;87
.+ '*7 5.2
2;* =:<.7+*,1
2;* =:<.7+*,1
.+ '*7 5.2
*=:2. :=;.
*=:2. :=;.
*=:2. :=;.

*< =0=;<*7*
>; $8=<1 *48<*
*< 8:<1.:7 $<*<.
*< =0=;<*7*
*< 5*;4* *2:+*74;
>; 8:<1?.;<.:7 8?*
*< $< 58=- $<*<.
*< 855.0. 8/ $< *:A .+
>; =0=;<*7*
*< $8=<1 *48<*
>; 8:<1 *48<*
>; 8:<1 *48<* $<*<.
*< =0=;<*7*
*< $< 58=- $<*<. 277
>; 70.58 $<*<. %.@*;
>; 8:7270;2-. 8?*
>; 87,8:-2* 277
*< 8:<1 *48<* $<*<.
>; *74*<8 $<*<. 277

*7
*7
.,
.+
8>
*7
*7
*7
.+
.+
.+
.+
.+
.+
.,
*7
8>
*7
*7

*=:2. :=;.
*=:2. :=;.
*=:2. :=;.
#*,1.5 *5;:=:27 #.2<.7
77 =;<
77 =;<
.*1 5**;;.7
.*1 5**;;.7
70.5* $?.7;87
70.5* $?.7;87
$1.::2 :.7-.
:.7-* *>2;
.52;;* "*<.:
.52;;* "*<.:
.0*7 '80.5
.0*7 '80.5

*< $< 58=- $<*<. 277
>; $8=<1 *48<*
>; 8:7270;2-. 8?*
>; .+:*;4* !6*1*
*< $< 58=- $<*<. 277
>; 8:<1 *48<*
*< 8:7270;2-. 8?*
>; *74*<8 $<*<. 277
*< =0=;<*7*
>; 8:7270;2-.
>; *74*<8 $<*<. 277
>; 8:<1?.;< 2;;8=:2 $<*<.
*< .62-32 $<*<. 277
>; 1*-:87 $<*<. .+
>; .7<5.A *;;
>; 8:<1 *48<* $<*<.
>; " (
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.+
*:
*:
*:
*7
*7
*7
*7
*7
*7
.+
8>
.,
.,
*:
.+
.+
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SINGLE-SEASON LEADERS
SCORING LEADERS — TOTAL POINTS
Season

Player
Pts.
#20-9/ +3%53
#/&9 5/&3420.
#. '33-'2
#20-9/ +3%53
#4 0$2#4:
#4 0$2#4:
#4 0$2#4:
#4 0$2#4:
#/9# 2'6+'2
2+3 '-30/
#/%9 09%'
#/%9 09%'
02/# !#/&'/ '2)
#/%9 09%'
+/&9 +..''//+('2 0*/30/
'//+('2 0*/30/
'//+('2 0*/30/
'//+('2 0*/30/
#2-# 4'6'/30/
#2-# 4'6'/30/
'$ !#/ -'+
'$ !#/ -'+
02+ +3*
#52+' 25/3 253'
0&+ '2)'.#//
0&+ '2)'.#//
#%*'- #-325&
#7/ 5-// 534
'#* -##33'/
'#* -##33'/
02# -5+3
*'22+ 2'/&'
/)+' 0,'/
'-+33# #4'2
'-+33# #4'2
*#//0/ %*-#)'*#//0/ %*-#)'')#/ !0)'')#/ !0)'#2+# 0'6'2
'//+('2 "#2,'/4*+'/

Year
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
0
2
2
0
0
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2

Hometown
"*+4+/) 07#
24'3+#/
200,+/)3
"*+4+/) 07#
+058 #--3
+058 #--3
+058 #--3
+058 #--3
'(('230/
+058 +49 07#
+058 #--3
+058 #--3
200,+/)3
+058 #--3
534+/ +//
4 -05& +//
4 -05& +//
4 -05& +//
4 -05& +//
#94+
#94+
&)'240/ +//
&)'240/ +//
4 -05& +//
'//08
-5' #24* +//
-5' #24* +//
0&' 07#
+33'40/
+44-' #--3 +//
"+--.#2 +//
"+--.#2 +//
-#940/ +//
#-4+%
4 '4'2 +//
0--#/& +//
0--#/& +//
#9.0/&
#9.0/&
4 '4'2 +//
4 '4'2 +//
"024*+/)40/ +//
"+--07 #,'

400-POINT CLUB — SINGLE SEASON
NO. PLAYER
'-+33# #4'2
#2-# 4'6'/30/
#52+' 25/3 253'
*#//0/ %*-#)''-+33# #4'2
')#/ !0)'2'/&# #6+3
'//+('2 "#2,'/4*+'/
#7/ 5-2'/&# #6+3
'#* -##33'/
'$ !#/ -'+
#2-# 4'6'/30/
#%*'- #-325&
#/%9 09%'
'//+('2 0*/30/
'$ !#/ -'+
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SEASON

GP

POINTS

AVG.

TOP 10 SINGLE-SEASON
SCORING AVERAGES
NO. PLAYER
#52+' 25/3 253'
#2-# 4'6'/30/
#4 0$2#4:
#4 0$2#4:
'-+33# #4'2
#4 0$2#4:
'//+('2 0*/30/
'#* -##33'/
#20-9/ +3%53
#/%9 09%'

YEAR

GP

POINTS

AVG.

TOP 10 SINGLE-SEASON
REBOUNDING AVERAGES
NO.

PLAYER
#/%9 09%'
'//+('2 0*/30/
'//+('2 0*/30/
0 --' 92'
#/%9 09%'
2+3 '-30/
#/%9 09%'
#/%9 09%'
0 --' 92'
'//+('2 0*/30/

YEAR

GP

REBOUNDS AVG.

/)+' 7'/30/
#2# '33+'2
')#/ !0)''$ !'-&,#.1 !#/ -'+
0&+ '2)'.#//
')#/ !0)'*#//0/ %*-#)'0 --' 92'
*'22+ 2'/&'
*#//0/ %*-#)'+3# 524'/$#%*
02+ +3*
*#//0/ %*-#)''#* -##33'/
')#/ !0)'#4 0$2#4:
#/%9 09%'
'//+('2 0*/30/
'//+('2 0*/30/
// 534
02# -5+3
/)+' 7'/30/
02+ +3*
#2# '33+'2

REBOUNDING LEADERS — AVERAGE
Season

Player
2+3 '-30/
#/%9 09%'
#/%9 09%'
#/%9 09%'
02/# !#/&'/ '2)
#/%9 09%'
+/&9 +..''//+('2 0*/30/
'//+('2 0*/30/

GP
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Reb.

Avg.

SINGLE SEASON LEADERS

TEAM RECORDS
REBOUNDING LEADERS (cont).
Season
Player
GP
Reb.
&..*'&1 /).2/.
&..*'&1 /).2/.
/ ,,& 71&
&# &,%$"-0 ". ,&*
/1* *2)
/1* *2)
"41*& 14.2
"41*& 14.2 142&
"1,&&. /2&
"1,&&. /2&
/%* &1(&-"..
"6. 4,,
.(&," 6&.2/.
/1" ,4*2
&") ,""22&.
/1" ,4*2
".%7 /40",
.(*& /+&.
&,*22" "3&1
&,*22" "3&1
&(". /(&,
)"../. $),"(&,
&(". /(&,
&..*'&1 !"1+&.3)*&.
&..*'&1 !"1+&.3)*&.
&..*'&1 !"1+&.3)*&.
23"3*23*$2 '/1 ",, 2&"2/.2 01*/1 3/

"$*&

PLAYER
"41&, /1.*"
"17 /1#&,
"17 /1#&,
"17 /1#&,
4& $ /.",%
*3" 41,&7
*$)&,& 1&&.&
"1," 3&5&.2/.
&# &,%+"-0 ". ,&*
*2" 413&.#"$)
&# ". ,&*
&# ". ,&*
/1* *2)
/,,7 ",,%&.
/,,7 ",,%&.
/,,7 ",,%&.
.. 423
1*. &*3&.
1*. &*3&.
1*. &*3&.
&3) --&.
&..*'&1 7,5&23&1
&..*'&1 7,5&23&1
&..*'&1 7,5&23&1
)"1* /).2/.
)"1* /).2/.
3"$*& *8&+
&"3)&1 *&,&1
&"3)&1 *&,&1
&"3)&1 *&,&1
.%1&" &1%&(".
.%1&" &1%&(".

"1& *.$/-0,&3&

GP

ASSISTS

"1& *.$/-0,&3&

STEAL LEADERS — AVERAGE
SEASON

ASSIST LEADERS — AVERAGE
SEASON

*$)&,2/.

23"3*23*$2 '/1 ",, 2&"2/.2 01*/1 3/

Avg.

AVG.

PLAYER
"17 / & 1".%
7..& &-4.%
&..*'&1 /).2/.
*3" 41,&7
"1," 3&5&.2/.
"1," 3&5&.2/.
"1," 3&5&.2/.
&# ". ,&*
*2" 413&.#"$)
/1* *2)
/$)&,,& &*1*(2
"1,&&. /2&
/,,7 ",,%&.
.. 423
1*. &*3&.
1*. &*3&.
&3) --&.
&") ,""22&.
/1" ,4*2
&..*'&1 7,5&23&1
&,*22" "3&1
)"1* /).2/.
&"3)&1 *&,&1
&"3)&1 *&,&1
&"3)&1 *&,&1
&"3)&1 *&,&1
.%1&" &1%&(".
.%1&" &1%&(".
&..*'&1 !"1+&.3)*&.
23"3*23*$2 '/1 ",, 2&"2/.2 01*/1 3/

GP

STEALS

AVG.

"1& *.$/-0,&3&

BLOCKED SHOT LEADERS — AVERAGE
SEASON

PLAYER
*.%7 *--&,
&..*'&1 /).2/.
&..*'&1 /).2/.
/ ,,& 71&
1". $ &&
&..*'&1 /).2/.
/ ,,& 71&
"1" &22*&1
"1" &22*&1
"41*& 14.2 142&
1*2 *&-231"
"41*& 14.2 142&
"1,&&. /2&
"1,&&. /2&
*." /46
*." /46
*." /46
.(&," 6&.2/.
/1" ,4*2
/1" ,4*2
".%7 /40",
.(*& /+&.
"1*3" & /&1
&,*22" "3&1
"1*3" & /&1
"1*3" & /&1

GP
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BLOCKS

AVG.

91

SINGLE-SEASON LEADERS
!.+77/ 7+3*+
!.'7/ 4.3843
+1/88' '9+7
+1/88' '9+7
7+3*' ';/8
+-'3 #4-+1
+-'3 #4-+1
+-'3 #4-+1
+33/,+7 $'70+39./+3
+33/,+7 $'70+39./+3

BLOCKED SHOT LEADERS (cont.)
SEASON

PLAYER
4:793+= 7/287:*
4:793+= 7/287:*
4:793+= 7/287:*
+33/,+7 $'70+39./+3
89'9/89/)8 ,47 '11 8+'8438 57/47 94

GP

BLOCKS

AVG.

'7+ /3)4251+9+

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE LEADERS
SEASON

PLAYER
'3)= 4=)+
"'22= $/+*+3,+1*
+33/,+7 4.3843
+33/,+7 4.3843
+33/,+7 4.3843
+33/,+7 4.3843
4 11+ =7+
"'7' "+88/+7
"'7' "+88/+7
':7/+ 7:38
':7/+ 7:38
':7/+ 7:38 7:8+
4*/ +7-+2'33
4*/ +7-+2'33
7/3 +/9+3
7/3 +/9+3
7/3 +/9+3
47' 1:/8
47' 1:/8
3-/+ 40+3
+1/88' '9+7
+1/88' '9+7
+1/88' '9+7
+1/88' '9+7
!.'3343 !).1'-+1
!'7/9' + 4+7
.7/89/3' /1(+79
!9')/+ /89'*
'7/' 4+;+7
+33/,+7 $'70+39./+3
& 1+*

GP

FGM-FGA

PCT.

/* 349 .';+ +34:-. '99+2598 (:9 <4:1* .';+ 1+* 9+'2 +;+3 /, 3:2(+7 8.= 4, 6:'1/,=/32'70 <+7+ '11 2/88+8

3-POINT LEADERS — AVERAGE
SEASON

&

(MIN. 2.5 ATTEMPTS PER GAME)

92

3-POINT FG AVG.

(MIN. 1.0 MADE PER GAME)

SEASON

/;/8/43

PLAYER
+'3/+ +99/+'3/+ +99/'71' 74:<+7
=33+ +2:3*
/9' :71+=
'71' !9+;+3843
'71' !9+;+3843
'71' !9+;+3843
/8' :79+3(').
+( #'3 1+/
':7/+ 7:38
':7/+ 7:38 7:8+
'71++3 48+
4*/ +7-+2'33
').+1 '187:*
+9. 22+3
33 :89
+'. 1''88+3
!.+77/ 7+3*+
+33/,+7 !=1;+89+7

GP

3-POINT PERCENTAGE LEADERS

FREE THROW PERCENTAGE LEADERS
SEASON

PLAYER
/8' :79+3(').
/8' :79+3(').
')0/+ /118
').+1 '187:*
').+1 '187:*
33 :89
').+1 '187:*
33 :89
33 :89
+9. 22+3
!.+77/ 7+3*+
!.+77/ 7+3*+
!.+77/ 7+3*+
!.+77/ 7+3*+
7+3*' ';/8
7+3*' ';/8
7+3*' ';/8
+-'3 #4-+1
+-'3 #4-+1
+-'3 #4-+1
7/89/3 49+79
/11 %4:3-

GP

FTM-FTA

PCT.

PLAYER
/8' :79+3(').
/8' :79+3(').
')0/+ /118
').+1 '187:*
').+1 '187:*
').+1 '187:*
').+1 '187:*
+9. 22+3
33 :89
+9. 22+3
!.+77/ 7+3*+
<+3 7+/3+7
<+3 7+/3+7
!.+77/ 7+3*+
!.'7/ 4.3843
7+3*' ';/8
!9')/+ />+0
3*7+' #+7*+-'3
+-'3 #4-+1
+-'3 #4-+1
!9')/+ /89'*
/11 %4:3-

GP 3FGA-3FGM PCT.
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1,000-POINT CLUB

SHANNON SCHLAGEL

1,887

MEGAN VOGEL

1,850

MELISSA PATER

1,747

BRENDA DAVIS

1,688

JENNIFER JOHNSON

1,676

DEB VAN KLEI

1,621
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1,000-POINT CLUB

94

KARLA STEVENSON

1,562

LEAH KLAASSEN

1,466

SHERRI BRENDE

1,444

TARA TESSIER

1,424

NANCY JOYCE

1,415

LAURIE KRUSE

1,370
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1,000-POINT CLUB

JENNIFER WARKENTHIEN

1,349

ANGELA SWENSON

1,335

PAT DOBRATZ

1,334

ERIN REITEN

1,281

CARLEEN ROSE

1,281

JODI BERGEMANN

1,270
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1,000-POINT CLUB

96

LORA KLUIS

1,235

ANN JUST

1,227

LISA KURTENBACH

1,174

RACHEL HALSRUD

1,154

LORI FISH

1,133

LISA KANNEGIETER

1,130
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1,000-POINT CLUB

DAWN HULL

1,125

SARITA DEBOER

1,003

CAREER LEADERS
FIELD GOALS
'//+('1 0*/20/
*#//0/ %*-#)''-+22# #3'1
#1-# 3'5'/20/
'$ !#/ -'+
'#* -##22'/
#/%7 07%'
')#/ !0)'1'/&# #5+2
1+/ '+3'/
#1# '22+'1
0&+ '1)'.#//

REBOUNDS
'//+('1 0*/20/
*#//0/ %*-#)'#/%7 07%'
'-+22# #3'1
')#/ !0)''//+('1 "#1,'/3*+'/
'#* -##22'/
#1-''/ 02'
'$ !#/ -'+
01# -4+2
#1-# 3'5'/20/
#41+' 142'

1+/ '+3'/
'#3*'1 +'-'1
#1-# 3'5'/20/
01+ +2*
'$ !#/ -'+
// 423
+2# 413'/$#%*
*#//0/ %*-#)'/&1'# !'1&')#/
'3* ..'/
0&+ '1)'.#//
0--7 #--&'/

FREE THROWS
')#/ !0)'*#//0/ %*-#)'#1# '22+'1
'-+22# #3'1
'$ !#/ -'+
#41+' 142'
1'/&# #5+2
+2# #//')+'3'1
'//+('1 "#1,'/3*+'/
*'11+ 1'/&'
#6/ 4-'//+('1 0*/20/

OFFENSIVE REBOUNDS
'-+22# #3'1
*#//0/ %*-#)''#* -##22'/
')#/ !0)'#1-''/ 02'
1'/&# #5+2
#1+3# ' 0'1
/)'-# 6'/20/
#6/ 4-01# -4+2
+2# #//')+'3'1
/)+' 0,'/

ASSISTS
0--7 #--&'/
'$ !#/ -'+
1+/ '+3'/
'//+('1 7-5'23'1
+2# 413'/$#%*
'#3*'1 +'-'1
'3* ..'/
// 423
#1-# 3'5'/20/
3#%+' +8',
/&1'# !'1&')#/
#1-''/ 02'

03'

3-POINT FIELD GOALS
1'/&# #5+2
*'11+ 1'/&'
')#/ !0)'// 423
+2# 413'/$#%*
3#%+' +8',
'#3*'1 +'-'1
/&1'# !'1&')#/
#%*'- #-214&
100,' +%,.'7'1
*#//0/ %*-#)'6'/ 1'+/'1

1'#,&06/2 /03 #5#+-#$-' (01 #-- 7'#12

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDS
*#//0/ %*-#)''//+('1 "#1,'/3*+'/
')#/ !0)''-+22# #3'1
01# -4+2
#1-''/ 02'
'#* -##22'/
0&+ '1)'.#//
/)+' 0,'/
#1+3# ' 0'1
+/# 046
/)'-# 6'/20/
03'

STEALS

BLOCKED SHOTS
+/# 046
/)'-# 6'/20/
0413/'7 1+.214&
01# -4+2
#1+3# ' 0'1
'//+('1 "#1,'/3*+'/
#1# '22+'1
'#* -##22'/
/)+' 0,'/
'//+('1 0*/20/
#41+' 142'
'-+22# #3'1

1'#,&06/2 /03 #5#+-#$-' (01 #-- 7'#12
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LETTERWINNERS
— A —
*+6.41* /3*'
3*+6743 1/743
3*+6743 "6/)/'
— B —
+'/6* 46/
+6-+2'33 4*/
4+:+6 '6/'
41*+3 !8+5.'3/+
6'1+< !'6'
6+3*+ !.+66/
6+87). <33
6/--7 +33/,+6
649;+6 '61'
<6+ 4 11+
— C —
'6*' '8'1/+
'63+< 91/+
'6769* '96/+
.'2(+61'/3 11+3
/=+0 !8')/+
46*+7 "/3'
461+88+ /3*<
463+2'33 +88<
6+:/+6 +8.
6+:/+6 "'3<'
— D —
':/7 6+3*'
+ 4+6 !'6/8'
+ 9<)0 6/7
/)02+<+6 6440+
/)02+<+6 466/+
/22+1 /3*<
6''<+6 !'6'.
— E —
3-+1

6/3

— F —
'978 '3)<
/7. 46/
463/' '96+1
— G —
/1(+68 .6/78/3'
6'3*-+46-+ /'3'
6++3+ /).+11+
6+/3+6 ;+3
6/2769* 49683+<
911/)0743 !'6'.

98

— H —
'/31/3+ "'22<
'1769* ').+1
'226/). +33<
'37+3 '6+3
'37+3 '6+3
+--+ .+17+<
+--+ '61<
+--+ '77<
+/*+3 !43/'
+/6/-7 4).+11+
+6=4- !.+11<
/+2786' 6/7
961+< /8'
911 ';3
— J —
4.3743 +33/
4.3743 !.'6/
4.3743 $'3+77'
4<)+ '3)<
978 33
— K —
'33+-/+8+6 /7'
'6/2 !46'<'
1''77+3 +'.
19/7 46'
39*7+3 "'7.'
46(+1 '6<
495'1 '3*<
6'84:/1 ((<
6/+6 +'3
697+ 6937 '96/+
968+3(').

/7'

— L —
'67+3 $/6-/3/'
+ 6'3* '6< 4
/24-+7 '8.<
/3*+ 49/7+
/78 6/78/+
/:/3-7843 '3)+
4*2+1 46/
40+3 3-/+
46+3)+ /3'
9+67 +1/77'
— M —
) 43'1* 9*<
) 43'1* !9+
) ++ 6'3

+)01+< !'6'.
+/+6 46-'3
+881+6 411'- /7'
/).+1743 ')/+
/117 ')0/+
46+.+'* ++1+<
4664; +-'3
49; /3'
9)0+3./63 7.1+'
9+11+6 /7'

!3<*+6 7.1+<
!5+61/3- '8/+
!8+:+3743 '61'
!89257 '3+8
!933'6(46- +33/+
!98843 /11
!;+3743 3-/+
!<1:+78+6 +33/,+6

— N —
+1743 '2/+
+1743 6/7
/+17+3 '96'
46+ '6)+11+

"+77/+6 "'6'

— T —

— O —
/78'* !8')/+
1743 '6/
1743 /7'
22+3 +8.
88+ +-'3
— P —
'8+6 +1/77'
':+0 /'33'
6+88/ /7'
— R —
+293* <33+
+/8+3 6/3
+88/- +'33/+
/)0 '61'
/1+< '8+
/550+ !'6'.
4((/37 !'6'.
47+ '61++3
48+68 6/78/3

— V —
$'3 1+/ $+1*)'25
+(
$'3*+3 +6- 463'
$'3*+6 +/*+3 "+6/
$+6*+-'3 3*6+'
$/18+6 "/3'
$4-+1 +-'3
$4/-.8 +(
— W —
%'*7;468. "'6'
%'18+67 '61'
%'60+38./+3 +33/,+6
%+/7(64* '6'
%/+*+3,+1* "'22<
%/37843 43/)'
%/38+6 +(
%4.11+(+6 91/+
%44*;'6* '96'
%91, '6'
— Y —
&493- /11
48+ ! !# (+-'3 ';'6*/3- :'67/8< 1+88+67 /3
;42+3>7 '8.1+8/)7 /3 8.+
7).441 <+'6

— S —
!'11*+3 411<
!).1'-+1 !.'3343
!).1/22+6 '641
!).2/+*/3- +)0<
!).441+< !8')<
!).6'22 '96'
!).918= +(
!).98814,,+1 +33/,+6
!/+1+6 +'8.+6
!/1:' 433/+
!2/8. +88<
!2/8. !'6'
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ALL-TIME AWARD WINNERS
SUMMIT LEAGUE MVP
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
*22.+*5 $&5/*27-.*2 $.003: &/* !
ALL-SUMMIT LEAGUE
HOMETOWN
YEAR PLAYER
*22.+*5 $&5/*27-.*2 $.003: &/* !
*77< 352*1&22
%&2/732 !
*22.+*5 $&5/*27-.*2 $.003: &/* !
SUMMIT LEAGUE
ALL-NEWCOMER TEAM
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
.00 %382,
.7(-*00 !
5.67.2 37*57
!&0*1 !
SUMMIT LEAGUE SIXTH
WOMAN OF THE YEAR
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
.00 %382,
.7(-*00 !
5.67.2 37*57
!&0*1 !

YEAR

37*

ALL-DIVISION I
INDEPENDENT
PLAYER
HOMETOWN
*,&2 #3,*0
!7 *7*5 .22
*22.+*5 $&5/*27-.*2
$.003: &/* !
*,&2 #3,*0
!7 *7*5 .22
*&7-*5 !.*0*5
8532 !
!-&2232 !(-0&,*0
&<132) !
81'*5 .2 4&5*27-*6*6 .2).(&7*6 +.567 35 6*(32) 7*&1

DIVISION I INDEPENDENT
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF
THE YEAR
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
38572*< 5.1658) !.66*732 !
*&7-*5 !.*0*5
8532 !

NORTH CENTRAL
CONFERENCE MVP
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
&85.* 5826 586* *223; !
ALL-NORTH CENTRAL
CONFERENCE
HOMETOWN
YEAR PLAYER
5*2)& &9.6
30732 !
!-&2232 !(-0&,*0
&<132) !
*,&2 #3,*0
!7 *7*5 .22
5*2)& &9.6
30732 !
*0.66& &7*5
300&2) .22
!-&2232 !(-0&,*0
&<132) !
5*2)& &9.6
30732 !
*0.66& &7*5
300&2) .22
!-*55. 5*2)*
&07.( !
!-*55. 5*2)*
&07.( !
&2)< 384&0
&27* !
!-*55. 5*2)*
&07.( !
35& 08.6
!0&<732 .22
*&- 0&&66*2
$.001&5 .22
35& 08.6
!0&<732 .22
*&- 0&&66*2
$.001&5 .22
2,*0& !:*2632
3(-*67*5 .22
5.2 *.7*2
581132) $.6
22 867
.770* &006 .22
2,*0& !:*2632
3(-*67*5 .22
&:2 800
!.66*732 !
5.2 *.7*2
581132) $.6
3). *5,*1&22
08* &57- .22
&(-*0 &0658)
3)* 3:&
.6& &22*,.*7*5
$.003: &/* !
3). *5,*1&22
08* &57- .22
&50**2 36*
*5,86 &006 .22
&85.* 5826 586* *223; !
35. .6!7 038) .22
*' #&2 0*.
),*5732 .22
.6& 857*2'&(533/.2,6 !
"&5& "*66.*5
.*55* !
*' #&2 0*.
),*5732 .22
&50& !7*9*2632
&<7. !
&50& !7*9*2632
&<7. !
*22.+*5 3-2632
!7 038) .22
*22.+*5 3-2632
!7 038) .22
*22.+*5 3-2632
!7 038) .22
NCC FRESHMAN
OF THE YEAR
Year Player
Hometown
*&7-*5 !.*0*5
8532 !
!-&2232 !(-0&,*0
&<132) !
5*2)& &9.6
30732 !
&2)< 384&0
&27* !
5.2 *.7*2
581132) $.6
6-&5*) -3235

! (,$/ &
)+-# (-+
( ')("
# + , ($)+ ,

+(
1 + )! -#
+ #)()+, !+)' -#
& )(! + (
, ,)*#)')+
$/$,$)( $( * ( (-, .+$("
,)( $(

NCC DEFENSIVE PLAYER
OF THE YEAR
Year Player
Hometown
*&7-*5 !.*0*5
8532 !
:*2 5*.2*5
&2(3(/ .22
6-&5*) -3235

' -#
!$+,0)' (2, ,% - && *& 1 + -) +(
&& ' +$ #)()+, 0# ( ,# 0 , ( ' -)
-#
%-+)($ , $/$,$)(
&& ' +$
$+,' !)&&)0$(" -#
%+
$-,2 ( -$)( &
# '*$)(,#$* $(
ASSOCIATED PRESS
ALL-AMERICA TEAM
Year Player
Team
*22.+*5 $&5/*27-.*2
3235&'0* *27.32
DAKTRONICS DIVISION II
ALL-AMERICA TEAM
Year Player
Team
*0.66& &7*5
.567 "*&1
DAKTRONICS ALL-NORTH
CENTRAL REGION
Year Player
Team
!-&2232 !(-0&,*0
!*(32) "*&1
*0.66& &7*5
.567 "*&1
5*2)& &9.6
!*(32) "*&1
!-*55. 5*2)*
!*(32) "*&1
35& 08.6
!*(32) "*&1
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTORS’
ALL-NORTH CENTRAL
REGION
YEAR PLAYER
TEAM
22 867
!*(32) "*&1
5.2 *.7*2
!*(32) "*&1
&:2 800
.567 "*&1
KODAK/WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL COACHES
ASSOCIATION ALL-NORTH
CENTRAL REGION
YEAR PLAYER
TEAM
!-&2232 !(-0&,*0
.567 "*&1
*0.66& &7*5
.567 "*&1
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
ACADEMIC ALL-SUMMIT
LEAGUE
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
0.532 2)*4532
*9 .(-0&2) .22
&4.& 3*8*4
$346-.2,632 .22
*66; 342*1&22
%&2/632 !
34,&2 *.*4
5-/35- $.5
&(.* .(-*0532
;2) .22
5-0*& 7(/*2-.42
5(*30& $.5
!6&(.* .56&)
!&46*00 .22
4.56.2 36*46
!&0*1 !
*22.+*4 !(-76603++*0 !.37: &005 !
*22.* !722&4'34,
55*3 .22
*22.+*4 $&4/*26-.*2 $.0039 &/* !
.00 %372,
.6(-*00 !
0.532 2)*4532
*9 .(-0&2) .22
*66; 342*1&22
%&2/632 !
37462*; 4.1547) !.55*632 !
34,&2 *.*4
5-/35- $.5
&(.* .(-*0532
;2) .22
5-0*& 7(/*2-.42
5(*30& $.5
&74& .*05*2
$.001&4 .22
!6&(.* .56&)
!&46*00 .22
4.56.2 36*46
!&0*1 !
*22.+*4 !(-76603++*0 !.37: &005 !
2)4*& #*4)*,&2
0*2 034& $.5
*22.+*4 $&4/*26-.*2 $.0039 &/* !
SUMMIT LEAGUE
COMMISSIONER’S LIST OF
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
0.532 2)*4532
*9 .(-0&2) .22
*66; 342*1&22
%&2/632 !
34,&2 *.*4
5-/35- $.5
&(.* .(-*0532
;2) .22
5-0*& 7(/*2-.42
5(*30& $.5
!6&(.* .56&)
!&46*00 .22
4.56.2 36*46
!&0*1 !
*22.+*4 !(-76603++*0 !.37: &005 !
*22.+*4 $&4/*26-.*2 $.0039 &/* !
0.532 2)*4532
*9 .(-0&2) .22
*66; 342*1&22
%&2/632 !
37462*; 4.1547) !.55*632 !
34,&2 *.*4
5-/35- $.5
5-0*& 7(/*2-.42
5(*30& $.5
&74& .*05*2
$.001&4 .22
!6&(.* .56&)
!&46*00 .22
2)4*& #*4)*,&2
0*2 034& $.5
*22.+*4 $&4/*26-.*2 $.0039 &/* !
ACADEMIC ALL-DIVISION I
INDEPENDENT
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
37462*; 4.1547) !.55*632 !
34,&2 *.*4
5-/35- $.5
5-0*& 7(/*2-.42
5(*30& $.5
!6&(.* .56&)
!&46*00 .22
2)4*& #*4)*,&2
0*2 034& $.5
*,&2 #3,*0
!6 *6*4 .22
*22.+*4 $&4/*26-.*2 $.0039 &/* !
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-4.56.2& .0'*46
37462*; 4.1547)
*&6-*4 !.*0*4
2)4*& #*4)*,&2
*,&2 #3,*0
!&4.6& * 3*4
433/* .(/1*;*4

!6.009&6*4 .22
!.55*632 !
7432 !
0*2 034& $.5
!6 *6*4 .22
7432 !
!.37: &005 !

ACADEMIC ALL-NORTH
CENTRAL CONFERENCE
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
4*2)& &8.5
30632 !
&40; *,,*
&06.( !
*0.55& &6*4
300&2) .22
9*2 4*.2*4
&2(3(/ .22
2,.* 3/*2
!6 *6*4 .22
2,.* 3/*2
!6 *6*4 .22
*22.+*4 !;8*56*4
!6 *6*4 .22
!-*44. 4*2)*
&06.( !
*22.+*4 !;08*56*4
!6 *6*4 .22
*22.+*4 !;08*56*4
!6 *6*4 .22
&92 700
!.55*632 !
&92 700
!.55*632 !
3). *4,*1&22
07* &46- .22
3). *4,*1&22
07* &46- .22
3). *4,*1&22
07* &46- .22
3(-*00* *.4.,5
!.37: &005 !
&74.* 4725 475* *223: !
3(-*00* *.4.,5
!.37: &005 !
&74.* 4725
*223: !
.5& *660*4
433/.2,5 !
*' #&2 0*.
),*4632 .22
&74.* 4725
*223: !
"&4& "*55.*4
.*44* !
*' #&2 0*.
),*4632 .22
"&4& "*55.*4
.*44* !
3 00* ;4*
!.37: &005 !
"&4& "*55.*4
.*44* !
*22.+*4 3-2532
!6 037) .22
*22.+*4 3-2532
!6 037) .22
*22.+*4 3-2532
!6 037) .22

/ , ( '! -) -$!
!'% && '!+%
! )(
! ' .+%(# -$!
,! ,)( ( / , &,)
/ + ! (
),-#+ . -! $)& +,$%*
$! &,) / , ,! )( +).( ,!&! -%)( 0 -$!
,$%(#-)( 0,-% , %( -$!
+ "WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
COACHES ASSOCIATION
TEAM HONOR ROLL
SEASON
RANK (DIVISION/OVERALL) GPA
4) 656 56
56 56
56 56
2) " 66- 2)
6- 56

GTE/COSIDA/ESPN THE
MAGAZINE ACADEMIC
ALL-AMERICA
YEAR PLAYER
HOMETOWN
*22.+*4 $&4/*26-.*2 !*(32) "*&1
*,&2 #3,*0
!*(32) "*&1
3). *4,*1&22
"-.4) "*&1
&74.* 4725 475* !*(32) "*&1
"&4& "*55.*4
.456 "*&1
NCAA POSTGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP
HOMETOWN
YEAR PLAYER
*,&2 #3,*0
!6 *6*4 .22
*&6-*4 !.*0*4
7432 !
3). *4,*1&22
07* &46- .22
&74.* 4725 475* *223: !
"&4& "*55.*4
.*44* !

! '! -$! "%+,*& 0!+ %( *+)#+ ' $%,-)+0 -) ! ( '!
)("!+!( ! *& 0!+ )" -$! 0! + /$%&! &,)
! +(%(# (
),-#+ . -! $)& +,$%*
( ,*)- )( -$!
!'% && '!+%
! '
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2009-10 JACKRABBIT BASKETBALL

23 consecutive winning seasons
3 straight NCAA Division I postseason appearances
• 2007 and 2008 Women’s NIT qualifiers
• 2009 NCAA Tournament qualifier
Back-to-back Summit League regular season titles
Nationally ranked final 13 weeks of 2008-09 season
61-4 at home during the Division I era

NOVEMBER
S
1

M
2

T
3

W
4

T
5

DECEMBER
F

6

S

S

M

T

7

1

W
2

T
3

F
4

5

3 pm vs.
Wayne
State (NE)

8

S
TBA @
Western
Illinois*

9

10

11

12

13

14

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

15

16

17

18

19

TBA @
IUPUI*

15

16

17

18

2 pm @
Arizona
State

22

20

21

13

23

24

25

14

12 pm
vs. Middle
TN State

7:05 pm
@ Illinois
State

2 pm vs.
Western
Kentucky

29

19

26

27

12 pm @
Charlotte
(NC)

5:45/8 pm
@ Indiana/
Virginia

28

20

1 pm
@ Utah

21

22

23

24

30

31

25

26

7 pm
@ Iowa

30

27

28

29

7 pm vs.
Northern
Iowa

JANUARY
S

M

T

W

FEBRUARY

T

F
1

3

4

5

6

7

8

7 pm vs.
Oral
Roberts*

10

11

18

S

12

13

14

15

1

5 pm
vs.
Centenary*

7 pm @
Centenary*

9

7

16

20

21

22

23

25
7 pm vs.
IPFW*

26

27

28

29

30

W
3

T
4

F
5

14

5 pm vs.
UMKC*

9

15

S
6

10

11

12

7 pm vs.
Southern
Utah*

13
5 pm vs.
NDSU*

16

17

18

19

20

7 pm vs.
South
Dakota

21

22

5 pm vs.
Oakland*

24

T
2

8

7 pm @
NDSU*

19

M

2

5 pm @
Southern
Utah*

11
am @
vs.
7 pm
Oakland
UMKC*

17

S

TBA @
IPFW*

23

24

25

26

27
5 pm vs.
IUPUI*

6:30 pm
@
Oakland*

28

2:05 pm
@ Oral
Roberts*

31

MARCH
HOME EVENTS IN YELLOW. AWAY EVENTS IN BLUE. All times local
to game location. Schedules subject to change. For further details
including game locations, go to www.gojacks.com. PE125 1/09
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1

T
2

W
3

T
4

F
5

7 pm vs.
Western
Illinois*

7
Summit
League

8
Summit
League

S
6
Summit
League
Tournaments

9
Summit
League

Tournaments Tournaments Tournaments

10

11

12

13

